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ABSTRACT

The Internal Aerodynamics Handbook has been developed
in order to provide a convenient, accurate and reliable
internal aerodynamics design manual which enables rapid
determination of the internal airflow effects on airplane
performance. It also enables the computation of internal
airflow systems performance by developed theoretical and
empirical methods. The scope of the design manual relates
specifically to internal aerodynamics for the complete
aircraft speed range up to and including Mach 3.5. In
addition to the detailed data and methods presentation,
an extensive bibliography is provided.
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I:MTR(-DUC , II

Airbreathing vehicles have been developed for much
-f the flight spect.,um applicable to their operation.
In the twenty -ear history of turbo,et cperatiorn,
f light speeds have advanced from moderate subsonic
t 'Tach 3 and beyond. Recently,, new innovations
have appeared such as high by-pass ratio turbofans
with hiqh air handlinp capacities which make inauction
s.ýstem losses and associated drag more critical
performance items than with conventional turbolets.
Variable 3-dimen3ional inletsY transilating spikes,
and translating cowls are fairly recent inn-vations
aimed at propulsion system optimization. New exhaust
s:'stem techniques such as variable guided expansion
eAectr nozzles, blow-in-door nozzlee and IE suppres-
sion plug nozzles are appearing on the scene to
broaden the spectrum of perfcrmwace trade-off to be
accomplished.

, larpe quantit,- -f data has been gathered on
airbreathlng pr.opulsion system performanen. 3ome of
these data reside ,ith this :ontractor in its several
divisi-ns, in publication. of several gcvernmental
a encies and of other contrz.ctors. In the field of
pr'pul3ion, inlet and exhaust flows and theiz effects
-n vehicle performance characteristics, there han
existed a definite need to bring isolated, though
related, items Df data together to be correlated ond
interpreted in the light cf knowai theory. The effort
presented herein was deveioped as a tool by which
future design evaluations can be made on the basis of
-a much mr-,r complete and comprehensive correlation of
.h-e larae quantit," " . existni, data than has been
available in the past.
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8.0 Exh~aust Nozzle Performance

$loll Introduct lon

Coriderabbe iviterest exi~its in n~ozzle cdsigni, largely bc~aIwe. s(AV
advanceO nozzle, desirns are cen,'ltiv,ý to the 4irf~r3Ire nozO?.e ýAnstallation,
Afdverse irstallations w'ay red-!ice naitle thvust, or nozze drag gand fuselage
afterbody drag may be i rcra sod. Thun, the. inl~eras~. i:-I noý,zi design and
artarbo~v ýinfiguratioo% storos froi- the impact on installed propuhlson
systemr perflormanoce.

The total engint weight may vary OhouL 2$ý er~ccý-t ane, the supetsonic
thrust *ibout 20 percent depqnding 11a norzle ciCe.ectifl converoent, con-
vergent divergenrl(-f) Bijow.in-door, or plug nozzle. 'Installe5i S.F.C.
fossi zbsonic cruis6 may var~y 1~percent With the lio~zze selections
W~ighti su'p,-rýontc thrust, crui,ýe Sýý are 'items requirin~g an assetismcnt
for no'zzle stelection.

At 'both 'Nupersonic ,speeds ane.' silbsconic' cruise, I percenYt: in nozzLe
efficiericy is worth about, 1.7 percent'in net thrust. "he .large range. 4.n
nozzle pressu're ratioa.nd exit area Oresents difficulty 'Th meintainirig
hfgh titlernal thrust'efficiency and low external base or boattail dr Iag.
For fighter aircraft, nbzzle'pressure ratio may vary from tibout 3 for sub-
soni.c cruise up to, 13 'or 20,for high supersonic speed6. FKD'r a variable
'geometry C-D nozzle, the,'nozzle. exit area may vary, by, a 'factor of ahout
4 between subsonic cruise and higlý supe'ksonic. This area variation, of'
course presents, the, potential fc~r,lIarge noz~zle base or boattaii drag,
fer non-afte'rburning subsoniic Operaticin.

For the above roasons, txonzle selectibn is rcomplicated'for multi-misslon
ai~craft., Nozzle selection or dea4ign is less difficult J*or an aircraft
cefphasl-ztng Mach '3 ope~ration, 9o. for an, kircialft de~signed only for sub-
sonic attack. Nozzle selection and Performance estin~ation Is further
complicated by fnteracticn between'the Jet and the afterbody external flow.,
Tha jet may reduce pozzle or aftetbody drag and the external flow 'can
O'so effect internal thrust perfOrmance. .I~nternal thrust may be severely
affected for off design point o'peration.

Many of the ,nozzle tynes have particular advantages or are better suited
for certain aircraft speeds than others. For insi-ht into nozzle pee-
formanco, the fundamenetal internal and external aerodynamic relatmnships
involved must be well understood; therefore, the i~::;yortant flow relation-
ships derived from bas~ic energy, momentum, and continuity laws, and several
performancc coefficients utilizing these relationships, are formnulated.
Those perfo~rmance coefficzients campai:-e the maximum possible value of the
performance parameter to that obtained by experimental results. The
various types examined are the convergent, fixed convergent-divergent,
fixed ejector, variable geometry ejector, plug, blow-in-door, and
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inverted. The examination emphasis is placed upon a general operat-
ing knowledge o\' the nozzle, geometric effects upon verformance,
nnd the operating range of the nozzle. The external aerodynamic
effects are also given an extensive examination. Throughout the
examination of nozzle performance, significant data are presented
to clarify and illustrate various nozzle characteristics.

.Thermodnamic Background

N bewildering array of parameters and coefficients exist for de-
icription of nozzle performance, therefore review of the funda-
mentals is required to avoid misuse of some of those terms, Since
the basic thrust relationship comes directly from the general
*nergy equation, we will start with this fundamental but important
equation.

The general energy equation as applied to the turbojet engine for
tne inflLght case is a good review method for the equation. The
turbojet cycle is illustrated on a h - s diagram in Fig-re 3-1.
The equation In

V0 Q V82

ho + + Wcomp + --- Wturb + h8 +- (8.1)
""2gJ lb.Wa 2gJ

heat supplied per lb. of air by combustion

Equation 8.1 reduces to:

o+ + V8 (8.)
2gJ ib .Wa 2gJ

Recalling that h = Cp T (8-3)

v2
hT + (30.4)

2g.J

T V2

cpTT - C T + -- (8.5)
2gJ

Also the relationship ior isentropic expansion or compression:

6-1
T, ri 6 and fo- a flow proces: (86)

T2 P2

TT (8.7)

T \P



Fi&uro 8-2 illustrates the nozzle expanmion process where potentilt
""energy (at % h:Lgh pressure) is rouverted into kInetia energy. The

generCL energy equation ftr this flow process

h i iv s + h  + exit (8.8)

'turbine nozzle
discharge entrance

(excluding tail-
pipe losses)

cp 'Tjet op Tjot + j (8.9)

From the isentropic relaLionships, using TTt and PTj/Pamb,•'sat'c ~nbe calculatod Te

fre4 ., and theoretical thrust cen be evaluated:

~'grss + (Vexcit - Pamb) Aexit 0~.10)
4 tatic pressure

This equation is derived thoroughly in Pages 13 through 1.8 of

"Aircraft Jet Powerplants" by F. P. Durham, published by Prentice-
Hall.

Maximum isentropic gross thrust (ideal C-D nozzle) is obtained
when Pexit equals Psmb.

ror a convergent nozzle, we quickly reach a case where Pexit g
Panb complicating the following ideal (theoretical) convergent
nozzle thrust parameter derivation:

=g f j ( P ) (8)
ab ~ambI
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S 8. Theoretical Performance

8.1.1 TTheoretical Thrust Types

Before starting the convergent nozzle thrust derivation, we should
note we will be looking at three major theoretical thtust derivations.

(a) Ideal convergent nozzle thrust
(b) Optimum thrust (complete expansion)
(c) Theoretical C-D nozzle thrust

(Exit area of C-D nozzle not optimum)

8.1.2 Convergent Nozzle Thrust Parameter Derivation

8.1.2.1 Derivation of convergent nozzle thrust for pressure ratios below*
choking:

Mj < 1

A convergent nozzle provides a maximum nozzle exit Mach number of
1. From the flow equation relating pressure ratio and Mach number

Pstatc =1+ M2exit (8.12)

For Y t- ap = 1.4 for air at normal temperatures, Mexit 1
CV

Pe + .2 (1.2 1.89, Pe = Pexit (8.13)

For a convergent nozzle, recognizing that exit Mach is limited
to I, therefore

Pe= .529 Mj = 1 (8.14)
T 1.89

If PT supplied to the nozzle increases (once a pressure ratio of
1.89 is reached), then Pe must increase correspondingly.
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Below a pressure ratio of 1.89 ( y m 1 x Pamb , Nj < 1

then equation 8.11 becomes

ws Viet + (Pe" Payb) Ajet Viet f or .'b 1.89

* £-! (Viet) (.
8

For eonvenience, gas flow will be defined at the nozzle throat, which
Is also the exit for a convergent nozzle.

r9- (pAV)exit (Vjet) "Pe Ae Vj 2 See Figure 8-4 (8.16)

Substituting for density 0 by.

pv RT or R-RT (8.17)

F~m P 2 p A 2 a2  (.8
RT 9 RT g

P a 2 s•__RT )2 ,& M Y RT

(&E
P. e AG Mi2 Y (8.19)

To put in terms of pressure ratio from
Y

P-T 1+ Y-1 2 FT

2 " 2

F' .] y 1Y2 12

Substituting for N,2 in equation 8.19

" Yp A(•2) [(LT) " 1] ) Pe Pamb (8.20)
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Putting equation 8.20 In terms of a groan thrust parameter

iamb Aj.1t LkPamb/ 3]

This completes the convergent notale gross thrust parameter deriva-
tion, for the cue where the nozzlc is not choked.

We are now ready to examine the other half of the convergent nozzle
thrust parameter derivation; the case where we have a pressure
ratio higher then that required for choked flow. Mach number of
the jet in limited to 1, but Pexit may become greater thau Pamb"

8.1.2.2 Derivation of convergent nozzle thrust parameter for pressure
ratios at or above choking (Mjet - 1).

The significance of this case is that the nozzle exit pressure area
term must be included as illustrated in Figure 8-5.

- Vj + (Pe - Psmb) substituting Equation 8.19
gros £ jA sinto 8.~

1gross - 1IPe A4J42  + (Pe - Pb) Aet (8.22)

For Mach 1 at the convergent nozzle exit, Pexit is dependent on the
PTjet level.

+ "p•" 31 U

= 1.89 for Y -1.4

then Pe - PTj a PT1  , Substituting Equation 8.23 into
PTj/pe 1.89 8.22 (8.23)

F U r!!1_ A (1)2 + (pe - po) Ajet£ 1.89

aIrU Aj + i Pamb8- A
1.89 \1.89/

8-6
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To obtain the thrust parameter form:

F 1 _ -4 (8.25)
-Y T A 1.8-- I

Pamb Aj 1.89 Pamb P8m

1.89 Pamb " 1

By substituting the general relationship for the choking pressure
ratio:

P~j I1+)M2-r- rj+1+ L 2  J2 3 M -l

F9 2 PT_ - 1 (8.26)Pamb Aj r+ I - F lm

for !T1  -4 and g s 4b

Panb "umb

Figure 8-6 through 8-8 are plots of the theoretical convergent
nozzle thrust parameter.

While the theoretical convergent nozzle thrust value has of course
been used as an efficiency base for years for subsonic aircraft with
fixed convergent nozzles, optimum thrust (for an isentropic expan-
sion) is now being used more commonly as th_ base. The thrust para-
meter Fg/PMb Aj for optimum thrust or in other words for a complete
isentropic expansion (theoretical ideal convergent-divergent exvan-
sion), is shown in Figures 8-9 through 8-12. The thrust parameter
Fg/(wgV'TT)for a convergent nozzle is presented in Figures 8-13 through
8-15.

8.1.3 ptimýV m Thrust Parameter Derivations

Two optimum thrust par?=eters are often used; one parameter involving
flow rate and temperature and the other parameter using total press-
ure and nozzle throat area. Figure 8-16 illustrates the terms uti-
lized in these thrust derivations.
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8.1.3.1 Derivation of Optimum Thrust Parameter

Fi relates: 1) Iaximum ideal gross thrust

2) Nozzle total gas flow, lb/sec

3) Nozzle total teniperature, R

4) Nozzle pressure ratio

for the optimum nozzle area ratio equation:

Fj 2YRT I -pI (8.27)

IPanb) JL

Derivation:

F Ve + (Pe - pamb) Ae

Ae
For the optimum nozzle area ratio

A*

PC = Pambs (PC = static pressure)

Yg - Ve (8.28)

Ve - M 8e - Me A9R Te (8.29)

PT 1+ Ci

Pamb 2 J

S" • b (8.30)11

Substituting equation 8.30 into 8.29, then
substituting the result into 8.28

Y11
"w 2-1 /g R- Te
£ - Pamb J
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~IWSLt yT y~ F~ (8.31)

! ~ ( ~ )L TT

( ~ PT) y T

-. Pab T(F m

[i PJ !V TT [!T- ;Yj

'v-i 16

/2 RFP -1

g' Pamb

1-Y

- 2 YfR Li
1- I

IL... - 2Y L' (Ref. 8.27)

for optimum Ae/A*

This parameter is present. i in Appendix F
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8.1.3•2 Derivar.ion of Optimum Thrust Parameter F1

A*. PT

F1 relates: 1) )Laximum ideal gross thrust

A PT 2) Nozzle throat or" minimum area, in. 2

3) Nozzle total pressure, psia

4) Nozzle pressure ratio

for optimum nozzle area ratio

Equaticn:

_•2 Y-l
2Y2(211Y-l r PI-I 1 a-i (8.32)

A*PT Y-1 (y+ll LI PT I

Derivation:

8 op t Ve + (Pe - Pamb) A.

For the optimum nozzle area ratio ([A)

Pe ' Pamb (pe - static pressure)

9 A V e P Ve (8.33)

A' V*
"Ve (defining W by conditions at the throat)

v g

Define Ve as the velocity at the exlt; then for a flow procot.

hT= hl + _. h2 + Q Q (8.34)
isJ 2gJ 0
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2
hTe he + -e

2gJ

cp (TT - Texit) 1 (Ve2 ) 2 Texit Is a static teopcratuze

Cp -vR/J (8.35)

Cp- (8.36)
(y-1)J

('t'-) J g'--• Ve(8.37)

2g YR (TT- Te) = 2

2 r y - 2  (8.38)

I T1

T
,T (p~T P1i

_ E I 1 _ _ _e _ _Pa__ __TT "P"T

2g R IypaR n'b

2g- RA L - J(8.39)
lbetery'IlC. V no* :

V -Mt M = at throat

I-].



* /* IT* 1;1 It( fijI t.

T ..... 12 for M 3 at tile thr0,,1 t 8.4C)1
2

--V1. • • . .. . . (8.41)

2 2

, V*2

hT ,- h - .

Cv -p - *'*) ( T (V*)
2 gJ

Cp t . . .

YR (TT - T*) 2
(y_])) 2gJ

2g -' - (V*) (8.42)
Y-1 TTr

TT TT

at A ; 2 (8.43)

Substituting equation 8.43 into 8.42

Y-1 .fl! y-1- l•f; v

v" 'T1 (1---I) 2 ___ TT 1(*)

w-T ¥1 2v,+YR
__ L..I 2- TT (V*)

V* TT,~g"Y
y TT (8.44)
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Determine v* Pv - RT

IT 1 +y2

"- • ,2+y1 Y+1

2* 2 2

Y-1

! a (~Y -(8.45)

W pAY A* V*
-g-vm -v• -v* Ve (8.47)

I Now sulistituting equations 8.39, 8.44, 8.46 into 8.47

I[

VT l 2 T P

g (8.48)(.46
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* r _j 2 /2 F2_

9R TT T' I +I
FC - (8.49)

Y1. 1 Y -

Not(--,

2/

I•T

S 8 y-1)
,2 Y,+ 2

2_) 2
,t+iI 2) Y -/-2 Y+l

Substituting into equation 8.49

F £ A*PT/~j avb

[ y 1 anib1 j (Ref. 8.32)

for non viscous flow optimum area ratio nozzle

Tabulated values of this parameter are presented in Appendix F



S8.1.4 Area Ratio

8.1.4.1 Optimum Thrust Area Ratio

For optimum thrust, the foregoing derivations were based on ex-
pension in the nozzle down to ambient pressure. In other words,
the nozzle area variation provided an exit pressure equal to
&mbient or the pressure level the gas is being discharged to.
Figure 8-17 illustrates the nczzle exit to throat area ratio re-
quired for a given specific beat ratio. Area ratio can be cal-
culated from equation 8.50.

~i

A*.M -2' -17 (8.50)

Where A1 can be taken as the nozzle throat, with M1 * 1.

1o2 or Mexit can be calculated from equation 8.51.

9ý ft -2 xiý](8-51)P Pamb

Figures 8-18 and 8-19 show estimated act•ual (not theoretical)
nozzle performance for a high supersonic aircraft where C-D
nozzle area ratio is held close to optimum as the flight speed
-and pressure ratio varies.

8.1.,.2 Non-Optimum Area Ratio

Because of the weight, complexity, and control system needed for
optimum area ratio (variable), most operational C-D nozzles use
fixed exits, or exits that are slaved to the primary nozzle (throat)
such as the J79 nozzles. Exits that are slaved to the primary pro-
vide essentially 2 positicon exita, or 2 exit to throat area ratios.
For non-afterburning, a diameter ratio (about 1.1) providing good
subsonic cruise is obtained from the nozzle kinematics when the
primary is in the dry position. When the primary nozzle opens up
(50 to 100 percent area increase) for afterburning, the nozzle
linkage provides a diameter ratio (1.2 to 1.3) which is a good
compromise ratio for aftrburning operation over the supersonic
flight speed range.

Theoretical variations in gross thrust, at given fixed area ratios,
arP illustrated in Figure 8-20. For a fixed area ratio nozzle de-
signed for optimum thrust at high pressure ratios, very large
thrust losses are indicated at low pressure ratios.
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We have examined 2 theoretical nozzle cases previously; convergent
knd optimum nozzles. To complete our theoretical thrust varia-
tions, we will now look at the third case of convergent divergent
nozzles at non-optimum area ratios. These 3 cases are illustrated
in Figure 8-21. The difference between optimum thrust and C-D
nozzle thrust, at a particular area ratio, is often a source of
confusion.

To calculate theoretical C-D nozzle thrust for any area ratio, we
must add the pressure area term to our thrust equation.

F Wgas Vj + (Pexit - Pamb) Aexit

We can put this in a familiar optimum thrust parameter form by
substituting PTj for PTO

Pexit Pamb

e +1i-

2 X 2 2 - - (Pexit) Pamb)Ae...t
A*T ~ l~ +1 A*L J A

(8.52)

The easiest way to calculate non-optimum area ratio thrust is:

(a) Select a pressure ratio

(b) Select an exit Mach number

(c) Calculate exit static pressure from the Mach number at
the exit.

(d) Calculate the area ratio required for the exit Mach number

Selecting an exit Mach number, for Step (c), Pexit can be calculated

from equation 8.53.

11 1 -1Mxt Y-

Pexit 2 exit
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For step (d), the area ratio can be calculated from equation
8.54.

Aexi__t Mexit 1 + 2 ! M2exit 2CY-1)

2
Athroat Mexit + X-: Mthroat 2

or

Mexit 2 2  Y ±1 (8.54)
Aexit i =0Y-l)

Athroat Mexit + Y21

Now we have an exit pressure and Aexit to plug into the equation
for Fg A*

A* PTj

Figures 8-22 through 8-26 present curves relating thrust, area ratio,
and pressure ratio for a theoretical C-D nozzle. Since optimum
thrust is available from many tables or plots, Figures 8-22 through

8-26 present the variation in thrust from optimum for any area ratio.
This presentation is useful in that the allowable area deviation
(from optimum) to maintain thrust at a given percentage (compared to
optimum) can be quickly determined from these plots. The plots are
for different specific heat ratios, Figure 8-25 presents theoretical
thrust variation, at a specific heat ratio of 1.3, out to a pressure
ratio of 48.

These theoretical trends for thrust variation with area ratio and
pressure ratio are representative of actual C-D nozzles for under-
expanded flow (Aexit too small). For overexpanded flow, fortunately
the theoretical trend is conservative compared to actual test results
due to flow separation or detachment from the divergent walls. This
is a separate subject and experimental results will be presented
later.
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: . Cou~f f ici cliLs

,B 1 as IL: C:oftI i ilats

IWO b.IM•c factors are important in the design of a nozzle. One
is C' Julow capaciry: the other is the nozzle's effectiveness
In (,c,ý,'crting pressuro energy into kinetic energy (velocity).
Thot•, two factors are evaluated 1y means of two coefficients
whLcli are defined as follows:

Cd = flow coefficient

Actual Mass Rate of flow

Mass rate of flow with isentropic flow

Cvei V- velocity coefficient

Actual vecit at nozzlt exit

Velocity at nozzle exit ,ith isentropic flow
and same .:t pressure

For clarity the following nozzle will be 'ised as a reference:

Sta. 2 02

' I
II I

The actual jet thrust then is

Fj actual - M d VM (8.55)
dT

If the fluid is assumed to start from rest (stagnation con-
dition) equation (8.,5) can be written as:

Wm WM Wt WN
a9 WAc.La- g wt g Vt Vt (8.56)

Then substituting the two coefficients into 8.56,

Fj actual = Cd Wt CVel Vt (8.57)
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For equation 8-57 to be useful both coefficianLs must be known.
If the &a" flow rate is known then only the velocity coefficient
is required.

Fj actual a Cy* 1 Vt

To compute the actual thrust from Equation 8-57, the theoretical
weight flow rate (Wt) and the theoretical velocity (Vt) must be
known.

As already shown in Section 8.0, theoretical values are based on
an isentropic expansion of the jet to ambient pressure. Since
the nozzle unchoked, ambient pressure (Pamb) will occur at the
exit. Equation 8.37 of Section 8.3.1.2 is derived based on a complete
isentropic to ambient at the exit, but in an unchoked condition the
ambient pressure occurs at the exit, Therefore:

Vt Ve XgyR TT 1-(8.58)

Defining the flow at the exit, then

Wt = Pe Ae Ve -pe Ae Vt (8.59)

"P a nd T . T T (
but Pe = Pamb

Therefore,

Pe= a-MbRe and Te = TT ( Pamb -

RTe ( T

Substituting into equation 8.59

Wt = Pamb Ae Vt
Y-1 (8.60)

Pt)
Y-1

WtM AePamb (Pab -
RTT a /

or Wt=A Pa (T Vt
RTT amb(8.61)
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At a choked condition (M - 1.0 at the throat and Pamb Y Pe) the
following equations apply at the nozzle throat.

Vt MV - -2 TT

y+l

Again, defining Wt at the throat

Ak V*
Wt = P* A* V* - v*

Substituting equations 8.46 and 8.44

Wt = 2 .2 gYRTT
RTT (Ž±y _... Y+l
PT 1 21

2

WtPT A* C g 2

R2 TT 2 - 7-

Wt M PT A* (Y 2TT1 (8.62)
\Y+l VERT

8.2.2 Nozzle Efficiency Terms

A myriad of variations in nozzle efficiency terms exist. We will
encounter differenc efficiency terms as we examine individual
experimental efforts in this field. These variations of course make
comparisons of data difficult. Confusion over just what is in-
cluded in nozzle efficiency or thrust coefficient can lead to
invalid results or comparisons.

Some of the more important thrust coefficients are listed below.
The biggest problem probably lies in variations in nomenclature.

Nomenclature Thrust Coefficient

Nozzle gross thrust
Ideal primary thrust (isentropic)

CV Nozzle gross thrust
Ideal primary thrust (isentropic)
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Nasencle~ure Thrust Coefficient

S1Gross thrust of primary and secondary
rip UZ primary thrust

Gross thrust of nozsle

Fp Actual convergent nozzle thrust

of the primary

Groal thrust minus secondary ram drag
g ~ Ideal primary thrust (isentropic)

Gross thrust minus external nozzle drag
Ideal primary thrust (isentropic)

.98 .98

Since engine specifications are generally presented in terms of
.98 or .985 of isentropic thrust, & C,4 coefficient is Just a
means of applying an actual thrust coefficient to specification
thrust as shown below.

olg actual - Cej (FNApec) - CfK (.98 Fgideal)
nozzle Z88
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8.3 Discussion and F eririental Performance. of Yarious Nozzle Tnes

83.1 Convergent Nozzles

8.3.1.1 Simple Convergent

The simple convergent nozzle operation has been briefly discussed
in Section 8.1.1. Theoretical performance methods are derived

and same plots presented. In this section, actual performance
to the main concern.

Thrust and Flow coefficient. Figures 8-27 and 8-28 show the
typical performance of a convergent noazle. The thrust of the
convergent nozzle is very good at the low pressure ratio but
suffers an the pressure ratio increases. This is why the conver-
gent nozzle is good for subsonic operations, as can be seen from
the estimated performance curve, Figure 8-29.

There are two main variables with this nozzle, the lip angle
and the outlet/inlet diameter ratio. Figure 8-30 shows the
effect of angle variation on the flow coefficient and thrust co-
efficient over a wide range of pressure ratios. The flow co-
efficient decreases and the lip angle increases; and at a constant
lip angle, the flow coefficient increases up to a certain press-
ure ratio and then becme. constant. Figure 8-31 shows the effect
of the lip angle at low pressure ratios more clearly, and over a
wider range of angles.

Figure 8-32 shows that at the lower lip angles the best flow
coefficients occur at about a diameter ratio of .75 at the low
presasre ratios. At the higher pressure ratio the coefficient
decreases with an increasinr lip angle.

The thrust coefficient is little affected by the lip angle and
diameter ratio. Figure 8-30 shows some experimental results.
The pressure ratio is the main variable to effect the thrust
coefficient. Below the critical pressure ratio, the overall
performance is rather good, but above the critical pressure
ratio the thrust coefficient begins to rapidly decline.

8.3.1.2 Annular (For Fan Air)

The annular nozzle is special type of convergent nozzle. Figure
8-33 illustrates same different configurations of an annular
mosmle. As can be easily seen from the figure, these configura-
tions are a plug-type nozzle. For this reason then, some of
these coafigurations are discussed under the plug nozzles.
Section 8.3.14.
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The main interest, here, is '.he application of the annular
nozzle to the high byp.ss fan engine. Figure 8-34 shows the
main ccmponents of t)he hfgh bypass fan engine. If the after-
body cowl is thought of as a plug, then, the nozzle for the
fan air is basically an annular nozzle.

The fan nozzle is just one aspect of the total, performance of
the fau engine exhaust system's performance. Many other things
have to be considered to estimate the overall thrust-minus-drag
performance.

Since the fan nozzle's performance i:s only a small part of the
overall performance, the discu3sion here will be brief, only
mentioning some general observations. For more information refer
to reference 4,

For a typical fan engine the gross thrust is about 2-1/2 times
the engine's net thrust. The primary gross thrust is about 3/4
of the net thrust. Because of this relationship, the SFC is
affected much more by the fan nozzle CV losses thwi by the
primary Cv losses.

The thrust loss of a fan nozzle is a result of three effects;
friction turning (secondary flow and turbulence)', and local
separation. Since it is very hard to analytically predict the
behavior of these variables, a good estimation of a fan nozzle's
performance can only be developed froni experimental testing. It
is important to note that careful consideration must be given to
the internal design of the nozzle, Poor internal design can re-
suit in local separation which can cause substantial CV losses.

52
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8.3.2 Performance Characteristic of Convergent-Divergent Wozzles

The non-ejector convergent divergent nozzle is examined so that
its performance characteristics can be determined to aid in under-
standing the more complex nozzles. Altho,4h the convergent divergent
nozzle designed for aircraft use ordinarily incorporates a variable
geometry ejector nozzle using secondary airflow, this section con-
siders a nozzle with fixed geometry and no secondary airflow. The
convergent-divergent nozzle is examined in its simplest form so that
the basic characteristics of the nozzle are easily studied, and
with this basic data the operation of a nozzle with variable geo-
metry and secondary flow can be better understood.

The performance efficiency is examined as a function of nozzle
pressure retio, nozzle shape and free stream Mach number. Emphasis
is placed on nozzle operation at off design pressure ratios, the
effects of large divergence angles of the divergent area of the
nozzle, and the effects of free stream Mach number on over-expanded
flow in the nozzle.

Several experimental studies have been accomplished utilizing wind
tunnels, Figure 8-35 and static testing facilities, Figure 8-36
to obtain performance data.

The fixed geometry convergent-divergent nozzle is of course designed
for a certain nozzle pressure ratio. When the nozzle is operated
at other than design pressure ratio, thrust losses occur due to
under or over-expansion of the flow at the rozzle exit. Figure 8-37
shows the thrust coefficient variation for a convergent-divergent
conical nozzle calculated for one-dimensional isentropic flow and
also experimental datea obtained for the nozzle. The design press-
ure ratio of the nozzle is 5.3. The performance characteristics of
the convergent-divergent nozzle compare well between the theoretical
results and the experimental data. For higher than design pressure
ratios the nozzle is under-expanded and the thrust losses incurred
are not prohibitive of the nozzle's use; however, the thrust losses
for the nozzle operating at lower than design pressure ratio are very
large. Figure 8-38 shows data for several conical nozzles and
Figure 8-39 shows the geometry of the nozzles.

Several experimental investigations have been made to study design
and off-design operation of convergent-divergent nozzles having
various geometric configurations. Three geometrical configurations
for the divergent section are considered; the first nozzle class
considered have conical convergent-divergent sections, the second
Dozzle class have the divergent scction designed by characteristic
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theory for uniform flow at the nozzle exit for design pressure ratio,
and the third class consists of several convex and concave shapes.
Figures 8-40 & 8-41 show nozzles representative of each class.

The nozzle operation at design pressure ratio is considered first.
It is shown in Figure 8-42 where design point coefficient of thrust
versus diffuser divergence angle is given that for conical nozzles
the thrust coefficient decreases with diffuser angle, the thrust co-
efficient does not significantly increase with nozzles designed to
have parallel flow at the nozzle exit, and performance of the class
three nozzles was not as good as the conical nozzle.

For operation of all nozzle types 'at pressure ratios, well below de-
sign point the thrust losses are -very high. The experimental studies
show that for nozzles with large diffuser divergence angles the flow
in the nozzle will separate and the thrust loss is not as large.
Figure 8-43 illustrates the improvement of thrust coefficient with
diffuser divergence angle for conical nozzles, and Figure 8-44 shows
data of wall pressure variation with flow area ratio. The data in
Figure 8-44 shows that for below design point thrust coefficient
improvement is directly related to the point of separation in that
the sooner the flow separates the higher the CV is. Also for
nozzle operation at below design point pressure ratios the thrust
coefficient increases with divergence angle (Figure 8-43 ).

The off-design point pressure ratio operation for a nozzle designed
utilizing characteristics theory is shown in Figure 8-45 , thrust
coefficient data are presented as a function of nozzle pressure
ratio. Upon eyamination of the data, it is found that the separation
effects, present for conical nozzles, are less favorable for nozzles
designed by characteristics theory.

The design of the nozzle throat is an important consideration. Data
for a nozzle with several different throat geometries are presented
in Figure 8-46 . The data show that decreasing the divergent sec-
tion length by decreasing the divergent section thropt radius does
not affect the thrust coefficient. However, data also show (Figure
8- 47 ) that by inserting a step in the nozzle throat the throat co-
efficient is significantly reduced, and that the thrust coefficient
is essentially unaffected by the cone angle after the step at the
nozzle throat. The reason for the loss in thrust when the step is
present is the uncontrolled three-dimensional expansion that takes
place after the step, and the shock waves necessary to turn the
flow back to the angle of the diffuser cone.

The data that have been presented are for static conditions only.
Data are presented in Figures 848,-49 for conical ncezies that show
free atream Mach number effects on the thrust coefficient. Upon
examination of Figures 8- 48, -49, the thrust coefficient at below
design pressure ratios is found to be adversely affected by increaS-
ing external flow. The reason for this effect is that as Mach num-
ber increases nozzle base pressure decreases so that the nozzle exit
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pressure decreasep, and the flow separation that normally taken
place is delayed so that the flow in the nozzle follows the thrust
coefficient curve for one-dimensional isentropic flow. For the
nozzle tested, the phenorenon of Zlow separation does not occur for'
Mach numbers above 2.0, The data that are presented in Figures b-48s
8-49 does not include friction effects so that this data are not
compatible with other date in the section.

The thrust coefficient in computed with nozzle shroud preasures
utilizing the follo'ing method because the experiment-1 study did
not include Wn force mee~urument.

Actual Thrust:

F m VT + (PT -Po) AT ( - Po) dA (8.63)

iihere

V a velocity
a - mass flow
P a static pressure on shroud
A w cross-sectional area
F a thrust

subscripts:

T a nozzle throat
e - nozzle exit
o = free stream
i - ideal conditions

Ideal Thrust

Fi a m Ve

Thrust Coefficient:

Ov- F/Fi

The internal skin friction of a convergent-divergent nozzle can be
computed once the velocity and pressure distribution on the nozzle
surface are known. The velocity and pressure inside the nozzle
can be obtained experimentally or one-dimensional flow theory can
be utilized since previous experimental studies indicate that the
actual flow in the nozzle is approximated by one-dimensional flow.
The basic equation is:
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D - ()) (RC) (8.64)

Where:

D - Drag due to skin friction

CF - Skin friction coefficient fer incompressible flow

RC - Surface roughness correctiou factor (choose for surface
used -1.05 nominal value)

CF = Compressibility correction factor on skin friction coefficient

M - Mach number

P - Ambient pressure

AW = Wetted area

The formulation for the skin friction factor and compressibility
correction factor is as follows:

From the Prandt _-Schlich ing equation:
I I -2.58

a o.455 ,Lolo RN

where

RN Reynolds Number

RN VL
u

V - Velocity (:Pt/sec)

L - Characteristic length (ft)

P - Density (slug/ft3 )

u -Viscosity ilb-sec
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The compressibility factor is:

a a ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air)

The skin friction drag may now be compnted using equation (8.64) in
the following manner:

(1) The velocity and pressure distribut.ion, are found from one-
dimensional isentropic flow theory (ur experimental).

(2) The nozzle is broken up into aiserete areu.

(3) The values of the variable are set to the average of the dis-
crate &ri&.

(4) Equaion (8.64) in then utilized to discretly integrate skin
fri,ý'%on over the surface of the nozzle.

Data are presented in Figure 8-50 comparing one-dimensional flow
in a nozzle with experizental data obtained with and without the
effects ct skin friction.

Xt has been shown that, a sbort nozzle is used in preference to #X
long ncxle. For a certain pressure ratio, a nozzle of a specific
length hag:,an ,ptimum diffuser divergence angle. The reason for the
trade-off' in thist is that by decreasing shroud divergence angle
the K*hrlst is inc -;ascd until under-expansion lorses are greater
than thrust locreases due to decrease in divergence angle. Figure
8-51 _I-'3xtratei this divergence angle versus under-expansion trade-
off.

The data irsdicae9 -hat for fixed single flow C-D nozzles a rapidly
divereent mcnxcal iozzle has an advantage over any other type of
fixed teometriy o:.r.rgent-divergent nozzle because the efficient
operating rhnge 1: luraCtr, Mach number affects are f&vorable,
separation ewcc.ts are favorable and the nozzle weight and friction
lost penalties a-e lls than for uniform exit and conical nozzles
with low diverganrn •.iLes.
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8.3.3 Convergent-Diverpent Ejector Nozzles

8.3.3.1 Experimental Results

Ejector nozzles provide a coon exit for two gas streams,
normally the primary (engine exhaust) stream and the second-
ary (engine compartment cooling airflow) stream. For sub-
sonic turbojet aircraft, the ejector nozzle is usually a
convergent nozzle with a short cylindrical shroud to accomp-
lish cooling air p=Ting. For aircraft employing a variable
convergent divergent nozzle (usually a variable primary to
allow afterburning with a C-D exit linked to the primary or
convergent nozzle throat), ejector capability is also in-
cluded in the nozzle design. The ejector capability is use-
ful for a number of purposes:

I Cooling divergent nozzle flaps.
Pumping of engine compartment air.
Reduction of over-expansion losses.
Thrust augmentation in flight by pressurizing
secondary flow.

The J79 nozzle is a common example of an ejector C-D nozzle.
For ejector nozzles, the throat geometry of the nozzle varies
greatly depending on whether the C-D exit is variable and
whether a divergent wall or flaps are employed. Variation
in ejector throat to primary throat diameter ratio greatly
affect, pumping with generally only & small effect on the
total gross thrust of the ejector nozzle.

Ejector nozzle performance of course basically follows the
theoretical trend as illustrated in Figure 8-52 . Perform-
ance at low, off design, pressure ratios is aided by second-
ary flow which changes the effective area ratio, and aids
beneficial primary flow separation to avoid over-expansion.
Nozzle flow separation characteristics are covered in a later
section.

A considerable aount of static test experimental data has
been obtained on exhaust nozzle models, principally by NASA
and the engine manufacturcrs. Currently, test emphasis is
on external flow tests of nozzles, (wind tunnel tests) be-
cause of drag considerations and also the influence of base
pressures on the nozzle internal flow.

erv an introduction to experimental test results, several
excerpts from NASA reports, dealing with practical C-D nozzle
configurations with area ratios of interest in air breathing
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propulsion, are presented in Figures 53 through 66. With
each group of test data, a sketch illustrating nozzle arrange-
ment, terminology, and test variations is included. These
test results also introduce us to the effect of corrected
secondary flow.

Corrected secondary flow - we

where

W5  - Secondary (Cooling) flow, lb/sec.

Wp - Engine gas flow, lb/sec.

Ts - Temperature of entering secondary flow, oR

Tp - Nozzle discharge total temperature, OR

For use in determining actual secondary airflow rates, amae
typical square root temperature ratios are:

(a) T5s of .71 for low bypass ratio fan engine
at subsonic cruise

(b) T of.55 for a turbojet engine at subsonic
F\ Tpa- cruise

(c) 4 ,)f .4 for maximum afterburning at Mach 1.2
V p

Figure 8-67 presents a more ccmplete table showing particular
temperatures used.

For a particular engine, where the relationship of ram drag
to gross thrust is known, it is convenient to evaluate nozzles
using secondary flow in terms of an equivalent thrust co-
efficient, Cfg eq"

Equivalent gross thrust coefficient presents total ejector
gross thrust minus ram drag of the secondary flow, the re-
mainder being ratioed to ideal thrust of the primary. This
coefficient therefore allows the resulting thrust minus drag
effect of the secondary flow to be clearly seen. Sdme data
for Ejector 1, Figure 8-54 , has been put in tie Cfg eq form
in the following example:
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1. With en-ine specification values at some flight ccndition,
for instlwcc:

Mach 1.2
Altitude 36,089
T• 2 oR 502 o
Fn Spec. 8780

PTam Drac (Wa (V ) 3530
g

F9 Spec. 12310
Cv Spec. .985
Pei 12500

STj/Po .95

TTJ an 3660 OR

2. From Ejector . data, Figure 8-54
W8  , .To5  .086
ws
W- -Tp .058o6

Fej/Fip .995 1.023

3. Calculating corrected temperature ratio:

TM2 OR 502 OR

TTJ 552 OR

TTi 3660 OR

TT s .388

TTj

14. Calculating actual secondary flow ratios:

_w .058 .x86

.a4i95 .222

WY
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5. Calculating total thrust minus secondary drag values:

WP Tp .11495 .2

Fej .995 1.023

Fip 12500 12500

Fej 12440 12800

Wa V- 3530 3530
g

Wsec Vv 527 784
S~g

Fej - Wsec Vy 11913 12016

Cfg eq .953 .961

Quite often ejector nozzle performance, in terms of equivalent
thrust coefficients, Cf e , is plotted against flight Mach
number to provide a faig c•2parison witb nozzle types not
using secondary flow, such as a convergent nozzle or a plug
nozzle. In other words, both the thrust and drag of all gas
streams must be charged to provide a realistic evaluation of
nozzle performance. More inclusive yet is the thrust minus
external nozzle drag coefficient CF where boattail, or blunt
base drag of the nozzle is included. Same nozzle performance
in these terms is presented in the nozzle comparison section.

The experimental ejector nozzle performance presented is from
model tests. Losses for aircraft variable nozzles are higher
than model tests because of airflow leakage between flaps
and the increased friction of the flap edges. This leakage
plus added friction effect generally accounts for an additional
.5 percent thrust loss.
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8.3.3.2 Exhaust AnarlIty

The flow divergence angle is an important variable in the
operation of a convergent-divergent ejector nozzle. It is
defined in Figure 8-68 as c . It is always slightly higher
than the shroud divergence angle. Its main value lies in
its use for a theoretical prediction of the change in thrust
due to a change in the flow divergence angle at the design
pressure ratio. It was found in Reference 1 that the follow-
ing equation predicted the change in thrust to an acceptable
degree:

M 1(l+ co cc) (8.65)

Figure 8-69 shows how well the experimental results agreed
with the theoretical prediction. It must be remembered that
this is only applicable when the nozzle is operating at the
design pressure ratio. Figure 8-69 also shows that as the
angle increaseathe thrust coefficient decreases. But as the
angle increases the length of the shroud becomes shorter,
resulting in reduced weight and a smaller amount of surface
area which requires cooling. Also when the nozzle is in the
cruise position (the shroud divergence angle equals zero),
the thrust coefficient is increased over the afterburning
condition. But in the cruise position the boattail angle
is rather large with the high divergent angle nozzle. There-
fore there will be an increase in the boattail drag which
will tend to offset the gain made by using a high flow di-
vergence angle.

Figure 8-70 through 8-75 show the experimental results of
Reference 1. To fully understand these figures it is
necessary to understand the flow characteristics of the
nozzle. This is extensively covered in Section 8.3.3.3.

Figure 8-76 shows the comparison of the thrust coefficients
for two flow divergence angles. At the low pressure ratios,
the higher flow divergence angle gives a better performance.
As discussed in the aforementioned section, the C-D ejector
acts as a convergent nozzle until the pressure ratio is
high enough to force the flow to become attached to the
shroud. It could be expected, then, that at the higher di-
vergence angle, a higher pressure ratio is required for the
flow to become attached to the shroud. Therefore, the nozzle
with the higher divergence angle tends to act like a convergent
nozzle for a longer time resulting in a better performance
at the low pressure ratios. At the higher pressure ratios
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the thrust coefficient is lower at the higher flow divergence

angles.

8.3.3.3 Puviping and Flow Characteristics

8.2.3.3.1 Nozzle Flow Characteristics

The flow in a convergent-divergent ejector nozzle is similar
to tha encountered in single flow nozzles used on rocket
applications. An understanding of the flow within the nozzle
will allow a theoretical approach to determine the pumping
characteristics. Figure 8-77 shows a typical convergent
divergent nozzle with the various items of importance defined.

Figure8-78 shows the important parameters associated with
ejector nozzle performance, the gross thrust coefficient and
the pumping characteristics. The corrected weight flow ratio
for the nozzle shown is about .032. The exit diameter ratio
(D)e/Dq) is wproximately 1.8 and the throat, diameter ratio'
(D./D ) is 1.1. The shape of the thrust curve is typical of
both E-D ejector and C-D nozzles. The shape of the curve can
be explained by examining the flow as it passes through the
divergent shroud. The static pressure profile along the
shroud provides a means of understanding the flow. Figure 8-79
shows the static pre.sure distribution along the shroud for
the ejector nozzle performancc shown in Figure 8-78 . The

,ilentL c level is shown along the right side of Figure
8-79. * m-ý distribution is s:L~ilar to that found on ordinary
C-D nozzles. Any change in the thrust of a C-D ejector nozzles
when the throat is choked, is brought about by static pressure
ch,-g:es ason•,, the divergent shroud. At Point A on the thrust
coefficicnt curve o7 Figure 8-78, the priuary jet issues from
the choked prinary nozzle near ambient pressure and the per-
Anornutce ia e.sential.y that of a convergent nozzle. The
pressure distributicn for this condition is shown as the
uXper cur.•:c oC Figure 8-79with (PTp/P - 2.56) and the eambient
pressure is r,.Ore.enteu by the dashed line for (Po/PIp - .391).
The flow is• b shonic through the secondary annular exit and
t;,rou• h,.i the LnroA. This is shown by the fact that a=nbient
prcssuze che,,,,e aofeet the secondary total pressure in the
viciniLy c:7 3-Arnt A in the lo",'r curve of Picure8-W/t The
primary ,flr'].o detached frcm or at least not influenced by
the .h;',ad in this re,,ion of opcration.

As the priri,' ratio I.s increa,•nd frert Point A to 13, the pri-
•iry jet •..zs an it leaves the prim,.ry nozzle and aspirates
the raorta bt-eoen the primoary jot aWd tho sbroud. This re-
ducca t'c w•'..I drn..cs to below mrnbiont along the Shroud,
t-,pci.oitl, in the vi-Wnity of the primary nozzle exi4 (AIAp - 1.21).
Th:Is lowerc: thi.n arbiont pros;.ure on th, divergent chroud trea
croaete.n n fX're tr- in an :d:,d direction which nullifies a
portion o(' thV availanhle jet thrust and lowers the thrust co-

'ficient.
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At Point B, the primary Jet expands until the flow in the
,ip shroud chokes, and the complete cross-sectional area of the

divergent shroud is filled with supersonic flow to some plane
downstream of the primary nozzle exit. Now, changes in the
ambient pressure no longer affect the secondary passage press-
ure ratio as the primary nozzle pressure ratio is changed
(by decreasing ambient). The primary flow is essentially
attached to the shroud for a short distance downstream of
the primary nozzle exit as evidenced by the static pressure
profile. This is shown on Figure 8-79 as the curve with a
PTp/P = 4.58. The static pressure ratio for the first por-
tion of the shroud becomes a fixed minimum value and no
longer changes as the primary nozzle pressure ratio increases.
This indicates supersonic flow along this portion of the
shroud. At about an area ratio of 1.75, a shock occurs and
the pressure gradually rises toward ambient as the flow pro-
gresses along the shroud. All the area of the shroud is be-
low ambient pressure (see Figure 8-79) which reduces the
thrust coefficient to a minimum. As the primai7 pressure
ratio is increased beyond Point B (Figure 8-78), the flow
expands supersonically farther and farther beyond the primary
nozzle exit until it reaches Point C. Here the entire
shroud is filled with supersonic flow and most of the shroud
wall pressures are above ambient (Figure 8-79). The flow
has not completely expanded to ambient and thus is not at
its design point. The thrust coefficient shows a rise as
primary nozzle pressure ratio increases from B to C because
the overexpansion losses are being reduced as the positive
pressure area increases.

At Point D, the static pressure at the end of the shroud is
equal to the ambient pressure and the ejector is operating at
the design pressure ratio. All the shroud area is above
ambient pressure and the thrust coefficient is at its maximum.
As the primary nozzle pressure ratio is increased beyond Point
D, the thrust coefficient decreases because of underexpansion.
The static pressure at shroud exit is higher than ambient
and, if the shroud were extended, would provide an additional
thrust force that is now lost.

If the shroud divergence angle is increased, the shape of the
curve is the same, but the locations of various points change.
A higher shroud angle allows ambient pressure to feed back
to the low pressure area at the nozzle exit and pressurize
the area. Thus, the nozzle thrust coefficient will increase.
Also, the higher angled shroud requires a higher nozzle press-
ure ratio before it attaches to the shroud. Thus, Point B
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will shift to the right with larger shroud angles. The
maximum thrust coefficient for a high angle shroud will be
less than that shown in Figure 8-78 because the non-axial
component of the velocity at the shroud exit increases as
the shroud angle increases. The thrust ratio may be approxi-
imated by a factor of 1/2 (1 + cos oC ), where cC is the flow
divergence angle shown in Figure 8-77.

Figure 8-80 shows the effect of secondary flow on C-D ejector
nozzle performance. The principle area of influence ia in
the region of overexpansion of the primary flow. Static
pressure profiles are shown in Figure 8-81. For very low
primary nozzle pressure ratios (Points A, A', A", Figure
8-80), the primary flow is detached from the shroud as is
shown from the static pressure distribution on Figure 8-81.
The static pressures are not as low as the bottom curve at
these pressure ratios indicating ambient pressure was affect-
ing the pressure; hence, the primary stream was detached.
For zero and low secondary flows, the shroud pressures are
nearly ambient all along the shroud and the thrust coefficient
high. For the high corrected flow, the secondary pressure is
nearly the same as primarj pressure and the ejector acts as
a conventional C-D nozzle with the throat diameter equal to
1,. The shroud pressures near the primary exit are very low.
This indicates relatively high velocities due to overexpansion
of the flow in this region and is responsible for the relatively
poor thrust coefficient at A".

As the primary pressure ratio increases to Point B, with zero
secondary airflow, the thrust coefficient falls off because
of the effect of expanding primary jet on the shroud pressures.
At Point C, the supersonic jet suddenly attaches itself to
the shroud walls near the primary nozzle exit and shroud
pressures are markedly reduced (Figure 8-80, curve PTp/PO = 4.09).
In this region, the ejector performance with zero airflow is
discontinuous and no stable operation is possible between
Points B and C on Figure 8-80.

If a small amount of secondary air is introduced in the area
of prinary jet overexpansion, it acts as a cushion and de-
creases the sudden expansion losses as the jet leaves the
primary nozzle. It essentially increases the boundary layer
thickness allowing pressure equalization and feed back to
occur. The pressures on the nozzle shroud are increased and
the nozzle thrust coefficient Increases over that with zero
flow. The pressure ratio at which the supersonic flow first
attaches to the shroud is increased to about 4.58 from 3.5
for zero flow. With low secondary flow, a shock forms in
the shroud at a point nearer the primary nozzle exit for a
given value of primary pressure ratio, decreasing the over-
expansion losses at C' and increasing the thrust coefficient
in this region (Figure 8-8])
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For the high corrected weight flow ratio, the secondary flow
expands along with the primary jet and helps fill the shroud.
The amount of overexpansion of the primary jet is reduced and
the thrust coefficient, over the no flow case, ir increased
in the region of pressure ratio from point C' to C". How-
ever, because of the high energy level of the secondary air,
the combined streams tend to remain avertxpanded at a much
lower pressure ratio than with lower secondary flows.

The peak thrust coefficients with secondary flow (Points D',
D", Figure 8-80) occur at lower primary nozzle pressure ratios
than for zero secondary airflow (Point D), because the in-
creased mass flow passing through the fixed shroud area
r ..:hes ambient static at the end of the shroud at a lower
primary nozzle pressure ratio than when the primary jet has
the area for itself. Increasing secondary airflow has the
effect of decreasing the exit diameter ratio (De/Dp) and shifts
the thrust coefficient curves laterally toward lower primary
nozzle pressure ratios. The peak thrust coefficient at Point
D is slightly lower than Point D' because of expansion losses
associated with the higher flow angularity at the primary
nozzle exit and the lower shroud wall pressures when no sec-
ondary is present. Figure 8-81 shows an area of reduced
pressure just downstream of the primary nozzle exit on the
nozzle with zero airflow compared with one where some flow
is used. For mo3t nozzles, the peak thrust coefficient does
not change when secondary airflow is varied. Corrected
secondary airflows of the order of 3 percent will reduce the
loss in thrust coefficient due to overexpansion (primary
nozzle pressure ratios less than design) by as much as 75
percent when compared to nozzles with zero secondary.

One form of nozzle instability has been encountered in this
explanation of the nozzle flow. When no secondary airflow
is supplied the nozzle, an unstable condition exists near
the point of primary jet attachment to the shroud. The in-
stability is alleviated by the introduction of secondary air.
The instability is probably caused by the secondary volume
being evacuated and subsequently refilled by the only source
of mass in the vicinity, the primary jet.

8.3.3.3.2 Nozzle Flow Instability

Several types of nozzle flow instability have been encountered
in the flight testing of C-D ejector nozzles. Mentioned in
the last section was the instability of the overexpanded flow
at the point of supersonic attachment to the divergent shroud.
The solution to this type of instability was the introduction
of a small mount of secondary airflod to allow pressure equali-
sation through an increased boundary layer.
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A second type of instability was encountered on the J79-CE-5
low base drag nozzle used on the B-58. It was called high
area ratio separation buffeting (Reference 2 ). Figure 8-82
shows the two positions to which the nozzle was scheduled,
the open position for afterburning and the closed for dry
subsonic cruise. The nozzle has a converging nozzle and a
divergent nozzle. Each consists of flaps hinged at the for-
ward end and supported and positioned by an actuation ring.
There are seals between each of the flaps and they ride on
the flaps. The converging nozzle is fully variable, but
the divergent has only the two positions shown in Figure 8-82.

The high area ratio separation buffeting was encountered
when the nozzle was in the open position at low flight speeds.
Here the nozzle pressure ratio was not sufficient to expand
the gases to fill completely the nozzle exit area. As shown
previously, the gas flow separates from the divergent shroud
with attendant shock waves. Figure 8-83 shows the static
pressure distribution along the divergent shroud surface for
several operating canditions. The lowest curve shows the
fully expanded case; the other two show operation at lower
nozzle pressure ratio. The flow overexpands and the shroud
pressures are considerably below ambient. The flow then
separates and shocks back to ambient. This action coupled
with the elastic properties of the long nozzle flaps created
an aeroelastic instability. The buffeting occurred at nozzle
pressure ratios of from 2.5 to 3.8. The nozzle flaps made
double amplitude excursions of about 1 inch at the tips at
about 9 to 12 cps. The diverging flap exit assumed an
elliptical shape that rotated about The engine longitudinal
axis. This instability occurred at the condition where the
static non-elastic scale models exhibited dual valued ex-
pansion characteristics with the thrust and pressure distri-
bution dependent upon the direction from which the test point
was approached. This instability was encountered with some
secondary airflows. From the previous data, it was seen that
the phenomenon occurred on NACA test models only with zero
secondary airflow. The energy storage capability of the flaps
apparently allowed this to occur with some secondary airflow.

The solution to the problem involved providing four axial
slots in the divergent shroud that opened to the cavity be-
tween the diverging vall and the outer or boattail wall.
This cavity is an extension of the secondary airflow passage
which supplies cooling air to the nozzle. The total slot area
was 12.6 percent of the primary nozzle area when it was in
the maximzu afterburning position (full open). In dry opera-
tion, the slots are completely closed.
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The slots stabilized the flow by minimizing the circumferent-
i. pressure gradient by venting to a camon plenum chember.
The slots allowed pressure feed back from the high static
pressure region aft of the shock to the law pressure region
before the shock. This allowed the flow to separate or the
shock position to remain stable in an axial location.

Another type of nozzle instability encountered is termed low
area ratio vibration. This phenomenon occurs when the nozzle
is shaped such that there is an area between the nozzle throat
and the exit that is greater than the exit area. Such a geo-
metry is shown in Figure 8-84. Several modes of operation
are possible depending upon the nozzle pressure ratio.

At low subcritical nozzle pressure ratios, region 1 is P
subsonic acceleration to R t 1, region 2 is a subsonic de-
celeration, and region 3 is a subsonic acceleration such
that the exit static pressure equals ambient pressure. At
h:'.gner nozzle pressure ratios, region 1 is subsonic accelera-
tion to Mach 1, region 2 is supersonic acceleration, normal
shock, and subsonic deceleration, region 3 is a subsonic
acceleration to ambient pressure. At high nozzle pressure
ratios, region 1 is a subsonic acceleration to Mach 1.0,
region 2 is a supersonic acceleration, and region 3 is a
supersonic deceleration to an exit Mach number greater than
1.0.

In operating the nozzle, as the nozzle pressure is increased,
there is a smooth transition from the first to the second type
of flow. However, the transition from the second to the third
type flow was unstable, resulting in changes in nozzle loading
and cuupled with the elasticity of the nozzle led to an aero-
el.astic dynamic instability. Figure 8-85 shows the pressure
distribution. The phenomenon that occurs is that a normal
shock forms inside the nozzle when operating in the second
ty-e of flow. Increasing the pressuire ratio slightly, moved
the shock out of the nozzle and resulted in the third type
of flow. The rapid shock motion caused aeroelastic nozzle
instability. The difference between this instability and the
last was that the flow remained attached during the normal
shock transient.

The solution to this problem took several paths. One was to
increase the area ratio, eliminating the supersonic decelera-
tion region in the aft part of the nozzle. Another was to
spring load the nozzle flaps and seals so as to change the
damping characteristics. A third means of stabilizing the
flow was to provide a slot in the divergent shroud. An
axial slot was tried and did not prove effective. However,
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a series of circumferential slots or holes placed in the
divergent shroud in the proper axial location produced
damping sufficient to produce stability. Scale model tests
of this nozzle showed a high frequency vibration and a rapid
transition from the normal to oblique shock during the in-
stability. The ventilation of the shroud and nozzle contour
changes eliminated the instability on the model tests also.

The third type of instability encountered was called subsonic
jet acoustic oscillation. This is a low frequency oscilla-
tion generated during operation with subsonic nozzle press-
ure ratio with an overexpanded area ratio. These are pure
tone vibrations coming from the coupled system of tailpipe
and jet nozzle. The source of the instability appears to be
the jet nozzle, but the frequency is set by acoustic resonance
in the tailpipe. It is somewhat similar to an organ pipe.
It was noted on one engine/tailpipe combination with a nozzle
area ratio of about 1.35 that at a nozzle pressure ratio of
between 1.08 and 1.6 the oscillations began. When the nozzle
area was scheduled to its normal value, (1.38 to 1.55) the
oscillations were mild. At an area ratio of greater than
1.55, the intensity increased and sound pressure levels were
30 db higher than normal. The frequencies varied from 90 to
150 CPS and from 200 to 290 CPS. In the lower range, frequency
was found to be a function of nozzle pressure ratio and in-
creased from 90 CPS at 1.1 nozzle pressure ratio of 150 CPS at
1.6. The same correlation did not hold for the higher frequ-
ency range and the frequencies were not harmonices of one
another.

Prior to the oscillation, the static pressures along the
secondary nozzle inner walls indicated a minimum. The nozzle
area ratio was found to be critical as far as generation of
"oscillation was concerned. The greatest oscillations occurred
when the divergent shroud area was greater than normally
scheduled. Venting the nozzle helped somewhat, but proper
selection and position of the exit area appeared to be the
best solution.

Still another type of nozzle ejector instability has been
encountered on the F-106B aircraft. An engine nozzle that
was misaligned with respect to airframe mounted exhaust
ejector shroud caused flow attachment to the ejector shroud.
Aircraft stability was affected by a tendency to yaw in-
advertently. The tendency for the flow to attach or to change
the pressure distribution on one side of an ejector nozzle
shroud has been investigated by NACA (Reference 3), The
results of the investigation indicate that misalignment does
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change the pressure distribution and induces a non-axial force
of sufficient magnitude that aircraft stability could be
affected. Figure 3-86 shows the misalignment of the nozzle
used in the test and the shroud pressure distribution measured
on the top and bottom centerline. The problem can be allevi-
ated by mounting the ejector with the engine; however, weight
penalty results usini, this configuration. A means must be pro-
vided to keep the primary nozzle centered to prevent jet attach-
mont if airframe mounted ejectors are to be used.

83.3.33.3 Ejector Punping Caracteristic Estimation

Ejector pumping characteristics can be estimated utilizing
a recent technique developed end given in a recentpaper (Ref-
erence 4). The theory developed follows one developed by
Shapiro for single stream flow (Reference 5). The important
cousideration in the theory is that the fluid static pressure
may vary along; the nozzle but not across the nozzle as all the
other fluid properties do. Any number of streams may be con-
sidered. The basic flow scheme is shown in Figure 8-87. At
any position in the nozzle

A -t Ai A dAi(8.65)

where A is the total flow area, Ai is the flow area of the (i)th
stream, and X is the axial nozz.e position coordinate. The
transverse pressure r7-radients causcd by stro ar.ine curvature
are netIccted and this leads to the condition of static pressure
being a function oC exicil position only. tZ.-=,e the flow is
steady, adiabatic, isentropic and no strem mi•cing occurs.
Figure M-38 zhows the nodel that was used to derive the equa-
tions. Each strezm nv•y be taken ar a one dnnsionr. single
stream. FrImrn Table 8.2 of Reference 5, one obtains the rela-
tJonship of static pressure and simple area variation.

dA

or

! (nP) d L 2 - (S.66)

.Atere Yi. is ratio o•' -peciflc lieats, ?,i1 i; the (i)th strnem
,n:ich ni-uce,, and p ir, the sLatic p,'.oscurc.



Equations (8.65) and (8.66) are combined to yield:

d (lu p) d/d 1 dA 8.7S( 8.67)

where:

B *~j ~ (~..-1\(8.68)

The term B is called the compound flow indicator and deter-
mines whether the flow is subsonic or supersonic. If the inlet
conditions such as stagnation pressure (PTi), and gas properties
are known and constant, then the corrected weight flow para-
meter can be found from the total to static pressure ratio or
Mach number.

i Ai - fl NO) " f ( ri/Pi)
dTl Al

Thus for any given value of p at the inlet plane, vhere the
Ai are known, the airflows (Wi) can be found. With the air-
flow fixed by the inlet pressures, it can be shown that the
local areas (Ai) are functions only of the local pressure (p)
and the known quantities in the remainder of the nozzle. Since
the local mach number (Mi) is a function of pressure ratio
and yi, it follows that the local value of A (Equation (8.67)
is a function of inlet pressure, local static pressure, and
known quantities. Therefore, Equation (8.68) can be integrated
fram inlet to exit for any value of inlet pressure.

Referring to Figure 8-88 one may assess the effect of varying
inlet pressure on the other fluid properties in the stream.
If inlet static pressure (p) is high enough, the total to
static pressure ratio yields a very small Mach number (Mi).
This will produce a • greater than zero all along the nozzle
and the static pressure will change in the same direction as
A does (Equation (8-67). Both p and A will have their smallest
value at the geometric throat where A reaches its minimum.
This distribution is represented on Figure 8-88 as curves a
and b. Note that this integration shows vhat the back press-
ures must be to maintain these flows.
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Differentiution of p with respoct to p yie1ds:

d ( ) (A,1 , 4.o
(1 .0 - 1Ždp P Y2 141 2

(8.69)
-uhich show. that P aiwa'ys chawnce in the sme. direction as p.". ý " alst chr=ngOs in thc srme dircctiýon as A an, rcches its
miniitum at the throat as show.n by cuiwc3 1 and b. As the in-
let static :.o:nu'c is (c.rcued the valu- of at the throat
ril.l decrer-, a].ro. If . static pcs:iv.re is decroased even

further, f fnilly reaches a valize of zero ai(i equation 8.67
.)ce('s indctor:etns.nt. I D} icvtion cn L'I'ozpiir. 's rule to

E-quatAon (8-67) yield&;
ddA

xA (142)2+2 (_ . 2

d 2 AThe geometry of the throat is such that =xj is &lvcys greater
than zero. Therefore d(la r)/dx is a. positive or negative
root of a reil number. Curve c of Figure 8-88 ,:hovs the press-
ure distribution when the positive root is cho,;en and d is in
a diveraent nozzle section. Any solution betwecn the two can
not be reached by an iscutropic process. Intermediate points

Ji_ _must be reached by a shock process as shown by curve e. The
flow along curve c followrs the swie pattern as along a and b.
VIote that part c is chosen only when the exit pressure corres-
ponds to that required by c. Similerily so for curve d.

The back presszure pw influences the flov and inlet pressure
_if it is greater than that at c. If it is less than c, there
is no effect at the inlet andi, the nozzle is choked. The value
of the compound flow indicator 8 will determine flow through
the nozzle.

If there is a pressure disturbance being transmitted upstream,
it must travel as a plane wave. 'Pie diaturbance cannot pro-
pv-•,ate at different velocities without violating the selected
coiidition of constant static pressure across a section. Al-
though the wave may not be plane, the pressure rise across
it cannot vary from stream to stream.
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In Figure 8-89, the absolute upstream velocity of the press-
ure wave is indicated by a . If a is positive, the flow
"as subtonic, if a is zero, the flov is sonic and if a is
negative, the flow is supersonic. An expression for the wave
velocity, a , can be derived by treating each stream separ-
ately as a flexible tube and conserving mass, momentum and
entropy across the wave in the frame of reference of the wvae.
Therefore,

. 1  c + 2  ~ (8.70)
iii Vi iTi)

where a is a change across the wave.

Since the flow area is constant at the section

S= A Aimo (8.=1)

across the wave. Since Pi - p and API= p, Equations (8,TO)
and (8.71) can be combined to give the relation for the vave
velocity) d e, Thus

n 1~

-0 (8.72)

i-i 'iiR i / .1

Equations (8.68) and (8.T2) may be combined to give:-1

From this equation, one can see that B and c must have the
same sign. If the wave velocity ( c ) is positive, the flow
indicator is positive and the flow is subsonic. If the wave
velocity is zero, then B is zero a=4 the flow is sonic. Note
that waves cannot move upstream in the supersonic region. There-
fore, shocks will arise in the supersonic region and cause the
flow to be non-isentropic.
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Several interesting items can be noted here, (1) choking flow
does not necessarily occur at Mach one. 10hcn compound flow
is choked, the individual stream Mach numbers Iill not be
equal to 1 except for the case of all stream pressures equal
and all stream Mach numbers equal to 1. Com pound flow choking
is determined by 8 and can occur only when ( - 0 at the
minimum nozzle flow area. Not every stream need have a Mach
number less than 1 in order that the flow be subsonic. Ilot
every stream need have a Mach number greater than 1 in order
for the flow to be supersonic. In fact, Equation (8.68)
shows that the various streams iiLfluence 1 in proportion to
their flow areas. Note also that single stream results may
be obtained when n = 1 in the foregoing equations.

The use of the e4uations will be illustrated next. To limit
the computations, a C-D ejector nozzle with secondary flow will
be used. The corrected flow parameter can be combined with
Equation (8-65) to give: -1/2

Wi-,Ti/Pj i ¥i'- /

Pf,-- ( rYi-l

Ai A (8.73)

Uaing Equation (8.73), a corrected airflow ratio can be de-
termined at any point in the nozzle. Y1 +l 1/2

W2 V/TTP 2 V1.l +1 1-

1 r 1/2 (8. _)

/i TT"__V+lTY

(T1I / (8.74)

bP

YY2

R21 Y 1

Where
=~A .,j- ....... +1, (8.. w75) u



These are the equations for solving the two stream compound
flow problems. When the flow is unchoked, the exit pressure
,;• cqual to the free stremn pressure. Equation (8.74) can

be applied to the exit station under these conditions. Solu-
tion of Equation (8.74) for unchoked flow is shown in Figure
8-90 for different AI*/Ae. Although these curves are generated
for specific flow ratio and fluid properties, other values may
be used and similar curves generated. Under choked conditionsp
it has been shown that the flow behavior is determined by the
nozzle geometric throat where ý is zero. Equation (8.65) an
the Mach number/pressure ratio equation are combined to give
the following equation for choked flow:

W, T_, _ r 1

2 *i - 1  2 Y 2 
P-

2 T2__ 12 --V- ~f*

2i cP)(_LLJ)1 (8.76)

Equation (8.76) is solved by a trial and error method to de-
termine the relationship between PTŽPT19 W2 /T/W 1  .-til,
Al*/Athroat and Pthroat/PTl at choking. The re-
lationships are shown pLottea in Figure 8-91. From Figure
8-91, one can see that for a given corrected secondary air-
flow ratio, there is a unique total pressure ratio (PT2/PTI)
for each area ratio (A!*/Athroat). These values appear as the
strai&gt lines in Figunre 8-90 because the back pressure does
not affect the flow under choked conditions. From Figure 8-90,
one can see that at the intersection point between the two flows
the nozzle threat is choked. To the left, the flow is unchoked;
to the right choked. The entire flow in the nozzle can be de-
scribed by a single line. The dashed line shown on Figure 8-90
describes a nozzle with A*Athroat = 0.431 and Al*/Aexat O.2kS.
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Figunre 8-92 shows the Mach number of the two streams with various
imounts of secondary flow with the throat at choked conditions.

Note that neither flow is sonic at the nozzle throat. It is
important to note also that the solutions are independent of the
inlet areas, indicating that once the inlet pressures are known

that the nozzle performance can be detemined. The nozzle exit

area or throat area really controle the flow behavior.

lixperimental verification of the theory is shown in Figlre 8-93.
A convergent divergent nozzle was used of A*l/Athroat = 0.431
and Ai*/Aexit = 0.226. Various secondary airflows and nozzle
pressure ratios were used. The theory is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental results.

To facilitate prediction of ejector pimping characteristica over

a large range of ejector geometries, a number of parametric
curves are presented for a two flow nozzle. Figure 8-94 shows
the basic nomenclature used for the curves.

During choked flow, the ejector pumping characteristics are de-

termined exclusively by the A*%/~in ratio a;d the teoperature
corrected nass flow ratio W2 V T..Tp/WI TT. The choked fLow
piunping characteristic curve is shoim in Figure 8-95. In using
this curve, the pitmping characteristic (rT2/PTI) is determined
from the intersection of a given mass flow and given nozzle geo-
rietry. For example, if mass flow ratio is 1.2 and A1*/AJin is
0.3, then the pumping characteristic (PT2/PT1) is 0.538, (Figure

DPiring urchooked flow, the nozzle pressure ratio (PTI/P , ) has

Eun effect upon pumpln/s characteristics. The other two par&-
rnOlters nectLcd to de1;crmine purnpigr. charactcristics are thn area

ratio (Ajo/POit) and the mass flow ratio (w? /TT21Wl TtlD.
Fi.,,ures 8-06 through 8-104 yield the pur-in ch.racteristic
for the unihoked nozzle conditions. If Al*/lAxit is 0.1, mass
flow ratio is 1.2, and Lhe primax-y pressure ratio is 4, then
the purnp.iLi-P characteristic is 0,268 (Figurc 8-96).

It is essential to dete•rmine ,hether the flow is choked or un-
choked imino'- a given ietk of con,lIt;ions. To dctermine this, both

•'[nb r rchin,:t.er.st.cs rust be Ilound, Tc solution i the
S. .. .. er•• • i[2 •'T ; d b::m.Les i_'e flow

' TlC. CUxrV.z CT 1ig].•Uarcr. Lkrotsh 8-104 n:,,,° h used to
3j'-1t.inO c nol p'.inS Put a. fIunction of prbia"x, nlo'zle
I-'cssure rt.o. Pignro 8-305 shows :.he plotted churr.r.:teorstic
utiliziLd cu.vos from FiCures 8-15 and 8-c6.



8.3.3-3.34 Ejector Gross Thrust Estimatiom

In Reference 6, a method is developed for theoretically detenain-
ing the gross thrust of an installed air-augmented nozzle. The
method consists of three parts: (1) determining the thrust con-
tribution of the primary nozzle by integrating exit pressure
area and momentun terms, (2) determining the thrust contribution
of the secondary airflow by integrating secondary exit pressure
area and momentum terms and (3) determining the thrust contribu-
tion of the internal shroud by considering the effect of hydro-
"static pressures on the surface and the effect of wall friction
on the momentuu thickness at the nozzle exit.

Figure 8-106 shows a ccmparison at one operating condition of
calculated and experimental gross thrust coefficient. The
agreement between the two is good. The results indicate that
the calculated gross thrust coefficient might be conservative.
A computer program is available for estimating the thrust co-
efficient frnm inlet conditions and nozzle geometry.
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8.3.3.4 Nozzle Flow Separation

8.3.3.4.1 Basic Nozzle Flow Considerations

Maximum thrust is obtained from a nozzle when it is designed
for expansion of the propulsion gas flow to obtain an exit
(static) pressure equal to the vehicle base pressure at
the nozzle exit (Reference 1 ). If the nozzle pressure
ratio is less than approximately two, the optimum expansion
can be obtained with a converging nozzle (producing sub-
sonic or sonic nozzle exit velocity). If the available inlet-
to-base pressure ratio is greater than required for sonic
nozzle exit velocity, the optimum expansion can be obtained
only with a converging-diverging nozzle (producing super-
sonic nozzle exit velocity). The optimum exit-to-throat
area ratio for a converging-diverging nozzle is a function
of the available nozzle pressure ratio and the gas specific
heat ratio (Figure 8-10t. The thrust increases attainable
with converging-diverging nozzles are increasingly import-
ant at higher pressure ratios.

When a converging-diverging nozzle is operated at design
optimum pressure ratio, it produces a propulsion gas plume
that is basically parallel to the nozzle axis over the en-
tire nozzle bxit plane. The flow field and thrust cmbe
greatly altered at off-design pressure ratios (Figure 8-108).
Pressure ratios higher than optimum (prcdkicizig under expaided
flow) cause relatively zmall thrust penalties and a propulsion
gas plume that expands (through isentropic expansion waves)
to a larger area than the nozzle exit plane. Pressure ratios
lower than optimum (producing over expanded flow) can cause
large thrust penalties and a propulsion gas plume that con-
tracts (through non-isentropic shock waves) to a smaller area
than the nozzle exit plane. Pressure ratios greatly lower
than optimum (producing spearated flow) usually cause moder-
ate thrust penalties and a propulsion gas plume that is
separated (at internal non-isentropic shock waves) to fill
a smaller area than the nozzle exit plane. The flow field
of the propulsion gas plume (unseparated or separated)
affects base drag and base pressure (thereby also affecting
in-flight nozzle pressure ratio). Nozzle flight flow regimes
(in terms of ambient free stream pressure) are therefore de-
pendent on vehicle base aerodynamic flow conside::ations.

The propulsion nozzle operating regime of lowest pressure
ratio is commonly designated as separated flow, but several
other types of flow can be obtained at low pressure ratios.
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The boundary layers of converging-diverging nozzles are
relatively thin, and flow separation does not necessarily
occur when there are shocks within these nozzles (Refer-
ence 2). At very low pressure ratios (less than approxi-
mately 1.2), the nozzle flow would be subsonic (with or
without flow separation). A more exact definition of all
possible operating conditions would be (in order of in-
creasing pressure ratio), subsonic, supersonic attached
non-isentropic, supersonic separated non-isentropic,
supersonic isentropic over expanded, design optimum, and
supersonic isentropic under expanded. Subsonic operation
is seldom of interest in propulsion applications. Super-
sonic non-isentropic attached operation is sometimes en-
countered in propulsion nozzles, but the overall effects
of this operating condition are similar to separated non-
isentropic operation. The upper pressure threshold for
separated flow is a particularly important off-design
nozzle performance parameter because it determines the
limit of over-expanded flow thrust penalties (Figure 8-108).

For single stream nozzles at high pressure ratios, the
separation pressure is primarily a function of nozzle pres-
sure ratio, and the effects of specific heat ratio, divergence
angle, and other factors are small (Figure 8-108). However,
there is considerable scatter in the separation data (parti-
cularly at lower pressure ratios), and no definitive separa-
tion data are available for single stream convergent-divergent
nozzles operated at pressure ratios less than ten (References
3 and 4). Dual gas stream (ejector) nozzles are usually
employed for air breathing power plants. The secondary flow
rate and various geometric factors must be considered in
ejector nozzle operation criteria (References 5 and 6).

Convergent-divergent ejector nozzles can be classified as
convergent, cylindrical or divergent shroud types (Figure
8-109). The most important geometric factor for these
nozzles is the exit-to-primary area ratio or diameter ratio
(De/Dp) because this (when corrected for secondary flow
effects) determines the optimum (design point) pressure
ratio. The nozzle spacing ratio (L/Dp) can be an important
geometric factor because separation can be affected by the
primary exhaust plume expansion anfle producing impingement
upstream of the shroud exit. The (exact) exit-to-primary
diameter ratio (De/Dg) and divergent shroud half angle (P3)
could be geometric factors affecting the eeparation threshold,
but have not been observed to be significant for normal nozzle
application ranges. The secondarj flow rate is an important
factor in both the design and off-design ejector nozzle per-
formance. Since the primary gas stream is usually at higher
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temperature than the secondary air stream, a corrected
secondary flow ratio (Ws5 'Ts/Wp p /,F) is used to identify
relative magnitudes of secondary and primary gas flows.
This ratio provides a theoretically sound correlation of
ejector nozzle pumping and thrust with unseparated flow,
but it is not known to accurately correlate flow separa-
tion effects. Ejector nozzle thrust performance is best
defined in terms of ratio of actual thrust (F) and the
sum of primary and secondary ideal thrust (Fip + Fis).
Ideal thrust is the thrust which could be obtained from
the primary or secondary gas stream with an isentropic
nozzle of optimum area ratio. Some early test data were
reported as the ratio of actual total and ideal primary
thrust (F /Fip). This type of data can be confusing,
particularly relative masking of the separation threshold.

Extensive nozzle flow and pressure survey data has been
applied to postulate that ejector nozzle flow separation
is produced by shocks in the secondary air stream (Fig-
ure 8-108). Ejector nozzle separation has been observed to
occur at local nozzle pressures approximately 0.57 + 0.1
times the nozzle base pressure for a wide range of nozzle
geometric variations (References 7 and 8 ). However,
separation has also been observed to occur at much lower
pressures with similar ejector nozzles (References 9, 10
and 11 ). The flow fields are greatly different for single
stream and ejector nozzles (Figures 8-108 and 8-109). Ejector
nozzle separation would not be expected to conform with
the trends for single stream nozzles (Figure 8-108) Single
stream nozzle separation is not a simple function of pressure
ratio at pressure ratio magnitudes less than ten. Ejector
nozzle separation involves secondary flow as an additional
variable, and simple definition of separation would not be
expected at the relatively low pressure ratios of interest
for air breathing propulsion.

8.3.3.4.2 Nozzle Static Thrust Performance

The trends in off-design thrust for divergent shroud ejector
nozzles are fairly well known, but no general correlation of
off-design performance has been achieved. The available
data can be applied to estimate the approximate operational
ranges in which separated flow is possible or probable, but
the ejector nozzle flow separation mechanism is not consistent
enough to allow prediction of exact separation thresholds at
the low pressure ratios (two to ten) of interest for air
breathing propulsion. Nozzles are usually designed to avoid
the operation ranges which might involve large thrust per-
formance penalties with unseparated over expanded flow.
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The low pressure ratio thrust penalties increase with exit-
to-primary diameter ratio (Figure 8-119. This reflects
the trend of increase in optimum nozzle pressure ratio with
area ratio. The theoretical design optimum pressure ratios
are approximately 5, 17 and 32 for the 1.16, 1.54 and 1.97
diameter ratio test nozzles (neglecting secondary flow effects).
The over-expended flow (unseparated) thrust test data (Fig-
ure 8-110 are therefore in fairly good agreement with the
theoretical trends for nozzles with these design pressure
ratios. The separation thresholds implied by the data (for
the two larger area ratios) vary from approximately 1/8 to
1/4 of the optimum pressure ratios.

The low pressure ratio thrust penalties increase with nozzle
spacing ratio when there is secondary flow (Figure 8-111).
Since a larger nozzle spacing ratio implies a smaller primary
gas stream expansion angle for impingement on the shroud,
se, parated flow would be expected at higher pressure ratios
(as indicated by the data observed with secondary flow).
However, the data for no secondary flow indicates different
trends, including hysteretic flow surges between two levels
of thrust performance (one stable for increasing and the
other for decreasing primary pressure ratio). This type
of instability may have existed without being observed
during other nozzle tests, especially when few low pressure
data points are taken (such as shown in Figure 8-110.). The
inatabilities appear to be suppressed by very small (0.025)
secondary-to-primary flow ratios (Figure 8-111,probably be-
cause the flow of low velocity secondary air along nozzle
walls causes early separation (outside the pressure ranges
of potential instability). The design optimum pressure
ratio of these test nozzlea is approximately 25 (for 1.83
diameter ratio with secondary flow effects neglected).
The separation pressures implied by the data (with secondary
flow) vary from approximately 1/5 and 1/3 of the design
optimum ratios for the long and short nozzle spacings,
respectively.

Low pressure ratio thrust penalties tend to decrease with
increasing secondary flow (Figures 8-110, 8-111 and 8-112)
However, the observed trends differ for nearly identical
nozzles (Figure 8-112). With no secondary flow, three
nozzles having nearly the same diameter and spacing ratios
had different variations of thrust with pressure ratio.
Only onc of the three produced unstable flow surges, and
detection of flow surges was likely with the techniques
employed for these specific tests (Reference 5 ). At an
intermediate secondary flow ratio (0.15), data for one



nozzle disagreed with that for two nearly Identical ones,
but this may have been due to secondary flow passage chok-
ing (Figure 8-114. One nozzle (of slightly lower exit-to-
primary area ratio) exhibited a separation pressure approxi-
mately double that of the other nozzles. The actual implied
separation pressures were about 1/4 and 1/2 of ambient pressure
for the larger and smaller area ratios, respectively.

The above test data indicate that divergent shroud ejector
nozzle flow separation thresholds vary due to unknown factors
which do not appear consistently repeatable (a characteristic
of many other types of flow separation). However, an envelope
of overall observed data trends can be used to define possible
ranges of separation (Reference 5 to 8 ). With no secondary
flow, the separation threshold is likely to occur between
0.1 and 0.3 of the nozzle optimum pressure ratio, and unstable
flow surges are unlik:ely. The above trends for ejector nozzles
at low pressure ratios are substantially different than the
trends for single stream nozzles at high pressure ratios
(Figure 8-108).

The scope of test data available for cylindrical and con-
vergent shroud nozzles is less complete than that for diver-
gent shroud nozzles (References 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12).'
However, separation effects appear to be Aimilar for all
types of shrouds, especially at the higher secondary flow
ratios of most interest in propulsion applications. The
similarity of data for divergent shroud nozzles of various
secondary-to-primary area ratios and divergence angles tends
to support the conclusion that separation effects are similar
for cylindrical (and possibly convergent) nozzles.

8.3.3.5 External Aerodynamic Effects on Nozzles

Nozzle thrust performance as a function of the ratio of nozzle
primary pressure to ambient free stream pressure is desirable
so that thrust can be evaluated in terms of known air vehicle
parameters. Static tests define nozzle thrust performance
in termns of the ambient quiescent air pressure or the in-
flight base pressure at the nozzle exit. If vehicle base
pressures were known, nozzle static test data could be used
to compute thrust performance in terms of ambient in-flight
free stream pressures. The computations should include in-
ternal base drag as well as thrust increments due to differ-
ences between the base and ambiont pressures. Internal base
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drag is generally accounted for as a negative thrust acting
on the internal nozzle walls to avoid possible confusion
with external base drag. In-flight nozzle thrust perform-
ance can be greatly different from static performance.
Specific test data indicated in-flight thrusts ranging from
0.6 to 1.3 times static thrusts for Mach numbers from 0 to
2 (References 9 and 12)

Exact external aerodynamic effects on nozzles are a complex
function of many factors relating to the specific air vehicle.
General trends in these effects can be evaluated for a simple
case of a divergent shroud ejector nozzle in a conical boat-
tail afterbody. The specific selected configuration has a
nozzle with 1.81 diameter ratio and 1.90 spacing ratio
mounted in an afterbody with a 12.5 degree boattail angle
(Reference 9 ). This nozzle had relatively moderate off-
design static thrust penalties (Figure 8-112).

External aerodynamic effects on thrust were significant at
pressure ratios less than 5 for Mach numbers of 1.8 and 2.0
but not for Mach numbers of 0.7 and 1.5 (Figure 8-113 ).
The Mach 1.8 and 2.0 separation threshold (Pp/Po) of 3.5 at
a base pressure ratio (Pb/Po) of 0.7 indicates a separation
threshold (Pp/Pb) of 5.0, and this agrees well with the ob-
served quiescent separation threshold (Pp/Po). The external
flows at the higher Mach numbers suppressed internal nozzle
flow separation in the 3.5 to 5.0 pressure range (Pp/Po),
and the resultant thrust penalties were as large as 25
percent.

7or increasing nozzle primary pressure ratios at supersonic
Mach numbers, the base pressures decreased greatly near the
nozzle flow separation thresholds and then increased slightly
(Figure 8-11. The large decrease of base pressure near
che nozzle flow attachment threshold would be expected be-
cause the effective nozzle area ratio is larger with attached
than with separated flow (Figure 8 - 10 8 ). The small increases
of base pressure with further increases of nozzle pressure
ratio would be expected because the exhaust plume (although
remaining attached and over expended) would have an increas-
ingly favorable shape for producing higher base pressures.

The nozzle flow separation thresholds (and therefore the base
pressures) were somewhat different for Mach 1.5 as compared
with Mach 1.8 and 2.0. This was attributed to flov: separa-
tion at Mach 1.5 (but not at Mach 1.8 or 2.0) on the external
surface of the 12.5 degree boattail (Reference 19). Nozzles
in a boattail likely to have external flow separation at all
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Mach numbers produced monotonous small increments of thrust
and base pressure for the same three supersonic Mach nnubers
(Reference 12). Actual nozzle installations in air vehicles
usually involve more complex nearby external surface con-
tours than simple boattails. Research is currently in pro-
gress to develop improved methods of predicting internal
and external nozzle base drag computation methods (References
4, 7 and 8).
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8.3.4 Plug Nozzles

8.3.4.1 Introduction

The plug nozzle has many different shapes, each with its ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The plugs are discussed in two
groups, one group having supersonic expansion and the other
having non-supersonic expansion. Both groups have a nozzle
design which seems to be the most promising, the isentropic
plug of the first group and the aerodynamic boattail nozzle
(ABN) of the second. Both of these designs are discussed
rather extensively. Other types are more briefly explained.

8.3.4.2 Quiescent Air Testing

Since a nozzle will mostly operate in a free stream, quiescent
teqting results are relatively unimportant. Therefore, qui-
escent testing results are not discussed, except where nec-
essary for clarity. If information is needed on quiescent
testing, References 1, 2 and 3 may be useful.

8.3.4.3 Supersonic Expansion

8.3.4.3.1 Isentropic Plug

The isentropic plug is one of the more important types of plug
nozzles. Its performance shows good thrust characteristics
over a wide range of pressure ratio but it suffers from low
boattail and base pressures. Methods to increase the boattail
and base pressures are discussed later.

Figure 8-i14d shows the isentropic plug and some of the design
variables. The design of a cylindrical shroud, larger boat-
tail angle and small base will be used as the basic configuration.

The isentropic plug is designed such that at the design pressure
ratio the flow will be discharged axially (Figure 8-114a). This
occurs because at the design pressure ratio the strength of the
expansion wave is strong enough to turn the flow parallel to
the plug axis.
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The main advantage of the isentropic plvg is its performance
at pressure ratio below the design point. The main reason
is that the plug pressure remains relatively, high. Figure
8-114b shows that in quiescent air the jet can expand to ambi-
ent pressures. The plug pressure decrease to ambient to about
Point A, but because of the curvature of the plug, the plug
pressure downstream of A increases slightly above ambient.
With this recompression, large over-expansion losses are not
encountered, resulting in high thrust performance in quiescent
air at low pressure ratios.

The external stream has a considerable effect on the perform-
ance of the nozzle, this performance being very dependent on
the outer shroud. The discussion at this point will deal with
one basic configuration.

Fig~ure 8-114c shows the effect of the external stream. The
jet now expands to the base pressure. The base pressures are
lower than ambient a ratio of the total pressure PT to the
ambient Po would be smaller than the ratio of PT to base
pressure Pb. The ratio of PT/Pb is called tha "effective
pressure" ratio. Say for a nozzle with a design pressure
ratio of fifteen at a pressure ratio of five, the jet may
already be over-expanded because PT/Pb may have already ex-
ceeded the design pressure ratio of fifteen. In a test(ref-
erence 7) it was found that a nozzle with a design pressure
ratio of twenty-five had an over-expended flow at a pressure
ratio as low as five.

Plug Pressures

When the nozzle is choked, the only effects the external stream
can have are downstream effects and on boattail and base press-
ures. One of the dcmwstream effects concerned the plug press-
ures,

The base pressure is the most influential factor in varying
the plug pressure at low pressure ratios. As shown in Figure
8-114c the plug pressure recedes to about ambient at A, the
same as in quiescent air. But since the base pressure is pre-
sent the plug pressure is fu.ither reduced until at B the plug
pressure is about equal to Pb. Then a shock is formed and
pressure for the rest of the plug is relatively high. But
these high pressures are over such a small area that it can-
not compensate for the low pressure that is over most of the
plug.
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Then as the pressure ratio approaches the design pressure ratio
the effect of the external stream and base pressure become in-
creasingly less important until at the design pressure ratio
the effect on plug pressure is negligible.

Thrust

The main asset of the isentropic plug is its good internal per-
formance over a wide range of pressure ratios. Figure 8-115 shows
this and compares the isentropic plug to the convergent and C-D
nozzles.

The conventional equation for thrust is

F = 0 Po Ac

Where 0 is equal to the exit momentum in parametric form

F Po Ac

PT*PTA* PTA*

The last term is clearly dependent on the total pressure ratio,
but the first term depends on the "effective pressure ratio",

PT/Pb. Since Pb, in general equals Po but varies with Mach number,
thrust can also vary with Mach number at a constant total pressure
ratio.

Figures 8-117 through 8-119 are experimental results of a isen-
tropic plug nozzle designed for a pressure ratio of 16.5. The
two configurations are shown in Figure 8-116. Configuration two
is near our basic configuration and the results are typical of
an isentropic plug performance. Both the thrust ratio and thrust
minus drag ratio increase with an increasing Mach number and then
these coefficients decrease as Mach number increases. This same
trend is also noted at higher supersonic Mach number (Reference 7).

Figure 8-119 shows the thrust ratio and thrust versus drag co-
efficients for a typical total-pressure ratio schedule. The
performance at subsonic speed ia fairly good but thrust suffers
in the transonic region. This poor transonic performance is typical
for high design pressure ratio. A lower design pressure ratio
would give better transonic performance but would have a much
lower supersonic performance. Application of some of the after-
bodies which are discussed later can increase the transonic
performance.
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Since the plug nozzle will have its peak thrust coefficient near
its design pressure ratio, the performance of the nozzle in
Figure 8-119 is very good in the supersonic range.

Design Pressue Ratio

At low pressure ratio, the effect of the design pressure ratio
is especially noticeable, the higher the design pressure ratio
the greater the thrust loss. Figure 8-120 shows this effect. This
result would be expected from the variation of the plug pressures.
It was shown that as the operating pressure ratio approached the
design pressure ratio the effect of the external stream on plug
pressure became less important. Therefore, if operating at a
pressure ratio of 3, the external stream would have more effect
on a nozzle with a design pressure ratio of twenty-five than on
a nozzle design for a pressure ratio of ten, because the pressure
ratio of three is proportionately closer to twenty-five than
to ten.

Afterbody

The main deficiency of the isentropic plug nozzle of our basic
configuration is the low base pressure that is encountered. There
have been several investigations (Reference 5) of ways to reduce
the low base pressure and several configurations have been found
to be the most favorable. These are the boattail, extended
bumps and rings (plain and contoured). These configurations are
illustrated in Figure 8-121.

The boattail, both conical and circular, is rather successful
in increasing the base pressures, plus it increases the thrust
performance. But with the boattail the added drag reduces these
gains. In a test at Mach 0.9 (Reference 6) the thrust minus
drag performance was lower than the basic configuration; but in
another report (Reference 7) substantial gains occurred at
the supersonic flight speeds.

Another means of boattailing has been a reduction of the boat-
tail angle, thereby increasing the base area. This reduction in
boattail angle lessens the boattail drag. But for this to be
effective this reduction of boattail drag must more than offset
the increase in base drag due to the increased area.
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The bimp can have many configurations. Of these the extended
bump is the most effective in reducing base pressures. But the
biuip increases the frontal area thereby increasing the drag.
Also, since the aft section of the extender bump is Just a cir-
cular boattail, a boattail drag would be present though it may
be different from a pure circular boattail. because of different
flow field. 1"he thrust improvements are about the same as the
boattail. So, again, the trade-off of increased thrust and base
pressure for increased drag is present.

Of all the conf'igurations tested the ring, both plain and con-
toired seem to be the most prcmising. Although the plain ring
does not reduce the base pressure as much as the boattail the.
plain ring does not suffer from the boattail drag. Also the ring
increases the thrust performance. Therefore, the thrust-drag
performance of the plain ring is substantially increased over
the basic cont'iguration. There has been very little investiga-
tion of the contoured ring and then only at high Mach number,
(Reference 7 ) but the trends seem to indicate that it is a
very effective method of increasing performance. It %has much
higher base pressurns i.rhen compared to the plain.ring, but it
suffers frort boattail draC. Thrust pcrformance is increased
about the sw.e amoun; as the )lain ring. It looks like a promis-
ing method to use but more testing is necessary before a general
ccnclusion can be reached.
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Variable Area 2.ot

Two principal requirmints are necessary to avoid large thrust
losses with a variable area system. The throat should remain
at a constant axial position on the plug, and large boattail
angles should be avoided. Testing has shown that a shifting of
the axial position of the throat can vary the thrust perform-
ance by several percent, while only small losses are incurred
when the position is kept constant. (Reference 10)

From the discussion on afterbodies it is evident why high boat-
tail angles should be avoided.

A system which conform to the above conditions is rather complex
and weight has to be considered. But the increase in perform-
ance can offset this increase in weight.

8.3.4.3.2 Conical Plug

There are methods all of which try to approximate the perform-
ance of the isentropic plug. The cone is one of these methods.
Its main asset is its easy construction when compared to the con-
struction of the isentropic plug.

As can be expected, the overall performance of the cone is below
that of the isentropic plug. As shown in Figure 8-122 the cone's
performance is only slightly below that of the isentropic plug,
but at the design pressure ratio and at pressure ratios above it,
there is a significant loss in performance. A trade-off might
be considered between easy construction and reduced thrust but,
so far, it has been found to be unjustifiable.

8.3.4.3.3 Convergent-Diverlent Plua Nozzle Configuration

The plug type nozzle shown in Figure 8-123 is simulating a C-D
nozzle. Its performance was found to be compatible with that of
a simple C-D nozzle (Reference 4).

PIu Pressures

The plug pressure for the configuration depends mostly on internal
performance. The plug pressiures show that the flows expanded
supersonically and the flow bArees rather well with one dimen-
sional isentropic flow theory. Only when the flow is highly over-
expanded does a shock enter the nozzle.
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Thrust

The thrust for this configuration is little affected by the ex-
ternal stream. Thrust characteristics of these nozzles with an
external stream are in excellent agreement with results of test-
ing in quiescent air. The overall thrust drag performance was
comparable to that of a conventional C-D nozzle with the same
design point.

Afterbody Pressures

The boattail pressures are little affected by the nozzle pressure
ratio even at pressure ratio above the design pressure ratio. On
comparison to a conventional C-D nozzle a difference in trend of
the boattail pressure is noted at pressure ratios above the de-
sign pressure ratio. The conventional C-D boattail pressures de-
crease at pressure ratios above the design pressure ratio. But
the boattail pressure of the plug nozzle is not affected by press-
ure ratios above the design point. The reason for this condition
cannot be explained but is thought to be a result of difference
in flow angles (both internal and external) in the plane in which
the boattail terminates.

The trend for the base pressures is the same as for a conven-
tional C-D nozzle but the effect of the jet is not the same.
At comparable pressure ratios the plug nozzle does not increase
the base pressure as much as the conventional C-D nozzle. This
again may be connected with the difference in flow angle as
mentioned above.

Concave Central Base Plug

The nozzle shown in Figure 8-123 is another type of the plug nozzle.
Static tests (Reference 2) h&ve shown that the concave base is
more efficient in incre&sing the base pressure. This nozzle
creates a ring vortex flow which is more efficient than a turbulent
wake in transmitting pressure from the jet flow to the base.

Little testing of the nozzle has been done with an external flow.
Only Reference (12) has results of a wind tunnel test, and then
only at transonic speed. Therefore no general discussion will
be attempted.

8.3.4.4 Non-Supersonic Expansion

8.3.4.1.l Aerodlnamic Boattail Nozzle

The aerodynamic boattail nozzle (ABN) seems to be the most promis-
ing of the plug nozzles. Figure 8-124 shows that it is composed
of a long shallow plug on a nacelle with a low boattail angle.
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This design utilizes the dividing streamline between the internal

and external flow as a continuation of the low boattail shroud;
and also causes a gradual recompression along the dividing stream-
line which is reflected on the plug giving e high installed thrust
performance. Because of the low boattail angle and increased
fineness ratio the thrust minus drag performance is optimized.
The design also allows a small maximum outer diameter by putting
the mechanism for aero variations (if used) inside the plug.

Plug Pressures

To understand the effect of the external stream it is necensary
to look at some static results. The curvature just before the
exit can cause a pressure below ambient at the throat at an un-
choked condition or slightly above choked. The remaining plug
pressures are at ambient pressure for an unchoked condition. At
slightly above choked a weak shock forms just downstream of the
exit, but its effect is negligible because the rest of the plug
is still near ambient. As the pressure ratio increases, the
shock, following the initial over-expansion, initiates a train of
alternate compression and expansion waves until the. train of waves
continues to the end of the plug. (Reference 13)

The external stream does not seem to affect the plug pressure
at low subsonic flight speed. From M - 0 to M - .6 no effect
on plug pressure is observed. From M = .6 to M - .9 the external
stream causes a change in the initial expansion curve, and causes
the train of reflected waves to damp out at about half the plug
length. At X - .9 the plug pressure results in a thrust force
at low pressure retios but becomes a drag force at the higher presaure
ratios. At N - .95 a drag force results at all pressure ratios.
At supersonic speed the exit shock causes a pressure rise along
the Jet boundary. The pressure diff.-rence across the Jet boundary
is equalized by a shock in the Jet which emanates from the Jet
boundary and ends on the plug.

Thrust

The maximum thrust performance at subsonic speed is relatively
high, but at supersonic speeds the maximum performance steadily
decreases as shown in Figure 8-125. The same trend is seen
in the thrust-minus-drag ratio in Figure 8-126. As seen from
the figures mentioned above, both quantities generally increase
with an increasing pressure ratio.
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At a typical turbojet total-pressure ratio schedule, the thrust
minus drag performance remains relatively high at subsonic sweed.
Increasing the speed to supersonic, the thrust-mirus-drag per-
formance steadily will denrease as shown in Figure 8-127.

Truncations

Since ,?eight is a main disadvantage of the AEN, methods to reduce
the weight have been investigated, truncation being one of these
methods. One test (Reference 13) found the following result:

Truncation has little effect on the remaining plug pressures.
The cone was cutoff to 1/2 and 1/3 of its original length and
the remaining plug pressures were not affected.

Truncation, though, does have an effect on the thrust minus drag
performance. At 1/2 of its original length, losses from 1% at
subsonic to 3 to 5 percent at supersonic were incurred. At 1/3
of its original length, eizeable losses occurred, from 6 to 7
percent at subsonic speed to 14 percent at supersonic speeds.
These effects are rioted in Figure 8-127.

Cone Angle Variations

The cone half angle of 100 is considered a near optimum angle.
An increase in the cone angle causes a decrease in performance.
A 100 half-cone angle is the lowest cone angle that has been
tested but a decrease in the angle adds to the length end weight.
If any gain in performance did occur it would probably be very
small and not worth the increase in weight and length,

8.3.4.4.2 Convergent Plug Nozzle

The plug is placed in such a position that the resultant is a
convergent nozzle except for the protruding plug as shown in
Figure 8-128. The plug is the same as the plug was in the C-D
position which has been discussed earlier (Reference 4). This
position represented the other extreme position of a variable-
throat-area nozzle.

PIyu Pressures

The plug pressure distribution shows that the flow expands very
rapidly, and some plug preseure may go below ambient. This
especially occurs in the low pressure ratio range with the plug
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contributing a drag force. Thou&,' rapid expansion still ocenurs
at the high pressure ratio range, the plug is more likely to
exhibit a thrust force. Generally, the flow characteristics
were similar to the flow of a 4iverging nozzle.

Thrust

In general the thrust ratio was low at the basic pressure ratios.
This is prinarily because of drag force exhibited by the plug.
But in contrast to the conventional convergent nozzle there wae
a smaller decrease after a pressure ratio of 4. This is a result
of the force that the plug exhibited as noted before.

The free stream Mach number and angle of attack have little effect
on the Jet thrust. A comparison to quiescent air testirg showed
rather good agreement between the thrust ratio ia both cases.
Though the thrust ratio Is generally lower than the thrust ratio
for a conventional convergent, the thrust-minus-drag performance
ccmpares favorably with a conventional convergent nozzle. This
indicates that the thrust loss due to the drag force of the plug
is more than compensated for by the low boattail drag.

Afterbody

The effect of the Jet of this plug nozzle on boattail and base
pressure is similar to a conventional convergent nozzle. Since
the base pressures are affected in a manner very similar to a
conventional convergent nozzle,boattail pressure variation will
be primarily discussed.

The boattail pressure drag is reduced at pressure ratios above
5 at supersonic external flow and at all subsonic speeds. This
effect is similar to a conventional convergent nozzle, so there
is no gain over the conventional convergent nozzle. The main
reductlon of boattail presaure drag is a result of the reduced
projected afterbody area of the plug nozzle configuration. This
occurs because of the area occupied by the plug. Therefore, the
value of the boattgil pressure drag is substantially lover for
the plug type convergent nozzle.
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813.5 Blow-In-Door Ejector Nozzles

The blow-in-door ejector nozzle illustrated in Figure 8-129 in a
fairly recent nozzle innovation, presenting good performance with
my.nimumi complexity, but requiring careful incorporation, into the
aircraft. Because of the mechanical complexity and weight of vari-
able convergent divergent nozzles, and because of the suibsonic
flight off-design performance penalties of fixed exit ejectors -

variable primtiry nozzles with a fixed divergent shroud designed
for the high pressure ratios of supersonic flight, the blow-in-
door ejector (BIDE) has seen extensive development effort.

The blow-in-door ejector (BIDE) utilizes a fixed divergent shroud
built into the airframe or cantilevered aft of the engine primary
nozzle. At supersonic speeds, the BIDE functions as a convergent
divergent nozzle. Air loaded trailing edge flaps, limited by
mechanical steps, are sometimes attached to the aft portion of the
divergent shroud to provide more optimmn nozzle flow exit to area
ratios. Trailing edge flaps improve the thrust coefficient about
1 percent over the flight Mach number range, but these flaps are
not a fundamental part of BIDE nozzles.

At subsonic speeds, blow-in-doors admit tertiary airflow (external
to the aircraft) and introduce this airflow around the primary
nozzle at the entrance to the fixed divergent shroud. This extra
airflow (tertiary flow) fills the excess divergetit shroud area and
reduces over-expansion of the primary jet. In other words, at sub-
sonic speeds and especially for non-afterburning operation, the
blow-in-door air effectively modifies the nozzle area ratio. At
subsonic speeds, this effective area ratio modification prevents
large over-expansion losses of the primary flow or engine exhaust
flow. For cases where the primary jet would not over-expand, o0
would not attach to the divergent shroud and flow full, the blow-
In-door air avoids an effective high drag blunt base annulus con-
dition around the primary jet.

It is obvious that the blow-in-door airflow capacity is affected by
the nozzle installation in the aircraft. Therefore this nozzle type,
like the plug nozzle, is especially sensitive to airframe nozzle
integration. This is not necessarily a decisive disadvantage, since
any nozzle including the variable C-D nozzle requires careful
shaping of the aircraft afterbody to provide low drag of the nozzle
external boattail surface.

Major source of BIDE design information and experime:ital results is
of course Pratt & Whitney aircraft. A very good discussion of BIDE
design philosophy and performance trends is contained in Reference (W).
Some of the Reference (f) P&W Report are presented in Figures 8-130
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through 8-132 , Typical.variation in velocity coefficient and
thrust minus drag coefficient for a Mach 3 nozzle design is
illustrated in Figure 8-130.

An item of major interest is the blow-in-door area needed. The
area requirements, measured normal to the flow direction into the
ejector, are indicated in Figure 8-131 for Military and maximum
afterburning power, An area or general nozzle interest is present-
ed in Figure 8-132 showing the effect of nozzle cross sectional
shape (circular versus rectangular) on nozzle performance.

In addition to Pratt and Whitney material, BIDE experimental results
from external flow wind tunnel tests have been reported extensively
by the NASA Langley Research Center. Besides isolated nozzle tests,
thorough tests of BIDE nozzles in a twin jet model have been con-
ducted. These classified reports are listed as References (2)
through (4).

Figures 8-133 and 8-134 show BIDE performance as affected by second-
ary (engine compartment) airflow. Performance levels from these
confidential NASA reports are not revealed in the figures to avoid
classifying them. The trends and incremental changes can be noted
from Figures 8-133 and 8-134 however.

An earlier test conducted at Langley explored basic BIDE performance
characteristics without any secondary flow simulated, Reference (3)
Performance results are illustrated in Figures 8-135 and 8-136 show-
ing performance at given Mach numbers as affected by pressure ratio
and then basic performance variation with Mach number.

Wind tunnel test results of BIDE nozzles installed in a particular
twin jet aircraft model are presented in Reference (4). Reference
(2) and (3), discussed above dealt with an isolated nacelle test
environment. Performance results for a twin jet installation are
presented in Figures 8-137 and 8-138 along with comparisons of iso-
lated nacelle performance. As far as comparing isolated to twin
jet configuration results , lit must be kept in mind that the
results are for a specific aircraft configuration.

Installed performance of BIDE nozzles with emphasis on afterbody drag
for a rpecific aircraft configuration mode, is presented in Refer-
ence (5). Results on this development model are contrasted with a
research model also indicating the variations in total afterbody
and nozzle drag that may be obtained depending on how fuselage
afterbody closure between the nozzles is achieved.

Since the experimental results available are limited to confidential
reports, the above discussion is intended to briefly indicate the
scope of these references.
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8.3.6 Expension - Deflection Nozzle

The expansion-deflection nozzle (inverted nos:zle) is a direct vari-
ation of the plug nozzle. The expansion-deflection (E-D) nozzle
has good performance for high nozzle pressure ratio i.e., 100 through
300 where the nozzle compares favorable with the plug nozzle. The
utilization of the E-D nozzle should be considered for hypersonic
speed and above. The E-D nozzle could be of use in space flight
due to its performance at very high pressure ratios.

Figure 8-168 illustrates the E-D nozzle's basic configuration. The
nozzle's basic component is a flat base plug; the engine flow 3x-
pands around the plug, and the flow expemsion in the nozzle is then
controlled by the nozzle plug base pressure and by the shape of the
outer wall. From Figure 8-168, the nozzle is seen to be very short
so that the nozzle is the lightest of the basic nozzle types. Due
to the small nozzle length, the nozzle emits a small infrared signa-
ture. Also the nozzle has very little boattail (drag) surface.

The operation of the nozzle is easily explained. The exhaust gasses
issue forth from a short combustion chamber then turned outward from
the engine centerline end compressed e by the action of the plug.
As the exhaust gasses flow out of the nozzle throat, the gasses ex-
pand about the plug where the expansion is controlled by the plug
base pressure, and then the outer nozzle shroud controls the out-
ward expansion of the exhaust gas and turns the exhaust gasses so
that the gasses are discharged axially.

The basic E-D nozzle has two inherent difficulties: (1) the base
pressure levels are low on the nozzle plug, and (2) the nozzle has
limited aerodynamic adJustment when operating over-expanded. Figure
8-169 illustrates typical E-D nozzle performance, the high pressure
ratio operating range is quite evident from the figure so that the
nozzle is seen to operate best in the hypersonic speed regime and
above. The base pressures of the E-D nozzle can be improved utiliz-
ing several base bleed techniques as illustrated in Figures 8-170
through 8-174. The performance of these E-D nozzles are illustrat-
ed in Figure 8-175. Again note the good performance at very high
pressure ratios. The base bleed E-D nozzles have comparable per-
formance characteristics to any of the other basic uozzle types, so
that the E-D nozzle should be considered for use at high pressure
ratios,
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8.4 COMPARISON OF NOZZLE PERFORMANCE

8.4.1 Introduction

Nozzle selection and afterbody design can have a large impact on
aircraft performance and cost. Nozzle selection is not as straight-
forward as examining thrust to weight ratio for different nozzle
types at important flight conditions. Figure 8-139 illustrates thrust
to weight variation at a supersonic condition showing the effect
of a convergent divergent nozzle compared to a convergent nozzle.
Effect of inlet weight and engine bypass ratio is also presented.
Figure 8-140 presents the same comparison for sea level static
conditions to emphasize the importance of flight conditions.

Nozzle performance for the various candidate nozzles must be
examined upon a mission impact basis. Therefore, we have to examine
the efficiency variation of the nozzles in terms of the primary
variable, jet nozzle pressure ratio. Figure 8-141 shows a typical
comparison of internal nozzle performance.

In Figure 8-141, we see that a penalty to subsonic and transonic
performance for maximum afterburning may be involved with selection
of a C-D nozzle. Also we need to know the secondary airflow
required for the internal thrust coefficients. The C-D nozzle
requires a corrected secondary flow of 2 percent or an actual
secondary flow of 5 percent at transonic speeds. This secondary
flow ram drag is worth about 2 percjent reduction in net thrust at
Mach 1.2, maximum afterburning. At this flight condition, the
ratio of ram drug to net thrust is about .4.

Although at high supersonic speeds, the C-D nozzle provides about
15 percent more net thrust, a weight penalty is incurred which must
be carried throughout the subsonic cruise. A C-D nozzle will run
400 to 600 pounds heavier than a simple variable convergent nozzle.
For the subsonic cruise, however, drag is much less for a boattailed
C-D nozzle than for a convergent nozzle (hinged flaps) forming a
blunt base.

Figure 8-142 illustrates the scope of the problem, now that we have
progressed from a brief discussion of internal thrust coefficients
and nozzle weight, to nozzle drag. Areas of performance impact
noted in Figure 8-142 are:

(a) Nozzle type, weight, internal performance

(b) Nozzle drag
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(c) Effect of afterbody shape on nozzle drag

(d) Interaction between nozzle, fuselage centerbody, and
external flow

The engine cycle or bypass ratio selection will effect the importance
of such items as nozzle drag by varying the nozzle drag area
(projected area) at a given thrust level.

For interaction regions between the nozzles and airframe afterbody,
model test is generally required for assessment. Even with model
tests, the degree of simulation must be questioned since the point
of external flow separation on the nozzles and afterbody will
greatly influence thrust minus drag performance.

The foregoing considerations will influence nozzle type selection.

A discussion of nozzle types is presented next.

8.4.2 Nozzle Types

The exhaust nozzle types of most interest on FX and VFAX are:

(a) Convergent

(b) Convergent divergent (C-D)

(c) Blow-in-door ejector

(d) Plug

Of course the major functional division of nozzles is between
convergent nozzles and convergent divergent nozzles. The fixed
ejector nozzle, designed to pump cooling air or to increase the
efficiency of nozzle supersonic flow expansion, is a variation of
both the convergent and convergent divergent nozzle types. A
fixed ejector nozzle utilizing secondary air can provide very high
design point performance, but since the ejector exit or nozzle
exit is fixed, performance can suffer greatly at off design
condition; especially if the nozzle throat varies to allow after-
burning. The blow-in-door ejector (BIDE) is designed to overcome
this off design problem by use of large quantities of tertiary
or external fuselage surface air.

Although markedly different in constructions and appearance,
members of the convergent divergent nozzle family are the:
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(a) Blow-in-door ejector

(b) Plug nozzle (isentropic plug)

These nozzles are designed to provide the area ratio for supersonic
flow expansion. A plug nozzle not designed for supersonic er-
pansion is more correctly referred to as an aerodynamic boattail
nozzle (ABN). The purpose of the ABN, actually a convcrgent nozzle,
is to reduce the external flow boattail angle.

In discussing the four major nozzle types considered for FX and
VFAX, there is considerable overlap between them in principle of
operation. This overlap is illustrated in block diagram form in
Figure 8-143.

Additional variations from the basic nozzle types are listed in
Figure 8-144. Many mechanical or aerodynamic approaches to a
basic nozzle type occur.

Approaches to convergent nozzle design are presented in Figure 8-145.
Different C-D iozzle designs are presented in Figures 8-146, 8-147
and 8-148. These two C-D nozzle designs are J79 engine nozzle versions.
The J93 nozzle is similar but more complex than the J79-10, -17
nozzle. The J93 nozzle incorporates individual actuation of both
the primary nozzle throat and the divergent nozzle exit. This
allows varying area ratio with jet pressure ratio in order to
achieve near optimum thrust over th•e flight Mach number range.

Blow-in-door nozzle sketches are presented in Figure 8-149. Flow
paths are illustrated in Figure 8-150. Floating tiailing edge flaps
are an option with the BIDE providing better performance at a
nozzle weight penalty.

A plug nozzle of the C-D family (an isentropic plug configuration)
is sketched in Figure 8-151. The isentropic configuration shown
suffers from low boattail pressures and therefore has not: seen any
turbojet or turbofan engine application. The aerodynamic boattail
nozzle (ABN) is receiving fudy and development for a strategic air-
craft application. IR considerations are a major factor for this
configuration. Performance of the ABN is very good, but weight is a
major problem with this nozzle type. An ABN nozzle is shown in
Figure 8-152. The basic ABN, it should be kept in mind, is a
convergent nozzle.

Figure 8-153 shows an ABN nozzlc with a shroud or flaps (floating or
actuated vprsions of flaps are bclng considered) to pr•,Ode the
internal area ratio for supersonic 4'-ow expansion. ji t3N modifica-
tions place these nozzles in the C-D t u . branc ,
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Typical performance, in terms of thrust minus drag, is shown in
Figures 8-154 through 8-157 for the major nozzle types. This per-
formiance is based on isolated nacelle conditions (podded). Per-
formance efficiency bands are shown versus Mach number since the
thrust minus drag coefficient depends on engine cycle and power
setting.

Figures 8-157 illustrates a fixed ejector sized Zor high supersonic
application. Performance of this nozzle is similar to a C-D
nozzle, except very poor off design point performance can be
sustained due to the fixed exit area. Plots of internal perform-
ance data obtained by NASA have been presented in Section 8.3.3.1.
Figures 8-68 through 8-75 present additional performance data
obtained in an investigation of the effect of low divergence angle
from the primary nozzle throat to the ejector exit.

External flow can exert a strong influence on the internal per-
formance of fixed ejectors operating off design. This influence
on internal performance is achieved by modification of the degree
of overexpansion obtained in the nozzle. External flow and low
base pressures retards flow separation from the divergent nozzle
or ejector nozzle walls thereby promoting very large overexpansion
thrust losses. This subject is covered in Section 8.3.3.4 and
8.3.3 .5.

8.4.3 Integration and Evaluation

For opt imrum nozzle selection, the. installed thrust minus drag
performance miust be assessed. Figure 8-158 illustrates the varia-
tion in nozzle thrust minus drag values between isolated nacelle
(pod) conliitons and a 4-engine clustered jet configuration.

Figures 8-159 and 8-160 show fuselage afterbody pressures and per-
formance effects for different fuselage fairings or fuselage extensions
between a twin exhaust nozzle configuration. of course external
pressures on the aft fuselage extension, depend on the nozzle
and afterbody combination. Close cooperation between the airframe
contractor aerodynamic personnel and the airframe manufacturer
propulsion system personnel is required in this area. Close
cooperation is needed to achieve:

(a) High performance nozzle installation (or a good nozzle
and afterbody combination)

(b) Acciarate n ooneepirm on thrust and drag

This cogu tractor recommends for most fighter and attack aircraft
confituratinus, with fuselage installed engines, that airframe
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afterbody drag and nozzle ektarnal drag be charged against installed
thrust. In other ujrds, at the fuselage station where the nozzles
start, all extern~al drag aft of this station should be charged
against install%.4 thrust. In this region, nozzle thrust is the
dominant term; therefore, smaller terms (drag) should be chargid
against the nozzle.

Even with this definition of responsibility, airframe contractor
propulsion personnel must work~ closely with aerodynamics personnel
to obtain satisfactory fuselage shaping to accommodate the desired
nozzle external flow field.

To further define responsibility, it is reconmmended that the
airframe contractor be responsible for the thrust minus drag
performance of the nozzle. Since thrust of some modern nozzle
designs (ptug nozzle for instance) depends heavily on the airframe
afterbody fldw field, noszle performance should be assigned to
the party presponsible for the flow field, the airframe contractor.

Besides installed nozzle thrust minus drag and fuselage afterbody
drag, nozzle weight has become of major interest, Performance
must be weighed against nozzle weight in terms of mission effect.
Figure 8-161 presents an analysis comparing two nozzle types. For
the mission used which incltuded 400 nautical miles dash at Mach
.85, sea level, the AB s nozzle reduced fuel load requirements by
about 10 percent. This fuel. saving reduces the gress weight 3
to 5 per cent. However, the weight increment of the ABN over a
consvergent nozzle of 400 to 600 pounds negates the major part of
the fuel saving. Final result is a reduction of T.O.G.W. of 1 to
2 percent.

The impact of engine bypass ratio on the nozzle analysis is also
shown in Figure 8-1611 internal fuel load versus nozzle thrust minus
drag coefficient. High nozzle efficiency is more important with
high engine fan bypass ratios. High bypass ratio engine performance
sensitivity to nozzle efficiency results from the relationship of
gro--s thrust to nt thrust. Figure 8-162 presents a plot of gross
to net thriost ratio against bypass ratio, for th d Mach 85, sea
level condition.

l .8, la lvel th AB nozleredued uelloa reuirmens b



8.5 Thruzt Reversers

8. .1 Aircraft Applications for Reverse Thrust

The most important application for reverse thrust has been reduc-
tion of landing and take-off refusal ground roll distances with
la-ge mxIti-engine commercial and military transports. There has
also been samt use of reverse thrust to achieve more rapid cou-
trolled descent for landing witts transports. Application of rt-
verse th. ust to military combat aircraft could be beneficial for
several other in-flighL purposes (not important with transports).
Maneuvcribility could be improved by the use of reverse thrust
for steeper controlled dives and more rapid decelerations (especial-
2y prior to turns). Rapid reverser actuation (with high engine
speeds) could imrove rates of change of thrust magnitude and dir-
ection. There are various other methods of axchieving ground roll
and in-flight maneuvering effects similar to that produced by
thrust reversers.

Arrester gears provide the most flexible aircraft landing decelera-
tion attainable. Tlhey are in universal use on naval aircraft
carriers, and they have had limited application to short portable
military air strips. Arrester gear installations require relatively
precise landing approaches, and rapid tnrust control response
(attainable with a reverser) could be beneficial during such
approaches. The rapid recovery of full fo-ward thrust (attainable
with a reverser) could also provide improved performance after land-
ing refusal (wave-off) at an arrester gear installation. Because
of various physical usage considerations, arrester gears have nob
been extensively applied to air fields except for runway entergency
overrun protection. Other methods of landing roll decclQeratif:n
are therefore important for most of the air fields.

Considering wheel brake effectiveness, an absolute aircraft braking
deceleration limit is imposed by the coefficient of friction be-
tween the tires and runway. Drag parachutes and thrust reversers
arc primarily irmortant for additional deceleration on wet or icy
runways (Figure 8a.•. Thrust reversers are most effective on air-
craft with high thrust-to-weight ratios, but can also significantly
reduce ground roll distances with low thrust-to-veight ratios
(esoccially on slippery runways). Drag parachutes require higher
maxirwnm decelerations to obtain laiding roll reductions comparable
with thrust reversers because the parachute drag decreases rapidly
with aircraft velocity during ground roll deceleration. With rhe
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indicated 160 knot touchdown velocity ground rolls (Figure &]),
mazinmm deceleration "g" forces would be 0.55 to 0.85 for thrust
reversers and 1.55 to 1.85 for drag parachutes. The required re-
packing after each use and periodic replacement are additional
disadvantages of drag parachutes not encountered with thrust re-
versers. Both reversers and parachutes can be beneficial relative
to Improving brake and tire service life Ma well as reducing ground
roll diatanie8.

Most high performance military aircraft have speed brakes (re-
tractable aerodynamic drag flaps) to limit air speeds during steep
dives and to provide rapid in-flight decelerations. However, the
effectiveness of a speed brake decreases rapidly with flight
velocity, and a thrust reverser might provide better maneuverability
than a speed brake (Figure 8-16). Tne eeceleration attainable with
a reverser is (approximately) a function of thrust-to-weight ratio
and the magnitude of incremental base drag produced by the reverser
action. A reverser would usually have significant aircraft de-
celeration performance at lower velocities than speed brakes of
practical size. A reverser could also apply the deceleration (and
acceleration) force more rapidly than a speed brake because engine
rotational speed changes are not required for thrust reversal.
Actuators (for reversers or speed brakes) can usually be operated
In less than one second (between full forward and full reverse
thrust), but turbine driven engines require approximately three
to fifteen seconds for thrust changes (between idle and full thrust).
The value of speed brakes and thrust reversers for in-flight maneuver,-
ing will vary greatly with the specific aircraft mission and the
type of engine.

Substitution of a turbojet engine thrust reverser for a drag para-
chute and/or speed brake may produce improved landing and in-
flight maneuvering performance without a major difference of air-
craft system installed weight. On some aircraft it may be de-
sirable to use & drag parachute and/or speed brake to supplement
the performance of a thrust reverser.

P.5.2 Confi~nrations of Thrust Reversers

Airiraft with variable pitch propelleis nearly always incorporate
reverse thrust because of the simplicity of achieving it by rota-
tional actuation of propeller blades to a suitable reverse thrust
position. More conmplex reveis thrust provisions are required for
turbojet and turbofan engines because the compressor and fan blades
are fixed, and the gas stream flowing to the rear for forward



propulsion must be diverted through an angle greater than 90 de-
grees to achieve reverse thrust. There are many possible basic
approac!hes to turbojet and turbofan thrust reversers. Early de-
velopment work indicated that mechanical devices (utilizing solid
wanls) were more practical and effective than aerodynamic devices
(utilizing auxiliary gas jets) for reversing propulsive gas streams
(Feferences 1 and 2 ). Turbojet and turbofan reversers can be
used at relatively low velocities (generally less than 30 knots),
but the minimum reversed thrust velocity is usually limited by ex-
haust reingestion entrained debris ingestion, structural heating
(by exhaust gases), or other factors.

On a high bypass ratio turbofan engine (without afterburning),
effective reverse thrust may be obtained by diverting the entire
exhaust stream of the unheated bypass air only. On a turbojet
engine (without afterburning), heated (turbine outlet) gas must
be diverted, and the exposed reverser components have to be fabric-
ated from high temperature materials. On an afterburning engine,
cooling would probably be required to avoid overheating of exposed
reverser canponents unless the afterburner was shut down during
periods of reverse tthrust (with some consequent performance penalty).
Heating of low temperature aircraft structure by the forward diver-
sion of exhaust gas can be an important design consideration
(particularly for turbojet engines). The reverser structural heat-
ing and installation considerations are substantially different
for suomerged and podded engines. Special provisions are sometimes
necessary to avoid interference of a thrust reverser with engine
secondary cooling air (Reference 3 ). Noise mufflers are frequ-
ently integral with thrust reverser&.

Turbojet and turbofan reversers can be classified as the following
types:

(a) Target
(b) Blockage Diversion

The target type is a device which is deployed behind the engine nozzle
exit to direct impinging engine propulsion gases forward. The block-
age diversion type is a device which blocks the engine (forward
thrust) nozzle and opens diversion nozzles dischurging propulsion
gases forwuxd. There are many specific mechanical concepts for re-
versers, but few basic concepts are practical relative to deploy-
ment for reverse thrust and storage for forward thrust. The conical
clmshell target type and cascade blockage diversion type have hadgreatest usage (Figure &-165). The conical clamshell is adaptable
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to stowage outside an engine nozzle in two or more segments
(Reference 3 ). The cascade reversing passages can be incorpor-
ated in an engine exhaust pipe, and blockage devices (flaps,
petals, duct bills, etc.) can be stowed within engine exhaust
pipes in a manner shutting off cascade flow (Reference 4 ).
Reversers are usually designed to assume the stowed position in
the event of reverser control failure (for safety).

A clamshell target reverser produces two or more discrete gas
streams (depending on the number of segments) flowing forward to
give reverse thrust. The cascade reverser has greater flexibility
relative to location of reversed flow passages, but it usually
extends around the entire engine periphery. Both types of re-
versers could be considered for podded engines, but annular cas-
cades (handling fan air only) have certain usage ad-'antages for
high bypass ratio engines (Reference 5 ). Two or three segment
clamshell reversers can be favorable for avoiding hot air impinge-
ment on empehnage surfaces with submerged engines (Reference 3 ).

8.5.3 Performance of Thrust Reversers

Reverser effectiveness is most comnonly defined as the ratio of
reverse thrust (with reverser deployed) and forward thrust (with
reverser stowed). Static reverser effectiveness (with zero air-
craft velocity) is dependent on how efficiently and how close to
180 degrees the propulsion stream is turned. The reverse thrust
effectiveness of a cascade reverser is typically high (approxi-
mately 75 to 90 percent) because the flexibility of reverse nozzle
arrangement allows design optimization (Figure 8.966). The reverse
thrust effectiveness of a conical (two segment) clamshell target
reverser is relatively lower (approximately 55 to 60 percent).
This is attributed to the inefficiencies of turning the engine
gas jet into two strong discrete reverse jets rather than a basic
limitation of target type reversers. Hemispherical target re-
versers have attained efficiencies as high as 80 percent (Refer-
ences 6 and 7 ), but their configuration makes stowage outside
a round nozzle difficult to achieve without excessive space re-
quirements (which may violate desired external aircraft contours).
M4ultiple segment target reversers have practical usage aspects
for the annular fan strean of high bypass ratio turbofan engines
(Reference 7 ).

Static reverse thrust effectiveness and aircraft thrust-to-weight
ratio are the important factors in the landing and take-off refusal
ground roll distance reductions obtained with reversers (Figure a-163.
Except with very large frontal areas (such as drag parachutes), the
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aircra.ft aerodynamic drag forces at ground roll velocities are
small compared witn static reverse thrust forces. However,
dynamic pressure increases rapidly with flight velocity, and the
in-flight a&ircra.'t drag can become much larger than the static
reverse thrust (Reference 5 ). When a thrust reverser is de-
ployed, it directs a propulsive gas strewm forward and outward
around the nacelle of a podded engine or the fuselage of a submerged
engine type of aircraft. This alters the external aerodynamic
flow field in a manner tending to produce a region of very high
base drag behind tne reverser (not present with the stowed reverser
for forward thrust operating condition). A thrust reverser there-
fore produces an in-flight incremental drag force (similar to that
of a speed brake) in addition to the reversed engine thrust itself
(Figure &-164).

A cascade reverser is usually designed to extend completely aroaud
the engine. This tends to produce lower base pressures than a
clamshell reverser because the clamshell usually has two discrete
reversed jets not conoletely covering the engine periphery. How-
ever, the projected (base) area of a deployed clamshell is usually
larger than the projected area of the region behind a cascade re-
verser nozzle. Relatively high base drags can be obtained with
both types of reversers (Reference 3 and 5 ), but exact attain-
able base drag is dependent on many specific reverser and aircraft
configuration factors. The beneficial deceleration effects of re-
verser base drag are slightly reduced by reverser operational
effects on engine inlet additive drag. The additive drag is lower
on an aircraft with a thrust reverser (at maximum reverse thrust
engine operation) than on a similar aircraft without a thrust re-
verser (at flight idle engine operation).

In-flight thrust reversers impose important performance considera-
tions additional to the magnitude of incremental aircraft de-
celeration force attainable. The reversed propulsion gas jets
can alter the aircraft stability and control characteristics,
particularly if the reversed jets are near aerodynamic control
surfaces (such as the empennage components of a submerged engine
aircraft). Aircraft buffet characteristics are likely to be
altered by reverser operation, and thrust instabilities are frequ-
ently encountered at partially deployed reverser settings of
interest for in-flight maneuvering. Wind tunnel model tests are
desirable to develop in-flight thrust reversers suitable for
specific aircraft.

Thrust reverser installations can impose penalties on aircraft
performance (such an speed, range, take-off distance, etc.) when
the reverser is stowed. Reverser installcd weight (including
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necessary strtettral reinforcements) is usually significant
(approximately 0.03 to 0.05 pounds weight per pound of engine for-
ward thrust), but overall aircraft weight may not increase sig-
nificantly if addition of a reverser eliminates need for a drag
parachute and/or speed brake (References 1 ,2 and 3 ). The
blockage diversion type reversers stow as part of the engine tail-
pipe and there can be flight performance losses due to duct leak-
age, internal duct friction, and/or external aerodynamic drag.
The target type diffusers usually stow outside the engine duct and
there can be a flight performance loss from stowed reverser aero-
dynamic drag. Stowed reverser performance penalties are usually
a primary evaluation factor relative to combat military aircraft.

Certain basic factors must be considered in the design of turbojet
and turbofan reversers. It is usually desirable to divert the
propulsion gas stream forward for reverse thrust without signifi-
cantly altering the engine operating conditions. With a target
type reverser, this can be achieved easily by designing for suffi-
cient distance between the engine nozzle and deployed target to
preclude adverse engine back pressure. With a blockage diversion
type reverser, the reverse flow nozzles can be designed for the
same engine back pressure as the forward thrust nozzle, but it is
usually impractical to design for constant back pressure at all
reverser positions (from fully stowed to fully deployed). An in-
flight reverser may be required to actuate with high engine and
flight speeds, and the reverser design is then dependent on the
engine characteristics and desired aircraft mission performance.

Blade design considerations for cascade blockage diversion reversers
are similar to those for turning vanes (References 4 and 5 ).
General design data are not available for target reversers, but
the performance trends are known, particularly for the common
conical (two segment) clamshell type reverser (Figure &- 6 7). Door
sweep angles between 10 and 15 degrees produce relatively high
reverse thrust performance without thrust instability. Door wrap
angles between 120 and 180 degrees produce relatively high reverse
thrust, and these angles are usually practical for compact stowage
around engine nozzles. Target-to-nozzle area ratios of 3 to 4 pro-
duce relatively high reverse thrust, but area ratios greater than
4 are useful only for increasing base drag with in-flight reversers
(static reverse thrust remaining constant at area ratios greater
than 4). Ratios of end plate height and nozzle diameter between
0.10 and 0.15 havre been commonly used for high reverse thrust per-
::ormance (Figure 8 -1 6 7). However, higher end plates probably yield
slightly higher reverse thrust when choking is not encountered in
the external reversed gas jets (Reference 3 ). Choking is not
usually encountered when a clamshell reverser is deployed approxi-
mately one nozzle diameter behind the nozzle exit plane.
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Symbol Key

A Area

a Speed of Sound

Cd Flow Coefficient

Cej Cfg or CF

.98 .98

CF Gross Thrust Minus External NozzleDr
Ideal Primary Thrust (Isentrupic)

CFg Nozzle Gross Thrust
Ideal Primary Thrust (Isentropic)

Cfg, eq. Gross Thrust Minus Secondary Ram Drag
Ideal Primary Thrust (Isentropic)

"Cp Specific Heat at Constant Pressure

I CV Nozzle Gross Thrusc
Ideal Primary Thrust (Isentropic)

CVel Velocity Coefficient

F Thrust

Fg Gross Thrust

Fej Gross Thrust of Primary and Secondary
Fip Ideal Primary Thrust

Gross Thrust of Nozzle
Fp Actual Convergent Nozzle Thrust

ot the Primary

Acceleration of Gravity

h Enthalpy

j Mechanical Equivalent of Heat
(778 Ft-Lb/BTU)

m Mass

M Mach No.
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S_/vmha'oI Key

P Pressure

Q Heat Energy

R Universal Gas Constant

s Enthropy

SFC Specific Fuel Consumption

T Temperature

V Velocity

V Specific Volume

W, Wa Weight Flow

Wcomp Work Done by the Compressor

Wtnrb Work Done by the Turbine

Flow DLvergence Angle

Density

OT Temperature Ratio TT
T Std. Day

ST Pressure Ratio PT/p Std. Day

0 Exit Momentum

Y Ratio of Specific Heats
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Subscripts

T,o Stagnation Conditions

exit, 8,e Exit Conditions

amb, Free stream conditions

j Jet conditions

i Ideal conditions

t Throat Conditions

s Secondary

p Primary

i Ideal Conditions

S •uperscripts

* Nozzle Throat Conditions
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E inI ý .e PLPwer Alt. MO TT2  TTsec T'rjet TTsec TTs
TTj TTJ

n Dry 36089 .8 440 490 970 .505 .713

JetL ry 36089 .8 440 490 1605 .306 .554

Fýin/Jet A/B 36089 2 702 752 3500 .215 .463

Fan/Jet A/B 36089 1.2 502 552 3500 .158 .398

Fan/Jet A/B 36089 .8 440 490 3500 .14 .374

Fan/Jet A/B 36089 2 702 752 3660 .2055 .453

Free stream total temperature is increased usually 50 to
O000 F to account for engine compartment heating.

Trie

(---1-E ngine i

iIGURE 8- 67 Corrected Ejector Temperature Ratios
For Typical Conditions
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Config- Exit Throat Annulus Shroud Flow Spacing
uration diameter diameter ratio, divergence divergence ratti.

ratio, ratio. S/Dp anile, angle. L/Dp

Dc/Dp Do/Dp deo. deg

1 1.24 1.08 0.024 15 18 0.38

2 1.24 1.08 .024 20 23 .28

3 1.24 1.08 .024 25 28 .22

4 1.46 1.10 .036 15 19 .69

5 1.46 1.10 .036 20 25 .51

6 1.46 1.10 .036 25 30 .40

7 1.82 1.10 .038 15 17 1.31

8 1.81 1.10 .038 20 23 .98

9 1.81 1.10 .038 25 2S .76

FIGURE 8 -68 Ejector Configurations

PACA RM 957F13
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Deftls Flow Fields of Elector Nozzles
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- ~ i ~stream
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• Nozzle centerline

Op - primary nozzle symbols
Do - divergent shroud exit diameter
Dg m divergent shroud throat diameter
L - spacing between nozzle and shroud exits
Vp - primary (nozzle) gas flow rate

Wg - secondary air flow rate
Tp primary (nozzle) gas total (absolute) temperature
T- secondary air total (absolute) temperature

FIGURE 8-109 Convergent-Divergent Ejector Nozzle Flaw Fields
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FIGURE, 8- 1.14. Isentropic Plug Flow and Design C~r-ara.:teristics
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Figure 8 115 Comparison of Nozzle Performance*
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(a) Plug With Concave Central Base

(b) Conical Plug

(c) Convergent-Diveirgent Plug Configuration

FIGURE 8-22.~, Other Types of Plu$ Nozzles
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I. Seoondary Flow

Primary 2. Tertiary Flow
Airflow 3. External Flow

--- 4. ---- - #---, - .

(a) Blow-In-Doors Open

1, Primary Nozzle
Primary I2. Blow-In-Door
Airflowo-t•3 Fixed Shroud

Trailing Edge Flaps

_._____-•-- -• _..--

(b) Blow-In-Doors Closed

Figure 8-129o Blow-In-Door Ejector
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'Note: The values shown are given only to show ejector

operating characteristic and should not be used
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Figure 8-130. Effect of Mach Number on Ejector Performance
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Nozzle Types
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FIGURE 8_143. Nozzle Types and Relationship
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FIGURE8-144.Nozzle Variations
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FGUiRE 8-147J79-8.15 Aerodynamic Ejector Nozzle
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FIGURE8-148 Flow Diagrams for J79 Exhaust Nozzle*
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FIGURE 8-130 51ow-In-Door Ejector Flow Diagram
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FIGURE 0-153. Aerodynamic loattail Mossle with Aft Flap
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FIGURE 8-170. Sting in Bass
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FIGURE 8-171. PSAs Vent Througha Sting



FIGURE 8-172. Base Ble*d Through Sting
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FIGURE 8-174, Axi~al Base Blood
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9.0 AFTERBODY AND EXHAUST SYSTEM DRAG

The net propulsive efficiency of an air vehicle power plant installs.-
tion is governed by the difference between the nozzle thrust level
and the overall afterbody and exhaust system drag. While thrust
production is ideally a function of nozzle performance parameters
and drag production a function of the aerodynamics of the flow over
the external body surfaces, in reality, there exists a definite
inter-relationship between thrust and drag; of the installed system
due to the interaction of the external airstream witý. the exhaust
stream discharged from the nozzle.

For instance, optimum thrust is obtained when the static pressure
ratio across the outer-most boundary of the exnaust stream at the
nozzle exit is exactly equal to one (commonly called the nozzle
design condition) in which case the exhaust stream undergoes no
change in direction upon being discharged from the nozzle. Thrust
level will decrease at all other pressure ratios although the vari-
ation of thrust production with pressure ratio will not be as great
at pressure ratios greater tnan one as it will be at pressure ratios
less than one. At these off-design conditions the exhaust jtream
will either expand or contract upon leaving the nozzle depending on
whether the pressure ratio is greater or less than one, respectively.
If the pressure ratio is appreciably lower than the design condi-
tion the thrust penalty can be quite severe except that flow separa-
tion within the nozzle will likely take place thereby allowing feed-
back of the higher static pressures attributable to the external
airstream over the afterbody and any base region that may exist. On
the other hand, when the pressure ratio is greater than one, the
exhaust stream will flare out beyond the nozzle exit diameter and
directly interferewith the external airstream. If the amount of
pluming is uLppreciable, the attendant pressure disturbance will be
increasingly difficult for the external boundary layer to rineoti-
ate and flow separation will eventually take place, thiis time, on
the surface of the afterbody itself.

In either case, the static pressure ratio at the nozzle exit is
clearly a primary factor relevant to the strength of the inter-
action phenomena and, consequently, the inter-relatlronzi-p between
the thrust and drag characteristics of the overall afterbodiy and
exhaust system installation. When the exhaust svyte.m ]ý; operated
at off-design conditions, the strength of the in*,vrarz .on between
the external airstream and the nozzle exhaust stre'uh increa-ses as
the pressure ratio becoes increasingly different thui one. 17.is
is not to infer, however, that tne interaction phenomnena is non-
existent at the design condition out only tLac ti,. in',-a••ion
strength is minimized at this conation. Indeed, the ex~iau:gt
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stream still exerts an effect on the afterbody and exhaust sys-
tem drag through its ability to entrain some of the mass flow
existing in a base region, for instance, and also by producing
second-order pressre effects due to heat exchange from the usually
much hotter exhaust stream. When the exhaust system is operating
in the off-design condition, the influence of the thermo-chemical
state of the exhaust stream becomes increasingly significant in
direct proportion to the strength of the flow stream interaction.
This additional effect on the interaction phenomena is introduced
primarily by two means. First, by virtue of the control exerted
by the temperature-dependent specific heat ratio on the rate of
flow expansion and thereby, the shape of the exhaust plumes and
second, by virtue of the heat exchange resulting from the mass
diffusion process occurring in the reattachment region of the ex-
ternal airstream and the hot exhaust stream. The significance
of heat exchange by mass diffusion may be particularly important
in base flow regions and on afterbody surfaces lying beneath ex-
tensive areas of separated flow since the tot exhaust stream vifl
form one of the boundaries defining such flow regions.

Clearly then, the drag of the installed afterbody and exhaust sys-
tem combination is integrally dictated by both the aerodynamic
efficiency of the external body geometry and by what may be con-
sidered as interference effects caused by the presence of a thrust
producing exhaust stream. However, the primary sources of aero-
dynamic drag remain the result of the viscous and inviscid nature
of the external airstream over the afterbody surfaces and on any
base surfaces that may exist. The drag affecting afterbody sur-
faces is normally broken down into its skin friction and wave
pressure drag components to account for the influence of the
boundary layer and the potential flow field, respectively. The
drag affecting base surfaces is most correctly classified as a
pressure drag although the fluid mechanism which produce the press-
ure forces develoo from strong viscous interaction of the total
flow entering the base region from both the afterbody surfaces
and the exhaust nozzle. Consequently, base drag is known to depend
appreciably upon boundary layer characteristics. In order to de-
termine the total drag of the afterbody and exh aust system herein
defined in coefficient form as,

C+ + (91)

it is therefore often necessary to determine not only the Mach
number and static pressure distributions along the entire length
of both the external body surfaces and the nozzle wall but also
to have knowledge of the manner in which the boundary layer de-
velops along each of these surfaces as well. Because of these
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requirements, the design enginew often finds himself confronted
with a formidable task in attempting to optimize a typical air-
craft and/or missile configuration on the basis of minimum total
drag. Even though the importance of such analyses has been
recognized for a good many years the evaluation of total after-
body and exhaust system drag remains a fundmnental problem. In-
creased attention is currently being directed in this area in
light of the larger degree of aerodynamic efficiency required of
the upcomin,• generation of high performan'ce aircraft capable of
sustained supersonic flight. The fluid dynamic mechanisms that
govern base drag, in particular, are as yet largely not well under-
stood and are the subject of much recent large-scale research being
conducted both in this country as well as in England.

The methods that are available for predicting the total drag
characteristics of afterbodies and exhaust systems are .Orimarily
of a semi-empirical nature where theoretical treatmen*. of single
isolated body configurations with a cold air jet are employed
in comjunction with available test dats to simulate the compound
body configurations in the presence of an exhaust stream(s) of
hot combustion products which are more generally encountered in
the flight operation of typical aircraft and/or missile configura-
tions. The degree to which such semi-empirical techniques have
been developed varies significantly with flight regime being more
highly successful at supersonic speeds where many analytical tools
are readily available for aerodynamic investigation. At subsonic
and, more importantly, at transonic speeds where afterbody and base
drag levels are generally most critical, the development of pre-
diction techniques is hampered by the absence of analytical tools
so that limited test data from experimental programs are more often
th2 only source of information available at these speeds. The
consequence, of course, of this almost total reliance on test data
for arbitrary aircraft and/or missile configurations is that sub-
sonic and transonic methods of drag prediction are currently ill-
defined except in the presence of rather ideal flow situations.
Definitely, more work is needed to further develop methods of drag
analysis in these speed ranges. However, to the degree to which
they have been formulated, semi-empirical prediction techniques
have been demonstrated to provide the design engineer with a satis-
factory method of estimating afterbody and base drag levels.

While not being altogether theoretically rigorous even when th.,
state-of-the-art permits, the methods described in this chapter
have been formulated with the design engineer in mind whose in-
terest is in the applieation of a unified approach to afterbody
and exhaust system drag prediction without being encimz.ered with
formidable analytical tasks in order to achieve reasonably accurate
results. The ensuing presentation of methous of dra; ana-Lysis
follows a three-section format whereby ea/-h component of the total
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drag, i.e., afterbody skin friction drag, afteibody wave press-
ure drag and base pressure drag, is discussed separately in the
first two sections while ccmipletely disregarding the existence
of an exhaust stream being discharged from a nozzle. Methods of
analysis to include the effects of nozzle flow on aftcrbody and
base drag will be covered in the third and last section -f this
presentation. Unless otherwise noted, tne techniques outlined
herein apply to cases where the boundary layer is completely
turbulent over the afterbody surfaces and ahead of the base
region which is a realistic condition on full-scale aircraft and/
or missile configurations. The semi-empirical methods of predict-
ing the wave pressure drag of afterbodies are based primarily on
wedge, conical and parabolic configurations although it will be
shown that these methods can be applied to any arbitrary shape.
Likewise, the base drag analysis is based on pressure measurements
on zero-boattailed two-dimensional and axially sysmmetric bodies
but employ a flaw analogy model to account for the effects of
boattailing, angle of attack and afterbody flow separation. Where-
as each drag component is determined by integration of the source
of disturbance over the surface area on which it acts, each com-
ponent is herein referenced to the maximum cross-sectional area
of the afterbody so that the total drag of the syntem may be
evaluated from equation (9.1) by straight-forward addition.

9.1 Afterbody Drag

9.1.1 Skin Friction Drag Component

Skin friction drag is a direct consequence of the molecular resis-
tance exerted by the individual particles making up any fluid medium
to the imposition of relative translational motion brought about
by only a local application of forces in an otherwise stress-free
medium. The necessary force is supplied by any solid surface moving
at a velocity that is different than that of the adjacent fluid
medium. The fluid particles in immediate contact with the solid
surface possess the same velocity as the boundary, thereby estab-
lis.ning a no-slip condition at the surface, whereas the fluid parti-
cles a sufficient distance away from the solid surface remain at
the velocity of the initial uniform medium. Thus, the relative
motion of the solid surface causes a local velocity deformation of
the fluid medium. By virtue of the viscous nature of all real fluids,
this velocity deformation is converted into a shear stress acting
tangentially to the solid surface. This is represented mathemati-
cally by the relation,

Du- (9.2)
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where T in the magnitude of the resulting shear stress, u is the
coefficient of viscosity of the fluid medium and au/ a y is the
rate of the velocity deformation in the direction normal to the
solid surface. That region of the fluid medium in which the vel-
ocity deformation takes place is referred to as the boundary or
friction layer the thickness of which defines the extent of the
fluid d&nain where mechanicil work in the form of sheaL.ing stress
is generated as a result of the viscous characteristics of the
medium.

Within the boundary layer, the deficit of fluid velocity and the
resulting shear stress varies continuously from its outer edge to
the wall of the solid surface where the rate of velocity deforma-
tion, Du/ ay, usually achieves its greatest magnitude. The
amount of work imparted to the solid surface due to the action of
viscous shearing stress is, therefore, primarily governed by the
fluid properties immediately adjacent to the wall. Since the
shearing stress acts tangientially to the wall in the direction
opposite to that of its line of motion, the work imparted to the
surface is exerted as an aerodynamic drag; called specifically,
the skin friction drag. In coefficient form, the local skin
friction of the solid surface is related to the viscous shearing
stress by the following equation:

a u)

Cf 2 a _T_ 2 (9.3)

The overall skin friction drag of a body in relative motion with
a fluid medium is described by the viscous shearing stress acting
on the entire wetted surface area of the body. If the fluid medium
is essentially uniform, the skin friction drag of the body relative
to its maximum cross-sectional area is,

fI (Ae) Awet) Cf d (Ayet) (J)

f ffPVa 2hvet AN&

It will be recalled that referencing the skin friction drag to the
maximum cross-sectional area of the body ;implifies the determina-
tion of the total drag coefficient previously defined by equatiop
(9.1).
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For the realm of flight by aircraft and tactical missiles within
the continuum atmosphere, the viscosity of air in equation (9.3)
would depend solely upon the temperature of the wall of the
vehicle. While the rate of velocity deformation (i.e., the velo-
city gradient normal to the surface) is also evaluated at the wall,
it is governed primarily by the rate of momentum exchange between
fluid particles. Hence, this term is not simply dependent on wall
conditions but is also affected by any parameter that in some way
controls the rate at which the boundary layer develops along the
surface and also its dynamic stability. Boundary layers normally
originate in the laminar state in which viscous fluid motion follows
in neatly ordered paths. As the boundary layer moves downstream
from its point of origin, the accumulative action of viscous shear
stress tends to retard the fluid motion thereby causing the thick-
ness of the boundary layer to increase with distance along the
surface of the body. However, the effectiveness of stress re-
tardation of fluid motion is highly dependent, on the amount of
momentum energy that is available within the viscous layer. The
rate at which the boundary layer develops, therefore, is closely
governed by the maenitude of the local fluid properties, and their
gradients, at the two extreme boundaries of the viscous layer
(i.e., the inviscid flow field and the wall of the surface). Most
generally, as the thickness of the laminar boundary layer grows
it eventually induces the characteristic steady motion of fluid
particles to destabilize into random ordered motion indicative of
transition to the turbulent viscous state. This change to the
turbulent boundary layer state is accompanied by a significant
increase in the viscous efficiency of momentum exchange and in the
rate at which the boundary layer develops along the surface. This
results in a greater rate of velocity deformation, .ýu/ ýy, at the
wall and, consequently, an increase of surface skin friction than
would normally be possible with a laminar boundary layer under
identical fluid properties at the boundaries of the viscous region.

The determination of vehicle drag due to friction therefore requires
knowledge of the free-stream flight conditions, profile shape and
geometry of the vehicle, its surface temperature, location of
boundary layer transition and the length of viscous development.
Itis also known that. the surface finish (smoothness) of the vehicle
walls can definitely alter the structure of the boundarylayer there-
by affecting the frictional drag as well. In the following pre-ý'
sentation of methods of' prediction, the skin friction characteritics
of two- and three-dimensional body geometries are cited along with
the cffects of wall temperature and surface roughness. Since the
present interest is directed to the afterbody surfaces, it is assumed
that the boundary layer over these surfaces is completely turbulent
by virtue of the large surface distances over which viscous develop-
ment occurs before reaching these body regions on full-scale con-
figurations.
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9.1.1.1 Two-Dimensional Bodies

Based upon the extension of Von Karman's incompressible mixing-
length hypothesis of viscous motion to include the effects of cs-pressibility, the turbulent skin friction acting on a plane sur-

face is,

Cf - ( ioglO;Rex

(log0 R~2-58 -(l + .88 K'- ~2)0.44I~

where M ia the Mach number, Y is the ratio of specific heats and
Rex is the Reynolds numiber based on the surface length of boundary
layer development. All fluid properties in the above equation are
those of the inviscid free-stream. It is also important to point
out that equation (9.5) describes the skin friction of a plane sur-
face whose wall is both thermally insulated (i.e., no heat trans-
fer into or out of the boundary layer) and aerodynamically smooth.
However, even from the geometric standpoint, the case of the plane
surface represents the most basic form of boundary layer develop-
ment on two-dimensional bodies where skin friction varies solely
with distance along the surface.

For afterbodies of arbitrary profile, skin friction will be in-
fluenced by the variations of the inviscid fluid properties along
the body section. Of particular significance is the existence of
pressure gradients along the more general afterbody shapes which
do not exist on plane surfaces and is therefore not accounted for
in equation (9.5). Pressure gradient plays an important role in
controlling the viscous flow characteristics and may therefore be
expected to have a direct influence on the skin friction drag of
the afterbody. Generally, the thickness of the boundary layer will
decrease in a negative pressure gradient. Assuming that the fluid
conditions (i.e., pressure, temperature, velocity) at both the inner
and outer edges of the viscous layer remain unchanged, a reduced
boundary layer thickness will increase the rate of velocity aeforma-
tion at the wall. It can thus be readily seen Lhat the infiluence
of the negative pressure gradient will be to increase the local
skin friction above that which would result in a zero pressure
gradient field such as exists in the case of plane surfaces. Like-
wise, skin friction can be expected to decrease in a positive
pressure gradient.

While it may be desircile to account for the presence of a pressure
gradient for skin fricUion prediction on afterbody surfaces, this
effect is not included herein due to the complexity of the required
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computational procedures. The consequence of omitting this in-
fluence on skin friction drag will result in only very small error
once the afterbody shape is additionally optimized on the basis
of pressure drag (see Section 9.1.2). The major first-order effecte
on the local friction coefficient along the surface of arbitrary
afterbody profiles can be readily handled by employing equation
(9.5) for plane surfaces but making sure that the flow conditions
appearing in this relation are evaluated at outer edge of the local
boundary layer. This is analogous to rewriting equation (9.3)
to read:

C 1w = Uw{t w (9.6)

""PLVL 2  7 PL VL2

where the subscript L refers to the local inviscid flow properties
outside the boundary layer. Because of the geometric simplicity
of tv,,o-dimensiona1 bodies, the actual drag coefficient due to
friction previcusly defined by equation (9.4) reduces to,

CDf = f ds (9.7)

where s is the surface length and D is the maximum diameter of
the afterbody. In order to carry out the above integration of
local friction, however, it is required that the surface location
of transition to the turbulent boundary layer state be known since
all afterbody surface distances are referenced to this location.

9.1.1.2 Three-Dimensional Bodies

The manner in which skin friction on three--dimensional bodies differs
from that just described on two-dimensional bodies is attributable
to both the inviscid and viscous characteristics of the flow field.
Although emphasized in greater detail in Section 9.2, the most ob-
vious difference of the flow field due to body geometry, for in-
stance, is that the boundary layer thickness on axisymmetric boat-
tailed afterbodies will be significantly greater than that on
identically profiled two-dimensional afterbodies. The reason for
this is that the cross-sectional area of the axisymmetric afterbody
decreases at a faster rate and, in order to preserve the necessary
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fluid law of continuity (i.e., constant mass flow rate), the bound-
ary layer thickness must consequently grow at an accelerated rate.

Due to the increased boundary layer thickness, the magnitude of
both the local skin friction wAd the pressure gradients along the
axisymmetric afterbody will be less than that on an identically
profiled two-dimensional body. This effect on skin friction can
be accounted for by applying, in reverse, the results of observa-
tions concerning the skin friction characteristics of forard-facing
cones. In the case of supersonic flow past cones with an attacled
shock wave, experimental data have shown that, for the same values
of local Mach number, Reynolds number, wall and local stream temp-
eratures, etc., the local skin friction on cones in turbulent flow
is approximately 15% higher than that on a flat plate. Since the
pressure gradients of the two bodies are both zero, this difference
must be attributable to the rate of change of body radius. Whereas
the rate of change of body radius is in the opposite direction on
afterbodies, the local skin friction on these three-dimensional
geometrieE with a turbulent boundary layer should be approximated
from the relation,

Cf3 "D = 1.15 (9.8)

where Cf2.D has been defined by equation (9.5) for thermally in-
sulated and aerodynamically smooth walls.

However, somewhat off-setting this beneficial trend, geometric
effects may also serve to increase local friction as well. These
adverse tendencies are due to the presence of what are called trans-
verse curvature effects on boundary layer development where the
viscous layer not oaly grows In the axial direction but, on three-
dimensional bodies, is al>o spread out around the circumference of
the body. Both the actual solution of the boundary layer equations
and test data snow that the rate of growth of the boundary layer
on axial cylinders is always less than that on a flat plate. The
difference in the growth rate in the two cases is a function of
the ratio of boundary layer thickness to body radius, ý/r , be-
coming more signiicant as 6/1 -- i- 1 as shown in Figure 9-1.
The tendency of increasing the local skin friction due to trans-
veise curvature of thb boundary layer is depicted in Figure 9-1.
lt is of interest to note that the local skin friction is not
affected to as iar,,e a degree as the boundary layer thickness.

9.1.1.3 Effects of Wall Temperature

Up to this point of the discussion on skin friction drag, the
effects of heat addition or removal across the wall have not been
treated as the wall has so far been asswvaed to be insulated. This
la'(ter condition is representative of the thermal state of the
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external body surfacen in sustained flight in the absence of trans-
tent heat sources or sinks. In this case, the temperature of the
wall in referred to j-,. the adiiabatic wall temperature end, in the
preCenfle ot a turbulent boundarj .ayer, can be determined fraa the
relation,

TAW i= TL (I + .88 YL 2 (9.9)

where (.he subscript 1, refers to flow properties evaluated outside
the local boundary layer.

However, for afterbodies enclosing - or otherwisc in proximity to -

a hot exiiaust stream, the insulated wall condition will not adequ-
ately des;cribe the true thermnal state of the surfaces beneath the
boundary layer. With the exnaust stream acting as a significant
heat source, the afterbody surface temperature will undoubtedly be
greater than that defined by equation (9.9) thereby reducing the
air density at the wall and, consequently, resulting in a lower
surt'ace skin friktion coefficient than would be predicted for the
insulated wall condLtion. Phe variation of local skin friction
witih wall. temperature ha-s been reported by Van Driest in Reference
2 for an isothermial surface (i.e., no wall temperature gradients)
as follows:

0.558 (sin- I + si-f 1 (i )K

7A (sin-' A + sin'-l ) + 2 K(Tw)
A 7L

where 2  TL ( - 2)
A? -( - M1

2
Tw 2

LTL(i + M 2 ) -(
13 2 112

TV

= 2 A2  B

/B7- + A2  (9.10)

= 3B

a (sin- l - sin-] l )
A v(ITT L

r. logl 0 (K R" i) - 1.20 log 0o "•C"
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i 9.1.1.4 Effects of Surface Roughness

The physical finish of awy surface that is scrubbed by a boundary
layer very definitely will affect the magnitude of the friction
drag that will result. Up to the present point of the d:lscussion
of skin friction characteristics appropriate to aftorbody surfaces,
the wall has, of neces.ity, always been defined as being aero-
dynamicall.y smoothi. Such a wall condition iý; urmally Ulequate
to describe the external suvfaces of test model; for w.,irh extreme
care is taken in their construction ane preparation preliiminary
to tbe conductance o' experimentaJ flow test:;. lfowever, the sur-
faces of full-scale, operational flight vehicles -ae not- nearly
so ideal as those of test models due to the more tyTical] existence
of protruding rivets, mis-matched structural joint;s" , pitting,
oxidation and corrosion of the surface, etc., etc ....... a-l of
which act to pre-empt any similarity to an aerodynaiioally smooth
surface. Accounting for the effects of su-face roughnness is,
therefore, of practical sirniicance in order to describe the
frictional drag characteristics of vehicle surfaces; in this case,
al'terbody surfaces.

The most complete investigation of the frictional <;'u.,acteristics
of roughened surfaces was that carried out by Nikuradse who con--
ducted low speed experiments of water flow inc;idc cylirndcica].
pipes whose walls were artificially rou.hened by ,ne.ns of Uniformly
distribued sand grains. Thcse incompres;sible datae, which are
published in iieference 3, have been sin•11.arlj instrunmtftal in
discovering three basic ingredients ir•ierent in any qualitative
description of roughness effects. 'Tie most general observation
made from these data is that, for constant fluid prcre-!oes at
the outer edge of the boundary layer (,cnoted by a ',on .... nt lo.ali
leynol.ds number in the incomprrssifle 4. t, ) C "r i'r'it onr at t
su,-rface tends to increase in croportion to t ! e'c i "', 1.1--%',
of thr roughness element. ',cpmrising•e I• oe dper ý'

of n!inuface friction on local 1nevnorldt- n1•"T e",'l , on .oun, !er
a constant routiline.;s Size, tn V&r.',. W"C I ,,,IO'
ber range whi'ih was a.ways sufficient to ie" .r e ',,oui ct, ,
turbulent boundaLry layer. At tli, 10w C11fl o0 ,.t
friction data showed thitr ,,reates--L on-orncn o -' : a

smoO~ u' r Vw- (.: s ,aero].h,rn :n~ti 'al!. sm,•ot:l c•u, ta'e,;, z sriul ,' U! : d V ,a ''' ''''1 1 :]

laycr. fo-weve, , at. , - he-. nols nuibe:-,, e 1,, i'n c
tiiat :;%in friction woul.d e',ct~ued y he-om o., ' 1 ,, .,
ent oC Reynold; niiinber. 'i'he depcrt-n-e fro.i ,'M
smooth condition and the er abi itvnt o' ,,
dependence occurred at di:;tin,-t valuf,:; of -e,- _'.:- at
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depend on the relative size of the roughness clement. This trend
was consistent and follcwed the rvle that as the relative rough-
ness size increased both these unique Reynolds number values
steadily decreased. Of course, in the extreme case of zero rough-
ness these Reynolds numbers became infinite as there was no de-
parture from the aerodynamically smooth condition.

The significance of this odd behavior observed from the incompress-

ible pipe data is that it has identified that, although a surface
may be physically rough, it can display a very different "effective"
roughness ranging from being "hydraulically smooth" to being
"completely rough" m3 far as the effect on the structure of the
boundary layer and, consequently, the friction drag of the sur-
face is concerned. The "hydraulically smooth" surface coradition
is represented in the incompressible data at low Reynolds numbers
where the skin friction of a surface with finite roughness has
the same Reynolds number dependency as if the surface were aero-
dynamically smooth (i.e., zero roughness). The "completely rough"
surface condition is represented at the higher Reynolds numbers
where sxin friction increwses solely as a function of roughness
size. The concept of the "effective roughness" of a surface is,
therefore, highl-y important to the definition of roughness effects
in that it correctly draws attention to the idea that the physical
surface condition acts as a source of disturbance to the viscous
processes within the boundary layer and it is the efficiency by
which these disturbances are transmitted within the subsonic
_egions of the boundary layer that will determine the skin fric-
tion drag of the roughened surfaces.

A number of investigators have, over the years, conducted skin
friction tests of high speed airflow over rough surfaces with the
purpose of determining both the useCulness of the Nikuradse in-
comoressible data whkih were obtained from water flow tests in-
side of pipes and also to determine whether any new phenomena
are introduced in the compressible flow case. About the most
comprehensive of these investigations was that carried out by
Goddard at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 4.54 which is reported in
Reference 4. While for the moment tentatively accepting the
validity of the incompressible water data, Goddard has shown,by
referencing his test results to the Niku*radse data, that the
effect of compressibility on the skin friction of a "completely
roiwh" surface is that depicted in Figure 9-2 . Also shown in
this figure for comparison is the compressibility effect on
smooth surfaces as determined from the data of Reference 5 and
represented an•-lyticaily in equation (9.5). Apparently, the
entire compressibility effect is due to the continual reduction
of fluid density at the surface as Mach number increases. Where-
as this density effect is partially offset by viscosity effects
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when the surface is smooth, the role of density must be the
doinant one when the surface has roughness. This would explain
the larger decrease of skin friction with increasing Mach number

on the rough surface shown in Figure 9-2 . It is alno important
to note that the compressibility effect on the rough surface is
independent of the roughness size as the multiple smvnbols at each
Mach number represents test data obtained on surfaces with diff-
erent degrees of roughness. However, the u-niqueness of the coa-
pressibility effect depicted in Figure 9-2 and its independence
of roughness size is contingent upon the surface beinrg defined
as "completely rough". If the Reynolds nunbe-, rcmains the same,
the effect of increasing Mach number tend. to alter the "effect-
ive roughness" of a surface even though the physical. size of the
surface roughness does not change. Thus. a surface that is
classified as being "completely rough" at a low Mach number vil
tend to show "hydraulically smooth" charaoteristics at higher
Mach numbers. This change in the "effective roughness" of a
surface will be displayed by compressibility cffects w~hich are
intermediate between the two curves in Figure c-2 Conversely,
if the Mach number remains constant, the "completely rough"
nature of a surface will, be enhanced as Reynolds number increases.
As a result, the compressibility effect depicted in Figure 9-2
for this latter state of "effective rotwghness' can be employed
with confidence to predict skin friction at all Reynolds numbers
greater than the value indicated. In this instance, the local
friction coefficient of a "completely rough" surface can be cal-
culated from the relation,

Cf(kM) 0  1 Cf(k,o) (9.1)

where the subscripts k and M refer to the roughnes. :-iz' (1height)
and local Mach number, respectively. A- shown in Firure Q-2
the bracketed term, Qepicting the compressibility effect on the
rough surface, can be represented by a rather simple Lnalytical
expression so that equation (9.11) reduces to,

f(kM) - Cf(k,o) (9.1)

(.+ Mb.X-L'i

where Cfrko) refers to Nikurwise's incompressible water data.
Values o• he incompressible skin friction ot rc,,.ightncd surfaces
are not presented herein but may be obtained rllre tI: from Bef-
erence 3 or fron the resnstence charts prepared h'.' rr'vdti-
Schlichting, Moody, etc. that are availabLe in mostt textbooks
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on low speed fluid dynamics. Equation (9.12) can not be used
to predict the skin friction of anything other than "completely
rough" surfaces and, of course, depends on the validity of the
incompressible water data to represent the skin friction character-
istics in incompressible airflow.

In Reference 4, the validity of these data has been demonstrated
by two different means. Initial confirmation was first obtained
on the basis of direct comparison between the test data generated
by Goddard at Mach 0.70 and those of Nikuradse which should ideal-
ly correspond to the skin friction characteristics at zero Mach
number. On surfaces of identically finite roughness, this com-
parison has shown that the magnitudes of the Mach 0.70 data were
generally the lower of the two and the agreement was always with-
in 11 percent for the range of roughness considered. W1hile these
results are, by themselves, inconclusive they do represent a
reasonable compressibility effect of air from Mach zero to Mach
0.70 and consequently Uends to lend credence to the validity of
the Nikuradse water data. More meaningful correlation was ob-
tained, however, which emphasizes that the increase in skin fric-
tion due to surface rougnness is essentially a disturbanc.
phenomena where the source of disturbance originates at the sur-
face and propagates within the inmediate viscous regions of the
boundary layer. The nature of the correlation that was obtained
is shown in Figure 9-3 where the ratio of skin friction of a
rough surfac.e to that of an "aerodynamically smooth" surface is
plotted as a function of a parameter known as the roughness
Reymolds number. This parameter is denoted as,

e ( v*k (9.13)Rek k \ , ) "W

where k is the rougiiness size (height) and v* and v are the
friction velocity and kinematic visocsity, respectively, of the
fluid medium evaluated at the wall condition. The friction velo-
city in the above relation is related to the viscous stress by
the expression,

VW = /4W (9.14)
1 0 1w,

For air with a 0.76 power law dependency of viscosity with temp-
erature, the rougrn:e;is R1cynolds numbe:r denoted by equation (9.13)
can ultimately be written in terms of the local fluid properties
at the outer edge of the boundary layer to beccme,

Cf ~ ~ -I-.1.26Rek 2 2
ReL 2 ML (9.15)

L
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where Cf in this expression refers to the friction coefficient
of an "aerodynamically smooth" surface which has previously bee&
defined by eouf,,tion (9.5) for a thermally insu:i.ated wall. Equa-
tion (9.15) provided the means of reducing the test dati obtained
in Reference 4 for air in the form of rourhness Reynolds number
which may be considered as a general boundary laver disturbance
parameter.

The skin friction correlation thus obtained, and 7hown in Figure

9-3, is unique for two reasons. First, aR, the local strem
Reynolds number indicated, all the skin friction data in air
for Mach numbers inclusive from 0.70 to .'4.514 cor'relate in the
same marmer vith the disturbance paraineter regnrdless of explicit
identification of the nature of the invis(ed fluid medium or
further reference to roughness size. It is therefore not by
coincidence that this s-me relationsnip between skin friction
rise due to roughness and the disturbance parcmncter war. also ob-
served by Nikuradse from his incoMDressible water data (see
Reference 3). In Figure 9-3. the relationship found in the in-
compressible tests is represented aporoximctely b1: the solid lines.
From the agreement thus shown, it can be concluded tibat any differ-
ence in the roughness effects in air and in water is completely
taken into account in the snecification of Reynolds nunber there-
by establishing the validity of enpploying tihe 'iJkuradSe data to
form the basis of the compressibility effect dericted in Figure
9-2, and of course, the correctness of equation (9.12).

The correlation of skin friction with the disturbance parameter
is also unique in that it clearly discerns that the previously
described "effective roughness' of a suar-Cat-e is dictated bh, the
existence of a critical- ro'ighness i'ej.nolriý nir:er. Below this
critical Reynolds number, wnich is shown in Fi,;;m'-' n-- to be
num,'rically equal to Re] • 10, a roýurc surf'ace displays the same
frictional chnracteristic3 Ls that of an acrocý niýaioa ly smooth
surface. Alternately, it can be said th ,1 thrc exists & critical
roughness size to the boundary lay'er an,` below tlhis z the
viscous processes o" snen-r stress pro,!uc-tion rernain ijv-uffeeted
by the absolute finish of the surfac7c. From t1c resi;ucs of the
data correlation showni in Fig~ure 9-3 and by employing equation
(9.13), the critical rougnness size c=n ie identified as,

~lO(-w) (9.16)
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It wax noted with great interest in Reference 4 that this critical
size is approximately equal to the thickness of the laminar sub-
layer portion of the turbulent boundary layer that was found ex-
perimentally by Von Ka'rmaýn on smooth surfaces in incompressible
flow. This equivalence is not expected to change in the presence
of finite compressibility effects since the extent of the Jaminar
sublayer is always confined to a narrow low-speed region near
the surface and, of course, the pertinent fluid properties are
evaluated at the wall temperature. In addition, Figure 9-3 shows
no significant change in the critical roughness Reynolds number
occurs between Mach numbers 0.70 and 4.54.

From this instructive observation, then, it is apparent that the
frictional characteristics of a surface remain "hydraulically
smooth" whenever the disturbance caused by surface roughness
originates within the lmninar sublayer of the viscous fluid en-
vironment. When the surface roughness extends beyond this por-
tion of the turbulent boundary layer, local skin frictioL increases
in direct proportion to the roughness size in the manner depicted
in Figure 9-?. For the purpose of predicting the skin friction
drag of a surface it is therefore first necessary t- determine
its "effective roughness" as seen by ;he local boundary layer.
This may be accomplished by calculating the critical roughness
size from equations (9.5) and (9.15) with Rek = 10. Second-order
effects due to three-dimensional surface geometry, transverse
curvature of the boundary layt r and the existence of heat trans-
fer across the wall can be inuluded using the procedures given
in Sections 9.1.1.2 and 9.1.-.3. If the actual surface roughness
size is less than the critical values thus calculated, skin fric-
tion remains unchanged from that determined for the aerodynamically
smooth surface in accordance with the above discussion. If, how-
ever, the actual surface roughness size is larger than the critical
value, skin friction must be corrected for roughness effects such
that

Cf(k) Cf(o) Cf(o) (9.17)

where Cf(o) refers to the skin friction coefficient of aero-
dynamicelly smooth surfaces. The effect of surface roughness,
represented by t.e bracketed term in the above equation, is a
function of the 1oca- stream Reynolds number as the transition
fran the "hydraulically smooth" to the "completely rough" state
of zurface condition is not instantaneous but instead occui.-s
over a finite Reynolds ntanber range as discussed earlier in this
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section. At the stream Reynolds number depicted in Figure 9-3,
however, the surface may be classified as "completely rough" for
Mach numbers up to ML • 5 and for all ro0grhness sizes exceeding
the critical value. lor this state of surface condition, then,
the skin friction rise due to surface rougnness can be repre-
sented analytically so that equation (9.17) reduces to,

Cf(k) = 1 0.11 + 0.89 loglo (Rek) ]. Cf(o) (9.16)

where Rek is given by equation (9.15). It may be noted that the
skin friction of a "completely rough" surface may be determined
from either the above equation or from equation (9.12). Equa-
tion (9.18) is to be preferred since it does not rely directly
on the Nikuradse water data as does the earlier equation.
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9.1.2 Pressure Drag Component

9.1.2.1 Subsoni-Transonic 2peads

In general, afterbody pressure drag can be broken down into
two ccuponents: that due to the pr incipal afterbody pressure
distribution vhich exists on an afterbody preceded by an in-
finite cylinder, and that due to the interference pressures
imposed on the afterbody caused by the presence of a fore-
body. At subsonic and transonic speeds, forebody interference
drag can be very large. For a general aerodynamic shape con-
sisting of a forebody, a cylindrical center section and an
afterbody, the flow over the forebody does not have enough
energy to negotiate the abrupt change in body contour occurr-
ing at the junc ion of the forebody and the cylindrical
section without greatly over-expanding in the vicinity of the
body junction and finally recompressing as it travels down-
stream over the cylinder. As a result, the primary pressure
distribution over the afterbody following the cylindrical
section is usually affected in varying degrees depending on
the fineness ratio of the forebody and the distance separating
the forebody and afterbody. At low speeds, the distance re-
quired for full pressure recovery is generally quite large so
that on many pract.ical aircraft and/or missile configurations,
analysis of the pressure drag of afterbodies would, of nec-
essity, have to take into account the interference effects
of body surfaces upstream of the afterbody. In practice,
afterbody pressure drag is determined by considering the inter-
ference effects to be linearly superimposed on the principal
afterbody pressure distributions as permitted by linear theory
cited in Reference J , The process of superimposing the
pressure distributions on a simplified congiguration consist-
ing of a cone-cylinder and conical aefterbody is illustrated
in Figure 9-4. It can be seen that for this type of configura-
tion body regions of rapid flow expaision exist at the junction
of both the forebody and cylinders and the cylinder and after-
body and that downstzeam of each junction the flow recompressec
over a finite body length until the pressure coefficients
would eventually become zero if the correspoudinc, body section
was of sufficient length. If full pressure recovery has not
been attained immediately upstream of the afterbody, the ab-
solute level of pressure., acting on the principal afterbody
would change althouge, in the case of th" cylindrical center
section, the distribution of prsssurej would remain the same.
Where, on other configurations, the body surfaces upstream of
the afterbody do not have zero surface slope, the distribution
of afterbody pressures would 3lso change.

The principal wave drag of conical and circular-arc afterbodies
following transverse cylinders at subsonic-transonic speeds
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are shown in Figures 9-5 and 9-6, respectively. The -urves
in these figures have been derived in Reference 6 on the
basis of experimental data from References 9 and 10 for the
conical afterbody and from Peference 10 for the circular-arc
afterbody. The drag curves fo.' the circular-arc afterbody
are, in addition, based on method of e-haracteristics solutions
in the presence of boundary layer development obtained in Ref-
erence 11 for parabolic afterbodiý,s in the higher transonic
speed renge where the free streem Mach number is greater than
one. Because of the close similarity between the circular-
arc and parabolic afterbodies, there should be only small
differences between their respective drag levels. The com-
parison between these data shown in Reference 6 has demon-
strated that the parabolic and circular-arc afterbody drags
are in excellent agreement so that reference to these bodies
may be made interchangeably. It should be emphasized, however,
that the afterbody drag represented in Figures 9-5 and 9-6 is
applicable only to the appropriate afterbody shapes preceded
by a transverse cylinder for the reasons previously cited.
Methods for determining the effect on subsonic-transonic
afterbody drag duk to forebody interference do not appear to
be available at present.

In Reference 8 an analytical hypothesis is offered which would
permit the drag of arbitrary afterbody shapes to be determined
itf the pressure distribution on a conical afterbody is known.
According to this hypothesis, the pressure at a point on an after-
body is independent of the flow path to that point as long as
the surface slope (boattail angle) and local-to-maximur area
ratio are preserved. This boattail analogy is illustrated in Figure
9-7 where a conical boattail body is circumscribed at a point
on an afterbody of arbitrary shape. As a consequence of this
hypothesis, the pressure at the point of tangency is the same
for both the circumscribed conical boattail and afteroody shape
for a given Mach number immediately upstream of the afterbody.
J.lthough this analogy has not been tested at subsonic-transonic
speeds, it was tested by the authors of Reference 8 at supersonic
speeds with good results. Assuming this hypothesis can be applied
regardless of the speed range, then, given the pressure distri-
bution on conical afterbodies, the drag of any convex afterbody
shape can be determined by integration of the local pressures
obtained by employing the conical boattail analogy at each point
on the arbitrary afterbody.

9.1.2.2 Supersonic Speeds

In contrast to the state-of-the-art of drag prediction at sub-
sonic-transonic speeds, methods for predicting the pressure
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distributlon and, consequently, the wave drag of afterbodies. at.
supersonic speeds are well facilitated by the availability of'
theories offertng almost any degree of accuracy desired. Of'
course, it is most generally the rule that the level of accuracy
desired in an analysis is a direct function of the complexity of'
the theory required for application. About the most consistently
acurate theory that exists for flow f'ield prediction work is
that theory commonly referred to as the method of characterist:ics.
The complexity of this analytical method, however, makes it un-
wieldy to use in design studies even with the aid of a digital
computer. As a result, its use is usually restricted to the
Cinal design stage. Occasionally it is used to evaluate the
accuracy of' other theoretical prediction methods which are
more easily employed in design analysis but at the expense of
being tailored in application to a specific aerodynamic regime.

In this sectioii, methods of predicting supersonic wave drag oC'
afterbodies are accomplished by the presentation of correlation

charts of drag in terms of the similarity parameter VT M7 - 1 sin
These chn-ts were originally presented in Reference 11 and, for
three-dimensional aCterbodies, were determined by fairing the
solutions of a number of theories each of which has application
over only a finite range of the similarity parameter. Although

each of the theories employed in developing these drag charts is
identified along with its range of application, specific details
of these theories is not discussed herein but should instead be
obtained from the references that are cited. The applicability
ot each of these theories and the fairing procedure employed
between them was substantiated both by comparison with test data
and "spot checks" provided by method of characteristics solutions.
Details of this latter method can be obtained from a standard
textbook.

').I.2.•1 Two-Dimensional Afterbodies

In Figure 9-8, the principal wave drag of wedge afterbodies is
presented on the baoi',; of' a best fit curve through calculations
using Prandtl-Meyer expansion theory (Reference 12). This
theory simply assumes that a uniform two-dimensional supersonic:
nirstream, i.n the absence of external disturbances in the flow field,
expands isentropically over a convex surface. Also shown in this
fignure is the range of accuracy established with the single fitted
drag curve. This c1urve was chosen so as to maintain an arbitrarily
svt V) percent error limit on drag for the largest possible rarig,
oft wedge beattail angle. As is indicated, the accuracy of this
curve de'reases at low supersonic Mach numbers and high boattail
anrgJ es.



Also, at any given Mach number, a maximum boatta:l angle exists

beyond which the fl('i can niot remain attached to the afterbody
surface. In this range of flow expansions, the local airstream
separates from the surface and permeates into a wake such as
exists in base regions. Although methods for predicting drag
on body sur-'aces under the Influence of wake-type flows will be
discussed later on in Section 9.2, it can be said at this time
that the general effect on such body surfaces would be realized
in an increase in the drag level than if the flow remained attached.
The maximum level to which the drag can increase is depicted in
Figure 9-9 as

_D 1 (9.19)
Trax

to represent the condition where the local surface pressures de-
crease to vacuum. Of course, this condition would never actually
exist although at very high Mach numbers the difference between
the true pressure level and the vacuum condition is quite small.

The boattail analogy discussed in Section 9.1.2.1 may also be
applied for two-dimensional bcdies to predict the pressure dist-
ribution and therefore, the drag, of arbitrary two-dimensional
afterbody shapes if the wedge pressures are known. Figure 9-8
can be used to obtain these pressures since, for a two-dimensional
wedge, CD IT = - Cp. By applying the boattail analogy on two-
dimensional bodies, the pressure at any point on an arbitrary
afterbody will be the same as zhat on a wedge whose boattail
angle is equal to the local surface slope at a given Mach number.
No methods appear to be available at present for determining the
interference drag due to a forebody. For blunt forebodies pro-
ducing a curved two-dimensional shock wave, the interference drag
can be quite severe, particularly at high Mach numbers.

9.1.2.2.2 Three-Dimensional Afterbodies

The principal wave drag of conical and parabolic afterbodies is
presented in Figures 9-9 and 9-].0, respectively. As previously
pointed out, the drag -urveo for each of these bodies were de-
termined from an assortmeiit of theories derending on the range
of the similarity parameter. The region of application for each
theory is shown on the figures. Slender body theory (Reference 13
is used rather extensively on both afterbodies f-or high fineness
ratio and at moderate supersonic speeds. It should be noted,
however, that slender body theory was employed throughout the
full similarity range on the concla] afterbody with d/D = 0.
The drag indicated for the d/D = 1 curve Is appropriate to wedge
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drag in the limit and is identical with the curve presented im
Figure 9-8. The consequence of this curve implies that the in-
itial expansion of flow at the immediate shoulder of the conical
afterbody takes place two-dimensionally. Second order theory
(Beference 14) is employed for the less fine conical afterbody
at high supersonic speeds. The drag of parabolic afterbodies at
high speeds is predicted with the use of shock expansion theory.
This theory is fully described in Reference 15, however, specific
application of this theory was obtained from Reference 16 . In
the intermediate range of the similarity parameter, parabolic
afterbody drag was calculated from quasi-cylinder theory as pre-
sented in Reference 17. It is important to note that the wave
drags presented in Figures 9-9 & 9-10 are based on the annular
area of each afterbody. It is advantageous in afterbody drag
analysis to add the wave drag directly to the base drag in order
to evaluate the total drag of the afterbody system. The wave
drags will first have to be based on the maximum cross-sectional
area of the body which can be accomplished by dividing by (l-d0/D2 ).

The conical boattail analogy discussed in Section 9.1.2.1 can be
employed to determine the principal wave drag of arbitrary after-
body shapes by assuming the local pressure to be found by knowing
the pressure at a similar point on a conical afterbody. For this
purpose, the pressure distribution on conical afterbodies is pre-
sented in Figure 9-11. These pressures have been calculated from
second order theory (Reference 14 ).

Methods for determining the interference drag due to a forebody
do not appear to be widely available as yet. However, Reference
18 was found to present solutions for the inviscid, steady,
axisymmetric supersonic flow about cone-cylinders as determined
by the method of characteristics. Pressure coefficients have
been calculated from these data and curve fitted on the basis of
a 5% error limit over the maximum range of applicability.

The resulting curve fits are presented in similarity form in Figure
9-12, as a function of the distance from the cone-cylinder
junstion. It should be pointed out that the pressures from this
figure can not be extrapolated to greater distances along the
cylinder since the original characteristic solution was limited
to a point on the cylinder at which the Mach wave extending from
the cone-cylinder junction reflected from the nose shock wave
and impinged on the surface. These cylinder pressure curves should
nevertheless be useful for determining the interference drag of
conical forebodies on short configuration3 such as munition stores,
canisters, etc. The need for more data on interference pressures
due to arbitrary forebody shapes is obvious.
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9.1.2.3 Bodies of Arbitrary Cross-Section

In a geat many cues, aircraft configurations (particularly, air-
craft employing multiple power plants buried within the fuselage)
are encountered with cross-sections that are highly asymmetric.
Determination of the wave drag on such configurations can some-
times be facilitated by dividing the total cross-sectional area
into a finite number of smaller regions using the radius of
curvature in the cross-sectional plane as a criterion. Once this
is accomplished, it is then possible to identify regions of large
curvature as being segments of axisymmetric bodies and regions of
small curvature as being essentially flat. The methods outlined
in the previous sections for two- or three-dimensional bodies can
then be applied to each appropriate body region and the resulting
wave drags carefully weighed according to the percentage of the
total cross-sectional area represented by each region to estimate
the total wave drag. Of course, it is also possible that, within
each selected region of the cross-sectional area, the boattail
angle may vary along the periphery in which case the axial press-
ure distribution at many points of the periphery would have to
be determined using the boattail analogy previously discussed and
integrated to obtain the wave drag.
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9.2 Base Draz

9.2.1 Two-Dimensional Base Dr!A

9.2.1.1 Base Flow Characteristics and Flow Analogy

The flow characteristics in the base region of bodies is princip-
ally of two basic types depending on the Mach number of the air-
stream immediately upstream of the base. At subsonic speeds the
base flow consists of the large vortical eddies that are typical
of the so-called "open wakes". When the airstream immediately
upstream of the base is transonic, the flow leaving the body
surface undergoes an isentropic expansion toward the body center-
line thereby establishing a supersonic shock wave Just downstream
of the base shoulder. The vortical eddies present at subsonic
speeds thereby become displaced further downstrewm from the base
of the body and replaced by a region of supersonic viscous mixing
between the base and the shock wave that follows. This change in
the base flow characteristics is demonstrated in the schlieren
photographs presented in Figure 9-13. These photographs were ob-
tained from Reference 19 and represent the flow in the base of
a 8.60 total angle wedge-flat plate model. As pointed out in the
original report, the seemingly odd body shape shown in these
photographs is caused by a haraware fitting on the viewing window
to which the model was mounted. At higher Mach numbers, the
"closed wake" character of the base flow would remain essentially
unchanged from that depicted at the high transonic speeds. The
main effect of Mach number in the supersonic speed regime would
be to increase the efficiency of the viscous mixing process in
the base region.

The differences between the two base flow characteristics is
largely responsible for the success to which analytical techniques
have been devised for the prediction of base pressure, or drag,
throughout the speed range. At Mach numbers greater thar one,
the base pressures result from the viscous mixing process that
takes place within a region extending from the base of bodies
and terminating at the position of the shock wave in the wake.
The geometry of the mixing region is therefore well defined if
the location of the shock wave can be determined. By taking
advantage of the "closed wake" characteristic, semi-empirical
methods have subsequently been developed to predict the effect
on base pressure due to afterbody boattailing and angle of attack
at supersonic speeds. The most successful of these methods will
form the basis for the discussion on base pressure prediction in
this l~cture. Unfortunately. The "open wake" characteristic
existing at subsonic speeds has, so far, defied analogical pro-
cedures so that methods for predicting base pressures at these
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speeds do not exist. As a result, base pressure estimation behiad
boattailed afterbodies, and the effect of angle of attack, re-
mains a Matter of experimentation at subsonic speeds. The dis-
cussion to follow will include methods of prediction applicable

at these speeds only to the extent that test data in available.

The method of predicting base pressure at supersonic speeds, is
based on a flow analogy model reported in Reference 20 and later
expanded in application by the authorr of Reference 8 . The
flow analogy essentially stipulates that the characteristics of
the flow behind a two-dimensional base is not much different
than the phenomena of boundary layer separation ahead of forward-
facing steps. As the Mach number of the flow ahead of the forward-
facing step is increased, the local flow is more highly deflected
ahead of the step with an attendant increase in the strength of
the shock wave required to support the higher pressures resulting
from this deflection. Eventually, as the Mach n-mber is increased,
the pressure rise across the shock wave will reach a particular
value at which point a turbulent boundary layer will separate
from the surface ahead of the step. The basic concept of the
flow analogy employed for supersonic base pressure prediction is
therefore, that the critical pressure-rise coefficient at which
the boundary layer ahead of the forward-facing step will separate
is essentially the same as the pressure coefficient existing
across the shock wave behind a rearward-facing step or base. This
analogy is illustrated in Figure 9-14. It must be remembered that
this analogy requires that the boundary layer immediately up-
stream of the afterbody is completely turbulent. In addition,
it is required that the boundary layer be relatively thick com-
pared to the step height of the base (or, for a truly free wake
region, the local body radius at the base). Experimental in-
vestigations have shown that under these two conditions the effect
of Reynolds number on the base drag level is small and, in the
analysis which follows, this influence is not initially considered.

The pressure-rise coefficient across the trailing shock wave be-
hind the base is therefore a direct function of only the Mach
number (M1 ) in the wake which, for two-dimensional bases, is con-
stant along the wake. Experimental values of the variation of
the turbulent pressure-rise coefficient with Mach number in the
wake have been determined in Reference 20 and are shown in
Figure 9-15. At supersonic speeds, the flow upstream of the base
enters the wake through an isentropic expansion process at the
base shoulder. Working backwards from the wake, then, the critical
pressure-rise coefficient can be related directly to the Mach
number of the flow upstream of the base by the turning angle of
the expansion process. Since, due to the wake mixing process,
the wake pressure and the base pressure are one and the same, it
should therefore be possible to determine the base pressure simply
by knowing the flow condition upstream of the base and the turn-
ing angle into the wake.
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If this base flow analogy 1i unique, then the base pressure
should be able to be predicted, for any given Mach number up-
stream of the base, using the experimentally determined pressure
rise coefficients in Figure 9-15., and the Prandtl-Meyer expanqion
tables given in Reference 12 . For the purpose of evaluating
this arTalogy, the base pressures determined in this manner should
correlate with available experimentel data. In Reference '8 , data
on zero-boaltailed two-dimensional bodies at zero angle of attack
and ith no jet flow were compiled and curve fitted to show the
experimental base pressure variation with Mach number shown in
Figure 9-16. On the basis of these data, it has been found that
the analogy is not quite unique in that the wake turning angle
required to correlate with experimental base pressures is not
the Prandtl-Meyer angle. The required angle, instead, was found
to be that showu in Figure 9-17.

The Mach number, MR, is introduced as the abscissa in this figure
as this variable will be a necessary working parameter in the
next section where the base pressure behind boattailed after-
bodies will be discussed. This Mach number, however, is a
fictitious parameter and not an actual flow condition. MR is
defined as the "effective" Mach number immediately upstream of
the wake flow region having a direction parallel to the trailing
flow behind the shock wave in the wake. Mo is the actual Mach
number on a cylindrical mid-section immediately upstream of an
afterbody. For a zero-boattailed body (no afterbody) at zero
angle of attack and with no jet flow, MR equals Mo. it should
be recalled thit if significant interference effects are present
due to the existence of a forebody, then the Mach number, Mo,
will be different than the free-stream Mach number, M,.. . This
notation is illustrated in Figure 9-18.

In summation, then, if the pressure data curve in Figre 9-16. is
valid, the supersonic base pressure on a two-dimensional, zcro-
boattailed body at zero angle of attack and in the absence of
jet flow can be predicted if the Mach number immediately tp-
stream of the base is known by using the wake turning angle
given in Figure 9-17. The step-by-step calculation procedure is
as follows:

A. Given: M.

B. Procedure:
P0

1. Determine PO corresponding to M4 using the equation:
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"(÷ .2 2 ) (9.20)

2. Find Prandtl-Meyer expansion angle 6p.M, corresponding
to Mo either from the tables provided in Reference 12 or
from the equation: (9,21)

iap-N a 2.145 tac-1 (/K Tli) -tan-,
3. Find two-diaensional wake turning angle, 6, for No -

from Figure 9-17.

4. From tables provided in Reference 12 , find Mach number,
MI, corresponding to 6P-M + 6.

5. Determine e (i + .2 M,.) -3.5 (9.22)

6. Calculate base pressure coefficient, Cpb, fram the equation:

CPb -_ (9023)

0.7 (T 0) ;o2

NOTE: It should be pointed out that, throughout this
discussion, the base pressure is considered con-
stant across the base area so that the base drag
can be determined from:

db (9.24)
CDb - C~b I

9.2.1.2 Effects of Afterbody Boattailing

9.2.1.2.1 Subsonic Speeds

As pointed out in Section 9.2.1.1, analogical procedures for
subsonic base pressure prediction on two-dimensional bodies have
not as yet been devised. As a result, this is an area definitely
in need of more research and experimentation. On zero-boattailed
two-dimensional bodies, the subsonic base pressures denoted by the
fitted curve in Figure 9-16 appear to be in good agreement with
most sources of data for the case where the boundary layer at the
base shoulder is completely turbulent and the boundary layer is
relatively thick relative to the body diameter at the base. These
pressures may at least be useful for preliminary design estimates
until reliable test data on boattailed bodies become available.
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9.2.1.2.2 Supersonic Spenda

The range of base flow situations th&t nan 0cýu- ,n two-dimensional
boattailed afterbodiea is depicted in u-.ý 3-19. It has been
previously shown in Figure 9-13 that, -,n the afterbody boattail
angle B is zero, the-wake is well conv.ned tthind the base of
the body and converges at an angle equal to the wake turning
angle, 6 , whose variation with flow conditions imediately up-
stream of the base has been shown in Figure 9-17.

For wedge afterbodies whose boattail angle, a , if finite but
less than the wake turning angle, the local body flow at the
base shoulder still undergoes an expansion process upon entering
the wake as it does when the boattail angle is zero. Although
the Mach numbers, Me and MR, have previously been defined so that
they are now separately displaced on the boattailed afterbody
surface (see Figure 9-19a), they still have identical values. This
can be visualized by noting that H. is calculated by assuming the
local flow along the afterbody surface is ccepressed isentropically
in the direction of the trailing flow behind the shock wave in
the wake. This direction is parallel to that of Mo, immediately
upstream of the afterbody for the case of zero angle of attack
and no jet flow. For two-dimensional bodies, the local Mach num-
ber on the afterbody surface, itself, results through an isentropic
expansion from Mo immediately upstream of the afterbody. Since
isentropic processes are additive (no change in total pressure),
MR and MO have identical values. If it is recalled that the wake
turning angle, 6 , is dependent on Nh, then it can be seen that;
for a given No, the base pressure will not vary on wedge after-
bodies whose boattail angle is less than or equal to the wake turn-
ing angle. This conclusion is substantiated by available test
data.

For boattail angles greater than the wake turning angle, tie local
body flow now enters the wake through a compression process and,
as a result, an additional shock wave is initially formed at the
base shoulder as depicted in Figure 9-19b. The pressure rise acroso
this shock wave will steadily increase with larger boattailing
until, at any given Mo, this pressure rise will exceed the critical
pressure-rise coefficient and the turbulent boundary layer will
separate. On *edge afterbodies, it can be assumed that the onset
of flow separation permits the wake to immediately jump upstream
to the afterbody shoulder due to the absence of surface pressure
gradients on such two-dimeisional bodies. This situation is de-
picted in Figure 9-19.. Actually, this may not be a true representa-
tion of flow separation on wedge afterbodies since there is
usually an associated presoure feed-back through the boundary
layer upstream of the point of separation. This would have the
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effect of reducing the effective pressure rise of the compression
process thereby retarding the forward progression of flow separa-
tion. However, a local adverse pressure gradient would also be
induced ahead of the point of flow separation and these two effects
would be counter-balancing. Overall, the significance of this
pressure feed-back is expected to be small on the wedge afterbody
so that only nominal error is incurred by assuming the influence
of the wake to immediately jump to the afterbody shoulder. Of
course, in this event, the wedge bor.ttail problem reduces simply
to the zero boattLil case where the flow upstream of the after-
body again enters the wake through an expansion process. If the
two-dimensional afterbody is curved, then the wake advances up-
stream only to the point where the local surface Mach number and
the local compressive deflection into the wake, (P I, - s), pro-
duce a pressure rise across the boattail shock wave equal to the
critical pressure-rise coefficient of incipient separation. This
situation is depicted in Figure 9-19d.

Both Figures 9-19c and 9-19d clearly show that the presence of flow
separation adversely affects the aerodynamic performance of the
afterbody for the case when there is no jet flow due to a pro-
pulsion system (cases in which jet flow are present will be
treated in the succeeding section). If it is recalled that the
pressure along the wake is equal to the base pressure* then it
can be seen that the effect of flow separation is two-fold.
First, the effective cross-sectional area over which base pressure
acts is increased and second, both the afterbody wave drag co-
efficient (which is the integrated pressure distribution over
the effective wetter afterbody surface) and the cross-sectional
annulus over which it acts is decreased. Therefore, since
base drag is almost always much greater than afterbody wave drag,
the effect of the presence of flow separation is to increase
the overall drag of the afterbody "system".

In a design analysis of afterbody performance, it is necessary
to be able to predict the occurrence and extent of flow separa-
tion on the afterbody surfaces. For this purpose the boattail
angle at which turbulent flow separation will occur for a given
Mach number upstream of the afterbody has been calculated in
Reference 8 and is presented here as Figure 9-20. These angles

*Fbotnote - Again, this is an over-simplification of the facts
when the wake advances onto the afterbody surfaces in that the
wake pressures acting on the afterbody will generally not be as
low as the wake pressure on the base surface. However, this wake
pressure gradient will not be large and can thus be neglected
in design analyses.
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were determined from a cross plot of the variation of the com-
pressive deflection angle (0 - f ) with local afterbody Mach
number, for a given Mo and 0 , and the variation with local
aftertxdy Mach number of the compressive deflection angle re-
quired to produce the critical pressure-rise coefficient of
Incipient separation. The wake turning angle,6 , and the
critical pressure-rise coefficient denoted in Figures 9-17 and
Q-15, respectively, were employed in these calculations. As

noted in Reference 8, the boattail angle at inc, pient separa-
tion, 0 set' in Figure 9-20 has not been completely experimentally
verified at present due to a lack of available test data on two-
dimensional afterbodies with large boattail angles,

The base drag of two-dimensional boattailed afterbodies can be
determined using a step-by-step procedure as follows:

A. Given:

1. MO
2. Afterbody shape

B. Procedure:

.. From afterbody shape, determine boattail angle, 6 b, at
base shoulder.

2. Since Mo = MR, determine wake turning angle, f , from
Figure 9-17.

3. If 0b -6 S , follow the procedures given in Section
9.2.1.1 since base pressure will equal zero boattail
base pressure. Upon cross-sectional area at base shoulder
to calculate base drag,

CDb - -Cpb de (9.2,)
D

4. If 0b C , find 0 sep from Figure 9-20 at given Mo.
Also determine local Mach number, ML, of afterbody air-
stream at base shoulder. This can be found by adding

Sb to the Prandtl-Meyer expansion angle corresponding
to Mo and reading the Mach number corresponding tc this
sum using the tables provided in Reference 12.

5. If 0 b 1- 6- sep, no boundary layer separation takes place

so that:

bP 2 (Pl) -l

P 'T- 2o (9.26)
C~~b M0 2S.7 Mo 9-
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g,, . 7 1 sin - I. 6.... (9.27)
P,

) in obtrained from Reference 12 for given M, and

Po ULj+.• J (9.28)

and W -% -
CbbbD

6. Ob > S , boundary layer separation takes place
somewhere on 8?terbody surface. If the afterbody surface
is curved, continue with next step. If afterbody is a
vedge, base pressure vwil be same as zero boattalied base
pressure and therefore will be determined using the pro-
cedures given in Section 9.2.1.1. Base drag, however,
is now

"Db (9.29)

Remember, for this case wave drag of afterbody is non-
existent.

7. If flow separatico takes place on curved afterbody, de-
termine location of incipient separation, dses, by inter-
polation between the local boattail angle at three sta-
tions on the afterbody. Also, determine local Mach num-
ber, Msep, of afterbody airstrema at station of incipient
separation using procedure described in step 4 above with

Bsep.

8. Finally, determine base drag as follows:

-l P2P0 - P1  (P/-
C~ 0P nP 2P (9.30).7 .7 Hi

6, (9.31)PI 6

J)is obtained from Reference 12 for M..and
9se -3
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3.5
sep (9.32)

dd (9.33)

9.2.1.3 Effect of Angle of Attack

In order to account for the effects of finite angle of attack in
design analyses of boattailed afterbodies, a slightly different
analytical flow model from what has been employed up to this
point of the discussion must be introduced. The flow model to
be used on two-dimensional afterbodies at angle of attack is
shown in Figure 9-21.

The primary differences in the flow model can be seen to be that
the direction of flaw behind the trailing shock waves in the
wake is no longer paxallel to the direction of the flow imaedi-
ately upstream of tc afterbody and, as a result, the Mach num-
ber, Mý, is differcnt in value and direction from Mo. The newly
introduced parameter, L , is the downwash angle of the trailing
flow and 0 is the angle between the direction of the trailing
flow and the body centerline. In addition to the asymmetry of
the Mach nnibers, 110 I•, between the upper and lower surfaces
c'f the inclined body, there is also an asymaetry of the waketurnizn-g 6•ue, •, between thc uppcr wand lower surfaces az well.

It is important to note that, again because of the different
directions of M0 and HR the boattail angle, 3 , and the wake
turnini, angle, 6 , no longer share the same reference plane.

The calculation procedure for handling cases of finite angle of
attack i. an iterative process since the downwash angle, E ,
is generally not initially knoi.n for a given angle of attack,
CE and free-stream Mach number, M. . Therefore, the first
step in the calculation pr.ocedure is to assume a value for the
downash angle (one-half the angle of attack might be a good
starting point) and then proceed separately along each of the
upper and lower sourfaces of the body in nuch the same fashion
as in the zero ancle of attack case. 'The criterion of this
iterative procedure is to cqualize the static pressures on both
sides of the trailing flew line behind the shoclorave in the
wake. Assuming this criterion has not been satisfied on the first
try, a new value of the do.wnwash ang).e is used and the procedure
is again repeLred separately on the upper and lowcr body sur-
faces until pressures of the trailing flow equalize. Normally
a mxcimmua of three iteratLons are necessary after which, if
convergence has not occurrcd, the correct value of the downwash
angl.e can be interpolated from a plot of e versus pressure
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difference across the trailing flow line. When the solution Is

achieved, a value of base pressure for each the upper and lover
body surfaces will have been determined. The average of these
base preseures is employed in design analyses, however a press-
ure gradient across the base can be determined by assuming the
pressure resulting from calculations at zero angle of attack
to act at the mid-point of the base.

Handling of the case of finite angle of attack can be very compli-
cated in that it requires knowledge of the Mach numbers, MoU and
MOL, immediately upstream of the afterbody. To determine their
respective values usually requires calculation of the entire
flow process from the forebody on downstream. On the windward
or lower body surfaces, the possibility of interference effects,
due to the forebody, affecting the flow over the afterbody sur-
faces is increased over what would be present at zero angle of
attack. At even less than moderate angles of attack, the leeward
body surfaces upstream of the afterbody may be completely immersed
in separated flaw.

9.2.2 Axisymetric Base Drag

9.2.2.1 Three-Dimensional Wake Characteristics

The "closed-wake" characteristics of three-dimensional bodies of
revolution are very much different than those of two-dimensional
bodies. In contrast to these latter-type bodies, the supersonic
axisymetric wake is a strong recompression region where the flow
properties vary between the base and the trailing shock wave
located downstream. As a consequence of the pressure variation,
the Mach number accordingly decreases along the wake as the trail-
ing shock wave is a~proached. The effect of the adverse pressure

gradient in the axisymetric wake induces a pressure feed-back
to the base region by increased flow recirculation causing the
base pressures to be higher than those on the two-dimensional
bases. This can be seen by comparing Figure 9-22 with Figure 9-16
which are applicable to the bases of circuler cylinders and two-
dimensional wedge-flat plate models, respectively. As in the
case of the two-dimensinnal bodies, Figure 9-22 represents::a
best curve fit of the test data compiled from a number of sources.
The original data on cylinders may be obtained from Reference 21.

Although the wake characteristics of the two types of bodies are
very much different from one another, it is desirable to retain
the simplicity afforded by the two-dimensional flow analogy for
the purpose of calculating the supersonic base pressures on
three-dimensional bodies. As previously described in Section
9.2.1.1, the uniqueness of the two-dimensional flow analogy in
attributed to the use of an effective wake turning angle to
relate the base pressure directly to the Mach number at the base
shoulder. For the purpose of applying this type of flow analogy
to axisymetric bodies, the wake convergence angle, p, corres-
ponding to cylindrical bodies was determined in Reference 20 from
Schlleren photographs and shadawpraphs. This turning angle is
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presented in Figure 9-23. In similar fashion to the two-
dimensional bodies, however, it was found in Reference 8
that an effective turning angle, different from 0. is required
in order to mateh the axisymmetric base pressures in Figure 9-22
This angle, 6 e, is also shown in Figure 9-23 for compnrison
with the experimentally determined wake convergence angle, 0.
It will later be seen that, due to the recompression of the
supersonic axisymuetric wake, the angles 6 e and 0 Vill be
used to represent the limits of the wake tUrning angle at the
base of the cylindrical body and at the trailing shock wave in
the wake, respectively.

At subsonic speeds, the wake of axisymetric bodies in of the
"open wake" type as found for the two-dimensional bodies. Con-
sequently, for the some reasons cited in Section 9.2.1.1 for
two-dimensional bodies, the analogical procedure employed for
the prediction of supersonic base pressures can not be applied
at low speeds. An entirely different procedure must therefore
be used for subsonic base pressure prediction. Fortunately, in
contrast to the situation faced with two-dimensional bodies,
enough experimental data on axisyuetric bodies are available
to permit the development of a strictly empirical method of
predicting subsonic base pressures. While not having as strong
theoretical basis as the supersonic analogy, the subsonic method
of prediction is still effective. This empirical method will
be employed herein. Oddly, it was found that the supersonic
analogy can not be used down to Mach numbers close to one as
could the analogical method developed for two-dimensional bodies.
For axisymmetric bodies, therefore, both the subsonic and transonic
speed ranges are handled by the same empirical technique.

9.2.2.2 Effects of Afterbody Boattailing

9.2.2.2.1 Subsonic-Transonic Speeds

For all Mach numbers less than apprcmimately No . 1.2, the base
pressure on axisymnetric boattailed afterbodies, at zero angle
of attack and with no Jet flow, can be estimated using the empirical
procedure formulated in Reference 6 . This method is based on
a compilation of test data obtained on conical, ptrabolic and
circular-arc afterbodies under conditions in which the boundary
layer is completely turbalent. It must also be mentioned that
the maximum boattail angle of each of the afterbodies included
in this data copilation was low enough to preclude the presence
of flow separation on the afterbody surfaces. From the data that
wan compiled, the rate of change of base pressure with boattail
angle at the base of each model was determined as a function of
the Mach number, Mo, upstrem of the afterbody and base-to-maximium
cross-sectional area ratio, A/hA4 .
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The curve fitted data are presented in Figure 9-24. Using the
curves from this figure along with the cylinder base pressure
data represented in Figure 9-22, the base pressure of any three-
dimensional boattailed afterbody may be reasonably estimated by
using the following rather simple relation:

CPbn CPb(cylinder) b b (934)
where ab is in degrees.

Estimates of the occurrence of boundary separation can be ob-
tained from Figure 9-25. The subsonic estimates of the boattail
angle at which separation will occur were determined a6 a result
of the conference denoted by Reference 22. The transonic esti-
mates at Mach numbers less than one were made on the basis of a
limited anount of experimental data. These data are presented
in Reference 6 . The transonic estimates at Mach numbers greater
than one are primarily extensions of the supersonic curves which
have been calculated.

At subsonic-transonic speeds, the base drag of axisymmetric after-
bodies may be estimated using the following step-by-step procedure:

A. Given:

1. No
2. Afterbody shape

B. Procedure:

1. For given Mo, determine base pressure on cylindrical after-
body from Figure 9-22,and boattail angle at which separa-
tion is likely to occur, a sepq from Figure 9-25.

2. For given afterbody shape, determine boattLil angle at
base of afterbody, B b, and base-to-maximum cross-
sectional area ratio, Ab/IA

3. If 0 b 0 sel,, determine the rate of change of base
pressure with boattall angle at base,

from Figure 9-24for known Mo and A/IAs. Then calculate
base drag as follows:

Cb0CP'b(cylinder) + b*~ (9. 34)
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i. If B b > B , determine local wea ratio at point of
separation,velpp/AM4, by interpolation of 1 versus A/Aq
at two additional stations on afterbody. Determine rate
of change of bus pressure with boattail angle at point
of separationg

from Figure 9-2 for known Mo and Ase/AM. Then calculate
base drag as follows:

CPb - CPb(cylinder) + ACPb Sep (9.35)

sop

"_ AM (9.36)

9.2.2.2.2 Supersonic Speeds

The primary base flow situations that occur on axisymetric boat-
tailed afterbodies are shown in Figure 9-2•. Figure 9-26(a)r.-
resent the simplest relationship between the afterbody flow and
the wake flow and is a useful flow model for calling attention
to certain aspects of the axisymmetric wake which differentiate
it fran the two-dimensional wake. It will be recalled from
Section 9.2.2.1, for example, that the pressure varies along the
wake due to a flow reccmpression process. Therefore, the press-
ure differential between the base and the trailing shock wave
would become smaller as the position of the base goes from 1 to
2 to 3 and finally to 4. It is apparent, then, that in order to
predict the base pressures, the pressure variation along the wake
must be taken into account. If the two-dimensional flow analogy
discussed in Section 9.2.1.1 is employed to relate base pressure
directly to the flow conditions upstream of the afterbody, then
the change in pressure along the wake can be accounted for simply
by assuming the effective wake turning angle varies along the
wake. It has already been seen that the experimentally determined
wake convergence angle, 0,, does not produce the proper base press-
ures at the base of a cylinder so that it is likely that this angle
is more correctly applicable at the downstream end of the wake
region. On the other hand, the proper turning angle required to
match available test data at the cylinder base was found to be
the angle, 6e, In Reference 8 , comparison with test data
had shown that 6e anxd 0 apply at opposite extremes of the wake
and the vake turning angle varied linearly between them so that

SU +[ 1-" db] (0- 6 e). It can be seen that in using

this relation the base pressure will vary with local-to-maximum
diameter ratio, for a given No.
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A similar difference between the ixisymetric and the two-dimen-
8ional cases exists through the Mach number parmeter, MR. For
axisymetric bodies, MW will not be the sane as MO (as in the
two-dimensional case) due to the aforementioned reccupressiom
process along the afterbody length except when ý. a 6e is de-
picted in Figure 9-26(a) . In carrying out axisymetric base
pressure calculations, it can be seen that additional dependency
on the diameter ratio enters into the shock wave-separation
criterion due to the definition of the axisy-metric turning
amale, 6.

The over-all effect of conical flow recompression on the develop-
ment of shock waves and separation over axisymmetric bodies is
illustrated in Figure 9-26(c).Although the boattail is repre-
sented as conical, the wake does not jump to the afterbody
shoulder as it did in the two-dimensional case. Similarly, the
shock wave would tend to advance along the wake slowly with in-
creasing boattail angle on axisymmetric bodies and not move
immediately to the base shoulder as it does on two-dimensional
bodies. The reason for both of these effects, of course, is
attributable to the favorable Mach number gradient along the
wake induced by the reccmpression process.

The pressure-rise coefficient required for flow separation on
axisymetric boattails has been calculated from experimental dat&
in Reference 6 and is presented here as F:igure 9-27. These
coefficients were used to determine the boattail angles for in-
cipient separation shown in Figure 9-25.

The calculation of base drag on axisymmetric boattails is carried
out using the same step-by-step procedure outlined in Section
9.2.1.2.2 for two-dimensional boattails. The only differences
in this procedure may be noted as follows:

1. Use Figure 9-27to predict point of incipient separation.

2. Use 6 e [ia -+ (0 - 6a) as the -effectivewake

turning angle; where 0 and Se are given in Figure 9-23.

3. Account for effect of flow reccmpression attendant on axis-
symnetric bodies in calculating local pressures and Mach
numbers. These calculations can be facilitated with the use
of the local pressure coefficients on conical afterbodies
given in Figure 9-21 and then by employing the conical boattail
analogy described in Section 9.1.2.1 to determine the re-
compression effects on any afterbody shape.
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In order to simplify the process of determining base drag, cal-
culations have been carried out in Reference 6 and are presented
here in Figures 9-28 & 9-29. The base drags represented in these
figures do not include the effects of separation. However, the
point of separation is noted, beyond the range of which these
drag calculations are no longer valid. ID this case the drags
will have to be hand calculated followirg step-by-step procedure
given in Section 9.2.1.2.2 except to maploy the coents given
above.

9.2.2.3 Effect of Angle of Attack

Conducting a valid analysis of base drag on axisymmetric boattails
at finite angle of attack is an extremely comprehensive task re-
quiring a knowledge of the downwash angle and the flow conditions
around the cross-sectional plane of all stations on the afterbody.
Such a detailed map of flow conditions is generally not avail-
able unless a test program is conducted specifically for this
purpose on a particular configuration. To date, no acceptable
analytical method of calculating the flow conditions on arbitrary
three-dimensional bodies at angle of attack is known to exist.

Reference 8 reports some degree of success with base pressure
prediction at small angles of attack by considering only the
angle of attack effects on the afterbody surfaces mid-way between
the most windward and leeward meridians. These effects were
approximated using the equation,

OP n OP 3 (9.37)
S01-

Handling the angle of attack effects in this manner is a fairly
simple procedure since the side pressures are not affected by
the accompanying change in downwash angle. However, stch a pro-
cedure implies that the most windward pressures are cancelled
by the most leeward pressures which is only a reasonable assump-
tion at very low angles of attack. In this range of angles, then,
the base pressures are determined in the samne manner as for the
zero angle of attack case (Section 9.2.2.2.2) since there would
be no change in the downwash angle in the side plane of the body.
The effects of angle of attack are accounted for by applying
the above equation at the side meridian immediately upstream of
the afterbody.
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9.3 Jet Interference Effects on Afterbody and Base Drag

Jet .nterference effects present themselves whenever aircraft and/or
missiles are operated at altitudes other than the design altitude
to which the propulsion system has been optimized for efficiency.
At greater than design altitudes, the jet-to-ambient static pressure
ratio is large thereby causing the exhaust gases to billow out and
extend beyond the base area of the flight vehicle. This pluming of
the exhaust gases interferes with the primary aerodynamic flow over
the afterbody and base surfaces by creating a pressure disturbance
which feeds back upstream from the nozzle exit. If the strength
of the pressure disturbance is sufficiently large, then theprimary
airstream will separate from the aft body surfaces. In the case
where either aerodynamic control or stabilizing surfaces are
positioned close to the afterbody region, the presence of flow
separation can have serious adverse effects on vehicle performance.

Were it not for concern of these surfaces, however, then the presence
of flow separation due to exhaust pluming could very well be
advantageous to vehicle performance. The reason for this is that
the larger pressures within the plume itself reduce or eliminate the
scavenging action of flow normally acting on any base areas and the
attendant pressure feedback within the upstream separated region
reduces the rate of flow expansion over the afterbody surfaces.
The result is that both the afterbody and base drag is significantly
reduced from the levels existing at the nozzle design altitude. It
is altogether possible to even realize some aerodynamic thrust due
to the jet interference phenomenon under favorable conditions. This
is in contrast to the undesirable effect of flow separation on
boattailed afterbodies without jet flow discussed previously. In
the absence of jet flow, it will be recalled, flow separation
increases the effective cross-sectional area on which the low base
pressures act while decreasing the wetted afterbody surface area on
which the higher wave pressures act.

When aircraft and/or missiles are operated at lower than design
altitude of the propulsion system, the jet-to.ambient static pressure
ratio Is less than one and the exhaust gas stream contracts toward
the nozzle centerline. At a sufficiently low pressure ratio, flow
separation will take place this time within the nozzle itself.
When this occurs, the thrust level of the propulsion system will
decrease in proportion to the extent of nozzle flow separation.
At the same time aerodynamic drag of the vehicle will also increase
due to an increase of the effective base area of relatively low
pressure.

The jet interference phenomenon is basically, then, a problem of
boundary layer separation from both the external aerodynamic surfaces
and also within the exhaust nozzle. The present discussion will,
therefore, review the characteristics of separated flow and,
together with the analytical methods presented in Sections 9.1 and
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9.2, provide a means of predicting the influence of jet inter-
ference effects on afterbody and base drag. Because the mecha-
nism of flow separation is highly dependent on the state of the
boundary layer, the methods to be discussed are applicable only
to the turbulent state which is the most prevalent condition
existing on realistic aircraft and/or missile configurations. Ia
addition, only the case of supersonic aerodynamic flow will be
treated since subsonic methods of prediction presently resain
largely a matter of experimentatiou.

9.3.1 Description of Jet Interference Flow Phenomena.

For the purpose of presenting a method of handling the influence
of jet interference in a drag analysis, the discussion to follow
will be directed to the special case in which the exhaust gases
plume out beyond the base dim-eter and interact with the primary
airstream over the afterbody surfaces. The aerodynamic criterion
that will be employed to investigate this type of flow interaction
problem, however, may also be applied to investigate the below
nozzle design condition which may lead to flow separation from the
nozzle wall if the differences between the thermodynamic and chem-
ical properties of air and the exhaust gases are taken into account.
Since the present interest is devoted to vehicle drag evaluation,
methods will be discussed to determine the pressure disturbance re-
sulting from the interaction of the primary afterbody airstream
with the exhaust gas strea, the conditions at which the turbulent
boundary layer will separate from the afterbody surfaces and both
the extent of the separated flow region and the attendant pressure
levels within this region.

It should be noted that the criterion for incipient separation at
supersonic speeds that will subsequently be presented is different
than that used in Section 9.2. In aldition, the present discussion
shall also introduce the fact that the pressure rise within the
separated flow region and the associated angle at which the flow
separates from the body surface is dependent on both Mach number
and Reynolds number. This separation angle, it will be recalled,
is analogous to the wake turning angle, 6 , employed in the super-
sonic drag prediction methods of Section 9.2. Both the incipient
separation criterion and the separation angle as will be defined
in the present section reflect a more rigorous description of this
special class of flow and should therefore replace their respective
"first order" counterparts previously introduced.

9.3.1.1 Analytical Flow Model

Under conditions of mild exhaust gas pluming, the turbulent bound-
ary layer over the vehicle afterbody surfaces can remain in the
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attached state as represented schematically in Figure 9-30. As :can
be seen from this figure, exhaust plumng results whenever the jet
static pressure at the nozzle exit, P?, is greater than the press-
ure in the interaction region of the external and jet flow stremsp
Pw. It should be noted that, with supersonic flow on the afterbody,
Pj/Po 1 does not necessarily represent a condition of exhaust
plumin since the local static pressure on the afterbody, Pa, Is
always less than Pw due to the oblique shock wave ahead of the
interaction region. Reference should more correctly be made to
the expension process at the jet exit in which case Pj/Pw> 1
would always represent a condition of exhaust gas pluming.

TImediately at the nozzle exit, the expansion of the jet flow may
be thought of as a two-dimensional process so that the initial de-
flection of the jet, ý , can be calculated fron two-dimensional
theory. The accuracy of this hypothesis has been verified in Ref-
erence 26 by comparison with experimental data obtained on axisym-
metric nozzles for a wide range of jet and supersonic external flow
conditions. This initial jet deflection angle is also the initial
turning angle through which the external flow close to the after-
body surface is deflected by the exhaust plume. If the jet press-
ure ratio, Pj/Po, becomes sufficiently large, the deflection of
the external flow creates a pressure rise too great for the on-
coming boundary layer to sustain in an attached condition. The
boundary layer over the afterbody surface therefore separates and
the flow resolves itself to the condition shown in Figure 9-31 at
supersonic, speeds. A bifurcated shock system is formed much like
the Mach reflection system which forms in strong interactions with
a solid surface. The flow on the afterbody surface separates upon
reaching the first lambda-compression shock and eventually re-
attaches with the jet boundary layer flow of the plumed exhaust by
means of a jet mixing process.

The full sequence of jet interference eventsa, ranging from the con-
dition of no jet expansion from the nozzle exit and proceeding
through to the extreme condition of extensive flow separation, is
depicted in Figure 9-32 as the jet pressure ratio becomes progressive-
ly larger, In the figure, the juncture angle between the boat-
tailed afterbody and the nozzle wall at the Jet exit, r , is in-
torduced so that the initial event represents a condition where
the jet pressure ration, Pj/Po is greater than one although no jet
expansion process takes place at the nozzle exit. Consequentlyp
for condition (a), the pressure rise Pw/Po that the attached bound-
ary layer on the afterbody surface must negotiate is identical to
the jet pressure ratio , Pj/Po. At larger values of Jet pressure
ratio, the jet expands to the wake pressure, Pw, as in condition
(b). Because of the outward deflection of the jet flow, the shock
wave on the afterbody becomes stronger so that the pressure rise,
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Pw/Po, that the boundary layer of the external flow must negotiate
is now larger than that of condition (a). In condition (b), the
pressure rises to a value just under that required to separate the
external boundary layer. A further increase in the jet pressure
ratio, Pj/Po will be enough to cause incipient separation as de-
noted in condition (c). Beyond this point, extensive separation
takes place on the afterbody surfaces (conditions (d) and (e)) in
proportion to additional increases of the jet pressure ratio above
that required to cause incipient separation.

Up to the condition at which a finite separated flow region is
formed (conditions (a) through (a)), the pressure rise resulting
from the deflection of the external air strem can be determined
the same as if the source of disturbance was a solid-boundary, two-
dimensional campression corner. This analogy can be applied to
evaluate the initial stages of the jet interference problem, with
accurate results, for two reasons. First, since the initial de-
flection of the jet flow, ' , in the immediate neighborhood of the
nozzle exit is essentially two-dimensional, the shock wave that is
generated on the upstream afterbody surface is also two-dimensional
at least close to the surface. It must be remembered, however,
that since the afterbody is axisymmetric, the flow conditions up-
stream of the interaction region vary along the afterbody surface.
The second reason for the applicability of the compression-corner
analogy is realized on the basis that the onset of flow separation
is known to be dependent only on the local Mach number and Reynolds
number ahead of the interaction region and not on the mode of disturb-
ance causing the pressure rise. Therefore, it makes no difference
to the oncoming flow as to whether the pressure rise is created by
the interaction with a solid surface or with a jet boundary. The
solid-boundary compression corner analogy has been employed to in-
vestigate jet interference effects in Reference27 and found to pro-
vide good agreement with test data. Thus, when the flow inter-
ference caused by the plining of the exhaust gases is not severe
so that the boundary layer on the afterbody remains in the attached
state, the angle, 0, by which the external aIr stream is deflected
and the resulting pressure rise, Pw/Po, can be determined from two-
dimensional supersonic flow theory given only the Mach number, Mop
immediately upstream of the jet interaction region. The actual cal-
culation procedures are given in Section 9.3.2 of this presentation.

When turbulent boundary layer separation occurs on a solid-boundary
compression corner, the attendant pressure rise within the separated
region is primarily a constant value, Pp 1 /Po, and is related to the
pressure at the point of separation, Ps/Po, by the relation,

P-PL - F2(9.38)

V__ _T__

0 P
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Test data have been corelated by numerous Investigators to show
that both PpL/Po (comonly called the plateek pressure rise) and
Pg/Po are functions of the Mach number, 0o, and Reynolds number,
Rexo, of the undisturbed flow. Typical values of PPL/Po have been
determined in Reference 23 and are presented here in Figure 9-33 . It
has also been found (an in Reference28) that the turbulent boundary
layer separates from the surface at an angle, 9, whose magnitude
is detezrnined by the plateau pressure rise, PpL/Po, so that it is
also a function of Mach number and Reynolds number. Values of 0
appropriate tc the separated flow on two-dimensional compression
corners have been calculated in Reference 25 and are presented in
Figure 9-34 ;

However, several important differences exist between the character-
istics of flow separation from compression corner test models and
the flow separation which takes place on afterbodies due to jet
interference effects (conditions (d) and (e) in Figure 9-321 The
flow analogy provided by the solid-boundary, compression corner
must be extensively modified to take intco consideration the strong

interaction processes that take place in the reattachnent region
of the external and jet flow streams. Instead of being forced to
follow the direction of the wall as it would along a solid surface,
each flow stream should be free to deflect, upon reattachment, into
a wake region so as to produce a static pressure, Pw, cannon to both
streams. The flow analogy to be adopted for the separated boundary
layer condition also requires that the mass exchange resulting from
the mixing of the air stream with the exhaust strema in the re-
attachment region be taken into account. Because of this mixing
process, the difference between the thermodynamic states of the
external air stream and the exhaust gases will affect both the
extent of boundary layer separation and the pressure rise within
the separated region. Therefore, in addition to being dependent
ou the Mach number, I40, and Reynolds number, Rexo, inmediately Up-.
stream of the interaction region, both 0 and Pe/Po (see Figure 9-31)
are also dependent on the conditions along the jet boundary. In
Reference 25, calculations have been performed to indicate that the
pressure rise in the separated region of the jet interference prob-
leam, Pe/Po, is virtually the same as the plateau pressure rise,
PpL/Po, associated with the separated flow region of the solid-
boundary compression corner during the initial stages of separa-
tion. This is the stage denoted by condition (d) in Figure 9-32.
However, in cases of extensive flow separation, Pe/Po is usually
greater than the plateau pressure rise, PpL/Po, of the compression
corner as denoted by condition (e) in Figure 9-32. The amount by
which Pe/Po will exceed PPTJPo depends on the increment by which
the jet pressure ratio, Pj/Po, exceeds that required for incipient
separation.



9.3.1.2 Criterion for Incipient Separation

As is illustrated by condition (a) in Figure 9-32 it is possible
for the turbulent supersonic boundary layer to tolera1te a pr7:rc--e
rise that is in excess of the plateau pressure rise, PpL/P. V."

still remain in the attached state. This demonstration of superior
supersonic boundary layer stability has been noticed by a number
of investigat'rs lReference29, for ex.mple) to occur at low lif.y-
nolds numbers which is an opposite effect to that observed for
subsonic flow separation. In an attempt to explain this curious
pnenomenon, Reference 23aplied Huygen'sI principle of wave pro-
pagation to show that pressure disturbances can be transmitted up-
stream through the supersonic ar well as the subsonic portions of
the boundsry iayer, as long as the origin of the disturbance is
in the subsonic portion of the strem.

For a turbulent boundary layer having a laminar sublayer close to
the wall, the :-elative height within the boundary layer, (y/ 6),
through which pressure disturbances are transmitted depends on
the fullness of the boundary layer as well as the intensity of the
disturbance. On the basis of providing the best correlation of
experimental pressure data on compression corners, it was con-
eluded in Reference 23that all portions of the boundary layer frca
the wall up to the M = 1.4 line are the regions most sensitive to
pressure disturbances. The relative height of the M L 1.4 line
can be obtained f•rom Figure 9_35asafnmction of' the Ma'h number, M0,

and Reynolds number, Rexo, immediately upstream of the flow inter-
action region. To use this figure, enter from the right-hand side
for a given Mach number and traverse to the left until either the
proper Reynolds number line and the turbulent boundary layer line
is reached. It should be noted that the turbulent portion of the
boundary layer represented in this figure is assumed to possess a

1/7-power velocity profile and is n-variant with Reynolds number.
At high M1ach numbers, the pressure disturbances will be trans-
mitted primarily through the laminar sublayer.

The maount by which the pressure rise required to separate the
turbulent boundary layer, Pw/Po, can exceed the plateau prcssure
rise, Ppy/Po, is given in Figure 9-36interms of the relative
boundary layer height. Therefore, the pressure rise at incipient
separation#

PW W K. (9.39)

iHuygen's principle states that every point on a wave front acts

as though it were itself a center of disturbance, sending out

little %avelets of its own alwaks away from the source, the

collective effect of which conctitutes a new wave front.
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can be determined as a function of Mo and Rex0 from Figures 9-35
and 9- 36. It will be more convenient, however, to define the point
of incipient separation in terms of the jet pressure ratio, PJ/Po,
since this parameter is more readily known. Using the schematic
shown in Figure 9-37 as a guide, (Pj/Po) can be calculated as
follows: sep

A. Given:

1. Mach number, M,, Reynolds nunber, Rexo, and specific heat
ratio, y op of flow imnediately upstream of interaction
region.

2. Mach number, Mj, and specific heat ratio, Yj, of jet flow
at the nozzle exit.

3. Juncture angle, F , between nozzle wall and afterbody
surface, at nozzle exit.

B. Procedure:

1. Calculate the plateau pressure ratio, PpTJPo, using the
more generalized version of the semi-empirica.l relation-
ship given in Figure 9-33.

PPL Reo Y/0 0 (9.40)PO-I Rex° 1/107 0/o-i

2. Calculate the pressure rise, Pw/Po, at incipient separa-
tion from,

_ - . PPL (9.39)
Po Po

where K is obtained from Figures 9-35 and 9-36.

3. Determine the Mach number, Mon, normal to the shock wave,

M I - (9.41)

MOn P0  2 +1
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4. Calculate the shock wave angle, 9, frca,

0 ,= sin"1 (!n (9.42)
N.o

5. Determine the two-dimensional surface deflection angle,
, that will generate the shock wave angle at Mo from,

• "tan 1  [(2 COT ) N(M°2 SIN2 g _ 1) ] (9.43)

6. Determine the jet deflection angle, i , corresponding to
the deflection angle of the external stream, E , by,

7. Determine the two-dimensional Prandtl-Meyor angle, vj,
corresponding to the jet Mach number, Mj, from the
tables in Reference 12.

8. Determine the Mach number, Mi, to which the jet will
expand at the nozzle exit using the tables in Refer-
ence 8 for the total turning angle, ( v + P ).

9. Calculate the total-to-static pressure ratio, PTj 0

of the isentropically expanded jet flow from, Pw
P7 YJ/ YJ-1

+- YJ. •- 2)M (9.44)
Pw 2

10. Calculate the total-to-static pressure ratio,
of the jet flow at the nozzle exit from, Pi

P Y 2 lY/ M) (9.45)
*a (1 + .. j...... 2 3~

Pj

11. Finally, the jet pressure ratio required for incipient
separation, !A is determined from,

sPO
SEP

S.) * __ 
(9.46)

PO SP

LV PC



For illustrative purposes, typical results of this calculation
procedure are presented in Figure 9-38. Each constant Reynolds
number line represents the limiting values of jet pressure
ratio, for increasing values of Mach number, that the afterbody
boundary layer in able to negotiate without "eparating. At
a given Mach number, jet pressure ratios to the right of a
constant Reynolds number line indicate a separated flow, while
jet pressure ratios to the left indicate an attached flow. The
* a 0 line represents the limiting case of no jet deflection
at the nozzle exit. The "SHOCK Detach" line is the upper limit
to the calculation procedures and represents the maximum flow
deflection angle at each Mach number in order to retain an
attached external shock wave at the nozzle exit. Each Reynolds
number line has been cut off at the maximum Mach number to retain
turbulent flow. These values can be obtained from Figure 9-34.
The peculiar reversal of the Reynolds number lines is actually
a consequence of tuploying Huygen's principle to define the
transmission of pressure disturbances through the boundary
layer. The Reynolds number reversals therefore represent the
dominating influence of the laminar sublayer at high Mach
numbers.

In Reference 25, by carrying out a sufficiently large number of
such calculations, certain basic trends have been identified
relative to the onset of separation. These trends may be
ssumarized as follows: other quantities remaining constant, the
possibility of turbulent flow separation occurrirg on the after-
body was found to be enhanced by (1) increasing the jet pressure
ratio, Pj/P , (2) decreasing the specific heat ratio of the jet,

Yj, and (S) increasing the juncture angle, r , between the air
and jet flow stream at the nozzle exit. Figure 9-38c clearly shows
that, in general, decreasing Reynolds number and/or increasing
Mach number lessens the chance for separation.

9.3.1.3 Pressure Rise Across Reattachment Region

The pressure rise, Pw, across the reattachment region of the ex-

ternal air stream an the jet flow is the result of a conplex
mixing process between the two streams. Reference 30 treats the
reattachment region by empljoying a two-dimensional jet-mixing
theory modified for application to %nnular-based 'bodies of revolu-
tion. A flow model is used in which there exists a particular
pressure rise associated with the interaction of two streams, and
that this rise is a function of the Mach number, specific heat
ratio and the total temperature of the two adjoining streams.
Also, to account for the state of the mixing process in the
region of reattachment, a mixing length ratio, X , must be
spocified. Unfortunately, the methods that have been developed
to calculate the wake pressure rise involves a tedious double-
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iteration procedure. For this reason, values of Pv/Pe fro the
digital computer program developed in Reference30 are presented
in graphical form in Figures 9-39 through 9-41 . To use these
figures requires knowledge of six parameters. The Mach number
and specific heat ratio of each stream immediately upstream of
reattachment, the ratio of their respective total temperatures
and the mixing length ratio, X. Methods to calculate each of
these parameters will be described in the next section.

9.3.2 Calculation Procedures

The forthccming discussion presents the methods for calculating
the afterbody pressures resulting from the influence of Jet flow
interference at.supersonic speeds. For conditions in which the
boundary layer remains attached to the surface, straight-forward
two-dimensional flow theory is employed. The procedure for hand-
ling cases of flow separation basically involves matching a wake
pressure rise ratio, (Pw/Pe)2_D, obtained from two-dimensional
flow theory with a theoretical wake pressure rise ratio, (Pw/Pe)theop
computed by methods developed for axisymmetric flow in Reference
30. This procedure asserts that when the ratios determined by
the two different methods are equal, the flow solution has con-
verged, whereupon relevant flow parameters can then be calculated
by processing the data generated while leading to this equality.

A. Given:

1. Conditions No and Rexo on the after'•Dody surface immedi-
ately upstream of the nozzle exit, and the static
pressure, P along the entire afterbody surface.
( 0 o i.4.

2. Jet pressure ratio, Pj/p."

3. Exhaust properties, Mj and yjj, at the nozzle exit.

4. Juncture angle, r , between the afterbody surface and
the nozzle at the nozzle exit.

5. Ratio of Jet-to-air stream total temperature, TT

B. Assumptions:

1. Total temperatures TTo and TTj are uniform in both
streafs.
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2. Specific heat ratios Y0 and 7j of both strema are
assumed to be in frozen equilibrium at all stations
downstrema of their respective separation points. Thus
effects of recombination are neglected.

3. Mass transfer to or from the afterbody is non-existent.

)•. Heat transfer to or from the afterbody is negligible.
(By neglecting heat transfer into the afterbody, con-
servative (low) values of PW/eiill result).

5. Fully developed turbulent boundary layers exist on the

afterbody and within the nozzle.

C. Procedure:

1. For the given initial cnnditions, determine whether the
boundary layer on the afterbody is attached or separated.
This can be sccomplished by comparing (PJ/Po) S Cal-
culated by the methods cited in Section 9.3.1:2 with the
(fj) given as initial data. If the given (Pj/Po) is less
PO

than or equal to (Fj/Po)sEp, the boundary layer is attach-
ed and the procedures in Step 2 are used. If (Pj/Po) is
greater than (Pj/Po)SEp, the boundary layer is separated
and the procedures starting with Step 3 are used.

2. Attached Flow.

Referring to Figure 9-37, assume an initial value for t
Using the tables provided in Reference 12 for the given
Mach number, Mo, determine the two-dimensional shock wave
angle, Q, necessary to turn the external flow at the
angle & . Calculate the Mach number, Mon, normal to the
shock wave. With this Mach number, calculate the press-
ure rise across the shock wave by,

(P~ a 2y~o - ( yo-l)
-. - (9.47)Po YO7 + 1

Determine the angle, * m r ,the Jet must turn to
enter the wake. Then determine the total Prandtl-Meyer
expansion angle, v i - j + W , into the wake. Use the
tables in Reference 12 to read the Mach number, Mi, corres-
ponding to Vi. Calculate the static-to-total pressure
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ratios, Pi and P for the respective Mach numbers,
PTi

Mi and Mj, using the generalized equation,

(i.~~ Yjj)Y- (9.48)
PTn2

Finally, for the given jet pressure ratio, f, calculate
a second estimate (this time based on the je? expansion
into the wake) of the pressure rise across the external
shock wave fromn

(PI/P~) (9.49)

0O 2 PO

(Pw/Po)3 is compared to (Pw/Po)2. Unless the two values
are equal, a new value for - is chosen and the procedure
repeated until the two pressure rises agree.

3. Separated Flow

First, determine an initial value of 0 from Figure 9-34.
Calculate the pressure rise Pe/Po in going through a
two-dimensional shock wave whose strength is that re-
quired to deflect Mo by 0 amount.

4. The resulting value of the trailing shock pressure rise
ratio, (Pw/Pe)2.D, is then determined.

Prandtl-Meyer and oblique shock theories are sufficient
to analyze the flow phenomena for this case. Jet and ex-
ternal stream curvature is considered negligible so that
the flow directions of the internal and external streams
are essentially corstant from their respective points of
separation to their common point of reattachment. It is
further assumed tnat the static pressure along the free
jet boundaries is constant and equal to Pe, and as a
consequence the Mach numbers along the two jet boundaries,
Me and Mi, are likewise constant although not necessarily
equal to each other. Thus by expanding the flow at the
Jet exit and compressing the flow on the afterbodyto the
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assumed ratio Pe/PO from Step 3, the resulting direc-
tions, 0 and p, and Mach numbers, Me and Mi, of the
internal and external free Jet boundary streamlines
immediately upstream of their intersection point become
known.

The tralling shock pressure rise ratio (Pw/Pe)2.D is then
that required to produce parallel flow (at angle 0 )1
with uniform static pressure, Pw, downstream of the shock
intersection point.

5. The theoretical wake-pressure rise ratio (Pw/Pe)theo able
to be sustained by the two adjoining streams is calculated.
This is done by use of the charts provided in Figures 9-39
through 9-41 . The following parameters must be specified:
Me, Mi, TT /TTe, Ye, Yi, and X. The Mach numbers, Me
and M{, to-be used are those previously calculated in
Step 4. Stagnation temperatures TTi and TTe are the stagna-
tion temperatures of the jet (Trj) and afterbody stream up-
stream of the interaction region, respectively. By means
of assumption (1), TT = combustion chamber temperature.
Similarly, the ratio 9f the specific heats remains un-
changed by the expansion or compression so that Ye '

So = 1.14 and Yi Y Yj. The mixing length parameter X
(see Figure 9-40) can be calculated from the data generated
in Step 4.:

ex = -i e (9.50)
xe 0 i

where =12 + 2.758 (M)

X = length from point of separation to point of
reattachment.

By constructing the geometry of the flow model of Step 4,
the ratio xi/xe can be obtained; a is to be calculated
using Mi and Me of Step 4.

After the six parameters have been calculated, enter the
charts in Figure 9-39 to first obtain a value of Pw

7e theo
for Me, Hi and TTi/TTe. Specify this ratio as (Pw/Pe)Atheo.

This quantity must now be corrected for X, should X be
other than 1.00, and for ýi, should Yi be other than
1.24. A correction factor for X other than 1.00 is
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arrived at in the following manner. Enter Figure 9-40
along the relevant (Me + Mi) line. Record a Pw/Pe
corresponding to X - 1.00 similarly, a Pv/Pe correspond-
ing to the actual X as determined from the preceding para-
graph. Form the ratio of these two values, and multiply

(Pv/Pe)A theo by this ratio. The new values of PV/Pev

which shall be designated as (Pv/Pe)Btheo, is the wake

pressure ratio corrected for X. Thas,

PV)

-x ( (9.51)Pe thee e te

5P e X -1.00

The correction factor for Y i is derived in the same
manner. Figure 9-41 provides the necessary data. Fors
the ratio of (Pw/Pe) Yi and (Pv/Pe) Yi - 1.2, and
multiply ( th B by the ratio. Doing so,

F~e/theo

70v

C o P /V x Pi (9.52)
the) o e theo (F)

C
the ratio (Pw/Pe)theo is the desired ratio of (Pv/Pe)theo

for Step 5 of the calculstion procedure,

6. (Pw/Pe)2-D of Step 4 is compared with (Pv/Pe)theo from
Step 5. Unless the tvo values are equal, a new value
for 0 must be chosen for Step 3, and the procedure re-
peated for the new 0. Sufficient O's are assumed until
a graphical representation of (P /Pe) versus 0 is possible.
The intersection point of (Pv/Pejtheo versus 0 and (Pv/Pe)2.D
versus 0 correspond to the theoretical value of 0.

Corresponding to the theoretical value of 0, calculate
PC/Po, the pressure rise in going through the plane shock

of strength enough to Me through the angle 0.

Fe 2 y2
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The angle, 0, may be found in -arious shock tables such
as Reference 12. The pressure Pe acting in the separated
region can then be calculated bys

Pe " ( .) o (9.54)\PO

Finally, the maximum pressure rise PI/Po can be found by,

-(~ (P0  (9.55)
PO

The maximum pressure rise, Pw/Po, will now be used in
Step 7 to determine the extent of separation.

7. Determine the extent of separation, D, upstream of the
point of disturbance.

First cmpute Cp MAX:
2 (MAX. 2). PW.1

Enter Figure 9-42 with CpMA and Mo and determine the

parameter D/6 o* is the undisturbed displacement thick-
ness of the boundary layer at xo, immediately upstream of
the interaction region. The turbulent displacement thick-
ness, 6 0* can be calculated by:

1+0o.35 :M
0

2 t ]9.57)

2

as suggested in Reference 1. xt is the equivalent length
of growth for the turbulent boundary layer, i.e., the
distance fran the apparent origin of flow transition to
the beginning of the interaction region, and Rext = (aM)o .xt

V 0where a a speed of sound

V - kinematic viscosity

It should be noted that it in required that the point at
which flow transition takes place be known. This can only
be determined when the entire vehicle configuration is
specified. If the extent of separation determined in the
last calculation step is significant it will be necessary
to repeat the calculation procedure for a new set of Mo
and Rex until an equilibrium size of the separated
region ?a established.
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9.3.3 Test Results

The Columbus Division of North American Rockwell Corporation and
Langley Research Center cooperated during CFY 1969 to accomplish
tests on fighter type twin jet afterbodies. North American
Rockwell designed and structured the test as a parametric study
developed about a theme of extremely close spaced nozzles so that
the NASA Langley general afterbody twin jet spaced nozzle investi-
gation would be complemented by NR's afterbodies. Reference (31)
was employed to propose this afterbody aheping program to NASA
and the Navy. This program was approvee by the Propulsion Division
of the Naval Air Systems Command, who then requested NASA Langley
participation. NASA Langley's 16 foot transonic and 4 foot super-
sonic wind tunnels were utilized for the test program.

The test objectives were to define the effects of afterbody boat-
tail, interengine fairing shape, nozzle shape, and let pressure
ratio on the afterbody drag and nozzle efficiency. These nbivctives
were accomplished by utilizing NASA Langley's tandem balance
installation and by measuring nozzle, afterbody and boundary layer
pressures. A complete description of the model and the test data
and results are presented in Reference (32). Grumman Aircraft has
also conducted airframe/nozzle tests and the data and results are
included in Reference (33).

9.3.3.1 Afterbody Shaping

In order to aid the evaluation of the test data, the overall
continuity and slope of the basic bodies cross-sectional area
distribution and the slope of the local body contours must be
considered. From potential ilow studies and evaluation of
experimental data, the following hypothesis was adopted:

Hypothesis I

The body causing the least disturbance to the free stream flow
field (i.e., the best closure body) will have the lowest drag.

It should be noted that exceptions to this statement are known to
exist because of jet effects and flow conditions where separation
increases the pressure on the body. The data obtained during this
test will be discussed in light of this hypothesis.

To establish the best closure body, the cross-sectional area distri-
bution must be evaluated. The cross-sectional area as a function
of body station for a best closure body should be uniformly continuous,
the derivative of this function should change evenly with no
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discontinuities and no points of inflection should exist other than
at the maximum cross-sectional area. However, the local surface
contours cannot be sacrificed to obtain the uniform cross-sectional
area distribution. The local surface contours of a best closure
body should have a constant radius of curvature with no discontin-
uities and no areas in which exist steep contour angles to the
centerline of the body.

The surface area of the body is also important in establishing the
lowest drag shape. The afterbody closure rate must be chosen so
that the total of the pressure drag and skin friction drag is a
minimum. The body best attaining these criteria is the best
closure body. These criteria follow the Area Rule developed by
Whitcomb.

9.3.3.2 Test Model Design

To obtain information about the close spaced nozzle concept, and
to illustrate the hypothesis, the test model was designcd with
afterbody closure changes in the form of interengine fairing and
boattail contour variations. With this in mind, the test model
was built with the following geometric parameters held constant:

1) Model forebody
2) Afterbody maximum cross-sectional area
3) Spacing of nozzles
4) Nozzle-afterbody interface position

(These parameters are illustrated in Figure 9-43)

The following geometric parameters are variables:

1) Afterbody boattail angle
2) Interengine fairing contour
3) Type of nozzle
4) Tail (On or Off)
5) Booms

These parameters are illustrated in Figure 9-44.

9.3.3.3 Analysis of Results

Because the test is primarily a parametric study of surface contours
and cross-sectional area distribution, the bodies are analyzed from
a drag standpoint. The total drag of the afterbody and nozzles is
discussed, then the afterbody drags, nozzle drags and pressures are
utilized to explain the analysis of the total drag. All results will
be discussed with reference to the hypothesis.
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9.3.3.3.1 Consider Orag at subsonic Mach numbers for configuration witb
non-augmented nozzles.

1) The 30 boattail body and the 9' boattail body represent
two distinct methods of afterhody closure. The rate of
closure for the 9° boattail body is more rapid toward
the afterbody-tiozzle interface,

2) Since the nozzle closure should conform to and continue
the closure contour started by the afterbody, the conical
convergent nozzle completes the 98 boattail body and the
30 boattail body is completed by the iris nozzle.

3) Because the blunt interengine was designed with a flat
base, this blunt body has the largest discontinuity at
the nozzle-afterbody interface.

4) All bodies have a discontinuity at the afterbody-nozzle
interface. The discontinuity is due to the tandem balance
installation. In order to measure the afterbody drag
independent of gross thrust minus drag, the afterbody shell
has to move independently of the nozzles so that a gap was
required to keep the nozzles and afterbody shell from
interfering with each other.

The study of the cross-sectional area distributions gives an insight
to the relative drags of the bodies since the bodies with the largest
discontinuities and bigh rates of closure have higher total drag than
the bodies with lower rates of closure and no discontinuities.
Referring to point (2), an informative example of the hypothesis is
noted. When comparing the total drag of the bodies with the iris
nozzle, the 3o boattail body should have the lowest drag. Also when
comparing tlie total drag of the bodies with the conical nozzle, the
9* boattail body should have the lowest drag.

Consider now the local contouring of the afterbodies and nozzles.
The best closure boattail is the 3* boattail because both the 6* and
9* boattails have a break point in the contour (See Figure 9-44).
The Interengine fairing contouring is analyzed similar to the after-
body boattail angle; however, because the fairing forms a trough
between the nozzles, the contouring at the end of the trough in the
neighborhood of the nozzles can have higher rates of closure. When
a deep trough exists, surface friction slows the flow causing drag
so that an initially shallow trough with high final closure rate is
often acceptable. A good comparison of interengine fairing closure
is that of tie circular arc fairing to the elliptical fairing.
Consideration must be given to the size and shape of the nozzle
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plume. For non-augmented conditions, the plume is usually small so
that the base of the afterbody is not in a high pressure field. The
data are discussed first for jet off conditions, then with jet on.
The schedule of nozzle pressure ratios is shown in Figure 9-45.

a) For the jet-off condition, the hypothesis holds. The
body-nozzle combination with the best closure contour
has the lowest total drag (i.e., the 3* boattail body
with circular arc interengine fairing and iris nozzle
has the lowest total drag, (see Figure 9-46). However,
the increase in total drag with increasing boattail angle
is small (compare configurations in Figure 9-46.) The
significant increase in total drag is shown to be due
to nozzle contour and blunting of the interengine fairing
(see Figures 9-47 and 9-48). The increase in total drag
of the blunt fairing is due to separation of base flow.
The increase in total drag with the change of nozzle
contour (i.e., contour change from circular to conical
nozzle profile), is due to the abrupt change in surface
contour of the conical nozzle, and the increased total
drag is seen in the increased afterbody drag (compare
nozzle, afterbody and total drag in Figures 9-46, 9-47
and 9-48). Also note the drag of the 9* boattail body
with elliptical fairing and conical nozzle is lower than
the 3* and 6* boattail as previously discussed (see Figure
9-46).

b) For the jet-on condition, the body-nozzle combinations with
slightly blunter aft ends have the lowest total drag
(i.e., the 3* boattail body with elliptical interengine
fairing and iris nozzle. (See Figure 9-47). However, the
jet interaction effect is not large enough to compress the
blunt fairings so that these fairings have significantly
higher total drag. The hypothesis when considered with
jet effects is again demonstrated to be correct because
the nozzle contour changes (compare Figures 9-48 and 9-50),
and fairing changes (compare Figures 9-47 and 9-51) have the
same general effect upon model drag as in the no-jet case.

In summary, for subsonic Mach numbers and non-augmented nozzles two
general conclusions can be made:

1) The effect of the jet on all configurations is to lower
the total drag (compare Figures 9-46 and 9-49).

2) The total drag is lower for configurations that allow
flow between the nozzles than for configurations with
blunt base or eytended fairing between nozzles.
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9.3.3.3.2 Consider drag at subsonic Mach numbers for configurations with
augmented setting nozzles

The change of nozzle type changes the relative closure rates of
the bodies. The cross-sectional area distribution and loc:,l corItOurs
are analyzed as in previous section; however, more emphasis must be
on the jet plume.

1) For the no-jet condition, the best closure body chanzes
to the 3* elliptical body with the C-D nozzle. This fact
is confirmed by the total drag data (See Figures 9-52 and
9-53). The body-nozzle combination with the base end
extension has considerably less total drag than it did
when combined with the non-augmented nozzle (compare
Figures 9-46 and 9-52). The nozzle contour has a .erv
substantial effect on afterbody drag and is therefore
very important in determining the total drag. This fact
is noted in the nozzle and afterbody drag comparison
between the conical nozzle (i.e., C-D augmented), the
circular arc nozzle (iris augmented), and the nozzle with
a straight section followed by a radius (i.e., shrouded
iris nozzle) (compare Figures 9-54, 9-55, 9-56 and 9-57).
The interengine fairing change affects the drag in the
same manner as for non-augmented nozzles (see Figures
9-54 and 9-55). The 30 elliptical body with the c,-,nlcal
nozzle has lowest drag because it has the best closure
contour; hence, the hypothesis is again confirmed.

2) The jet effect for the augmented nozzles is again bene-
ficial and significantly reduces the total drag (compare
Figures 9-52 to 9-58 and 9-53 to 9-59). The blunter
fairings and nozzles are most affected by the larger
plumes of the augmented nozzles (see Figures 9-58 and
9-59). The nozzles are most affected by the jet plume
(compare Figures 9-62 and 9-63 to 9-56 aud 9-57) while,
the pressure ratio is still too low to significantly
improve the blunt fairing (compare Figures 9-60 and 9-61
to 9-54 and 9-55). Because the iris augmented nozzle haa
a greater external surface slope and a large exhaust plume,
the jet effects are very beneficial (compare Figures 9-57
and 9-63), and for large jet pressure ratios the iriF
augmented nozzle is superior to the other nozzles tested
(compare Figures 9-58 and 9-59).
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In summary, for subsonic Mach numbers and augmented nozzles, the
general conclusions made for the non-augmented nozzle still hold.

1) The effect of the jet on all configurations is to lower
the total drag.

2) The total drag is lower for configurations that allow
flow between the nozzles than for the blunt base config-
urations.

9.3.3.3.3 Consider drag for low supersonic Mach numbers and configurations
with augmented nozzles

The range of low supersonic Mach numbers considered is small (i.e.,
Mach number - 1.2 to 1.3). For supersorLic flow, separation becomes
beneficial, and the jet plume is larger than in subsonic flow so
that the blunt base configuration should have an advantage.

a) For the no-jet case, the bodies with the blunt and
extended blunt interengine fairings have the lowest
total drag (see Figures 9-52 and 9-53). These config-
urations have the lowest total drag because of base
separation. The bodies with high boattail angles have
significantly higher total drag because the afterbody
contours are not continuous (see Figures 9-54 and 9-55).
Although the blunt base bodies have the lowest drag, the
total drag of the 3* boattail body with the elliptical
interengine fairing is almost as low (see Figure 9-52).

b) The jet effects are very pronounced lowering the total
drag significantly (see Figures 9-58 and 9-59). Since
the pressure ratios are higher than in subsonic flow,
the exhaust plume is larger so that the jet interaction
effects are greater than in subsonic flow. The greater
amount of jet interaction affects the blunt base inter-
engine fairings most (see Figures 9-60 and 9-61). The
body with the extended fairing has the lowest drag,
because its fineness ratio is better and the extended
fairing is in the exhaust plume; however, the elliptical
fairing with the low boattail angle has nearly the same
total drag. The bodies with high boattail angles again
have high total drag as expected (see Figures 9-58 and
9-59).

In summary, for supersonic flow and augmented nozzles, the follow-
ing statements can be made.
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1) The nozzle plume is large; however, only the part of the

afterbody close to the nozzle is affected by the plume.

2) The blunt fairings have a slight drag advantage.

9.3.3.4 Conclusions

The test demonstrated a method of drag evaluation for twin jet
afterbodies (i.e., the hypothesis). It also demonstrated that
the surface closure rate and total cross-sectional area distri-
bution are the most important factors in determining the relative
drag of the configurations. The following specific effects were
noted and confirm the hypothesis stated in the text of this report4

1) The effect of the jet is beneficial to all configuraticns.

2) The jet exhaust increases the nozzle boattail pressures,
but has a much smaller effect upon the afterbody.

3) For subsonic Mach numbers, flow between the nozzle permits
high nozzle inboard surface pressures and therefore lowers
drag.

4) For supersonic Mach numbers the blunt fairings exhibit an
advantage, but the low boattail bodies with elliptical
fairings have nearly the same drag level.

5) The tail surfaces depress the pressures on the whole
afterbody/nozzle surfaces.
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"10.0 High Bypass Ratio Turbofan Installation

10.1 Introduction

Installation items requiring particular attention in airframe/high
bypass ratio turbofan engine integration are outlined in this section.
Representative design techniques and test methods are presented.
The reader is referred to preceding chapters for detailed inlet,
nozzle and afterbody design criteria and empirical data. A
generalized method for determining the incremental propulsion
system losses is presented which can be tailored for a particular
installation.

High bypass ratio turbofan engines are perhaps the leading engine
development of the mid-1960's. The TF39-GE-1 engine, currently
in production for the USAF/Lockheed C-5A, is the arch-prototype
of the class of engines designed specifically for long range crvise
vehicles such as transport, cargo and patrol aircraft. Some of
the high bypass engines under development or in production and
their applications are: JT9D, Boeing 747; RB 211, Lockheed L-l01l;
CF-6, McDonnell Douglas DC-bO; and TF34-GE-2,Navy/Lockheed S-3A.
A partial listing of these engines and their chatacteristics is
presented in Table I. The large variation in the size of these
engines is indicative of their wide potential application. All
of these engines are front-fan engines. Aft fan engines, such as
the TF37, are currently produced only as low bypass engines.

Bypass ratio is defined as:

BPR - Wa FAN
a GAS GENERATOR

The bypass ratio at which an engine is designated a high bypass ratio
engine varies somewhat in existing literature. In order to be con-
sistent with a large body of the literature, it is recommended that
high bypass be defined as greater than 2.5 with low bypass equal
to or less than 2.5.

The turbofan, or bypass engine, converts some of the work of the
turbines downstream of the combustor into driving a large fan
stage or stages. The fan does work upon the entering air and
provides thrust upon exhausting the air overboard without going
through the combustor. The gas flow paths are shown in Figure
10-1. The basic turbofan cycle was developed to obtain ILVer
specific fuel consumption at subsonic aircraft speeds.
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The specific fuel consumption (fuel flow rate per unit thrust) of a
jet engine is inversely proportional to the overall efficiency, no.

SFC V
no

The overall efficiency in turn is the product of the thermal
efficiency, qth where, for the gas generator,

ý AH - 1/2 V2

nth f Q

f - fuel air ratio

,Qn - heating value of fuel

and the propulsive efficiency, np, where

V(Vj - V)

P ai- 1/2 V2

or the more familiar,

2VTip M

Vo + V

i.e. overall efficiency is the product of the two

no- = TIp nth

Equations for a non-mixed ilow turbcfan, such as the typical high
bypass turbofan, are more complex, but the principle is the same.
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The TF30, TF33, JTSD and TF41 turbofans are low bypass turbofan
engines. To obtain even lower specific fuel consumption, increased
amounts of air are bypassed around the core engine. This logical
development of the basic turbofan cycle results in the high bypass
t.uir)ofan engiLe.

A typical curve of propulsion efficiency is shown in Figure 10-2.
T'his pofints up the basic inefficiency of the straight turbojet
engine for subsonic applications in that the comparatively low
vilue of the ratio of free stream to jet velocity, V/Va, results
in correspondlngly !..w values of propulsive efficiencyý. To
improve propulsive efficiency, and iiL turn overall efficiency, it
is required that the jet velocity more nearly approximate the
aircraft's flight velocity, if this is accomplished by lowering
the temperature of the gas at the turbine inlet, the gas generator
thermal efficiency is lowered. The turbofan, or bypass engine,
while maintaining the basic thermal efficiency level of the gas
genc ator, by running at higher temperatures consistent with
advanced technology, converts more work at the turbine stage or
stages into driving a fan which compresses and expands a stream
of air in addition to that required for the gas generator compressor.
I'he desired result, improved efficiency, is obtained -- a greater
mass of air accelerated in the thrust direction at a lower speed.
I'lie improvement in specific fuel consumption increases with increased
bypass ratio; that is with increased amounts of air passed through
the fadr relative to that going through the gas generator, resulting
in lower net jet velocity. This effect is shown in some data
obtained by Rolls Royce (Reference 1) in Figure 10-3. Note that a.
specific fuel consumption reduction on the order of 25 percent is
achieved by engines in the 6 to 8 bypass ratio range compared to
low bypass (I to 2) engines currently in service such as the
J I'3D/'TF33. Corresponding to the improvement in SFC is a decrease
in specific thrust, defined as thrust divided by the airflow, as
shown in Figure 10-4. This is from the same Rolls Royce data.
The specific thrust relationship is important in engine/airframe
sizing/matching.

The high bypass turbofan is designed specifically for cruise
vehicles. Mhe high thrust lapse rate with speed makes the high
bypass engine poorly suited to vehicles with high subsonic speed
or maneuvering requirements. Thrust lapse with speed is shown in
Figure 10-5. The effect is a combination of a number of engine
characteristics but results mainly from the lowering of thrust to
airflow ratio as bypass ratio is increased. Owing to this high
thirust lapse rate, sea level static thrust is of much less significance
in aircraft/engine sizing than it is with turbojets. Of primary
importance is the determination of proper engine sizing, chiefly through
bypass ratio selection, to match aircraft take-off and cruise/loiter
requirements. The ratio of cruise to static thrust, as a function of
bypass ratio, is shown in Figure 10-6.
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Cutaways of the JT9D, typical of a two-shaft hligh lbypass turbotan,
and of the RB203, a three-spool turbaofan, Indicating basic design
features, are presented in Figures 1.0-7 and 1.0-8. From thesew
can see basic features of the typical high bypass tuirbcfan -- the
large air passage outside of the core engine, the absencc of. inlet
guide vanes, and the separate turbines driviiý.ýg the f:*-in and the
compressor.

10. 2 High Bypass Ratio Turbofan Installation ucidrtci;

10.2.1 Windmilling Performance

The large quantities of aix. passing through) the fmtlI'-( i ~urt. caref ul
consideration, particularly with respec:t to onec eifgino-o-,Ut s tability.
A representative plot of windmilling drag versus bypass ratio is
presented in Figure 10-9, based on data from Reference (2).

10.2.2 Exhaust Path Designa

'furbofans have two distinct jet wakes which must iW kcn,-Jdeiu,'d
the typi cal high temperature exhaus t f rom the core (eng,.i r c n'
relatively low temperature fan exhaust, 1n contrast with the
typical turbojet engine, the core engine exhaust is at a rvlatively
low energy level, since most of the energy is extracte.i Uin the
fan and core engine turbines. The fan exhaust, aft~er passing
typically through only one stage, operates unchoked through a
portion of the flight regime. The nozzle pressure ratio i3
changed by external flow effects. Thus the unchoked portion isý
different for installed and isolated engines. ThaiL imposes an
important ins tallation constraint. Everything located duwns troam
of the fan must be designed so as not to impose una,_zýeptahie
distortion upon the fan, which is more susceptiblle whien aertn
unchoked. Excitation of the fan, a dynamic chicx .0,

occurs when the fan is loaded unequallyi. ITo in~ h odn
within an acceptable iange, the engine 11'nu t 

U

distortion limits in termsL- of a dow~ns treqmii 'pre:s in u' ~ .;.I(
variation in the same manner as iniet distorijruia1I~~ i(, 1  lc ified.
The minimization of fan distortion is ir'port ti liný" Ir
structural integrity standpoint, but A1so I c ' ltin : tl
larger engines contributes on the order ul 3/,1 th. rhrimnt'

Arimng the items which must receive caretul conidlerat1ion in desixgn
to maintain high fan performance and integrity ar,ý tli~tot itmon of
the pylon located in the fan wake, whiich ."hc; 1In rx 1' s-
turbance on the fan, accessories orientatiOnl, i.01' ov~I al
protuberances, thrust reverser, and proxiinitv oi c..ta tortS,s
wing and variable geometry lift deviccs, taiil !;Iii*1rt, il, 181 i
fuselage. A typical plot of the stat Ic 1)ri en ý uI- (Ii !4 u!41 L T

stream of the fan showing the inliueri(:i L-! Ili(A L p,-1 2ll

Figure 10-10. Preliminary test data ind.L'Icate tha. U ionIt eff'ý,cL
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can be minimized by contouring the nozzle, as opposed to the typical
symmetrical nozzle, such that additional flow channel relief is
provided adjacent to the pylon. The allowable pylon width within
the fan stream has to date been specified on an individual engine
basis. Ihe major typical criteria governing pyloi width appear to
be fan diameter and fan duct length; the latter tends to attenuate
distortion. Pylon width to fan diamzeter ratios for contemporary
high byupass turbofans are typically around 0.2. Cowl protuberances
generally have considerably less effect on fan performance. To
eliminate the possibility of other surfaces affecting the fan, and
to avoid the drag penalty imposed by the higher dynamic pressure
of the fan stream, it is recommended that such surfaces be located
outside the boundary traced by a constant annular area of fan air.

One design consideration which has evoked considerable discussion
and studies is the fan cowl length. Long fan cowls, which result
in nacelles with coplanar fan and primary exhausts, frequently
called long duct nacelles, are to be found on JT8D engine installa-
tions and on the TF33 as installed on the C-141. Short fan cowls,
in wtnich the exhaust from the annular fan nozzle washes or scrubs
the cowling over the gas generator, are found on the TF39 on the
C-5A, the JT9D on the 747, and the TF34 on the S-3A. The CF-6
engine, as installed on the DC-10, has a fan cowl of intermediate
length. See sketches, Figure 10-11.

Many of the studies of fan cowl length conducted to date, including
those reported in References (3),(13), and (21), have been conducted
for specific installations. The fact that as a result of such
studies, different conclusions have been reached, emphasizes the
importance of the intended installation on the long duct/short duct
decision. In general, the long duct nacelles have higher tailpipe
losses and higher weight; the short duct nacelles have higher drag
owing to the higher velocity air from the annular fan exhaust
scrubbing the gas generator cowl. A pod drag + internal duct loss
trade-off for three different length cowls, based on some data from
Rolls Royce for large engines, is presented in Figure 10-12.

Primary considerations ir the determination of the nacelle config-
uration are engine bypass ratio, thrust reverser effectiveness
desired, aircraft performance requirements and the costing merhod
of evaluation. Long fan ducts are recommended for the lower by-
pass ratio engine installations as the weight and pressure loss
disadvantages are outweighed by other installation factors. Thrust
reverser effectiveness requirements have had a major infl.uence on
nacelle configuration. Whether a device which blocks the fan air
alone suffices, or whether both exhaust streams must be blocked
with separate or combined devices, and the effect of such devices
on adlacent lifting surfaces, affects the location and directional
orientation and hence the total nacelle configuration. Aircraft
performance considerations include range versus short field
performance trade-offs; cost methods include life cycle costing
with its maintainability and reliability considerations. Other
considerations include accessory arraugement and engine mounting.
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10.2.3 Cooling

Cooling of the high bypass turbofan i- somewhat simplified in
that the large quantity of relatively cool air passing through
the fan provides a positive cooling source whenevci the engine

is running. Thus the core engine compartment, the generator,
engine mounted accessories and the CSD (Constant Speed Drive)
or VSCF (Variable Speed Constant Frequency) drive are cooled
with uniflow cooling systems, with higher pressure/velocity
air provided at high power settings. In long fan duct installa-
tions, accessories are located outside the fan duct and are
cooled even more easily. One item that does require parti-
cular attention is the pylon, which interrupts the cooling
symmetry. Special cooling provisions must be made for pylon

cooling so as to preclude elevated structure stress levels
and circumferential temperature gradients in the turbine.
One scheme for handling this is detailed in Reference (3).
Typical compartment temperature zones for a high bypass-
short fan duct installation are shown in Figure 10-13.

10.2.4 Miscellaneous

Initial experience with high bypass turbofan engines does
not indicate any FJD (Foreign Object Damage) susceptibility.
Th. large fan tends to centrifuge the air it takes aboard,
presenting the cleanest air to the more susceptible high
pressure compressor.

Typical static and low speed inlet velocity profiles ahead
of a high bypass turbofan engine, obtained through the use
of the Douglas Neumann computer pcogram solution (Reference
4), are presented in Figure 10-14.

10.3 Installation Loss Breakdown

Installation losseo may be conveniently divided into those
internal to the engine nacelle such as inlet recovery and
shaft power extraction, and those external to the nacelle
such as additive drag and scrubbing drag.

10.3.1 External Losses

The external losses of a high bypass turbofan installation
differ somewhat from those of the turbojet and low bypass
turbofan. A sample breakdown is illustrated in Figure 10-
15. These drag items, tabulated below, are discussed in
succeeding paragraphs.

a) Inlet additive drag
b) Fan cowl friction

c) Fan cowl boattail drag
d) Gas generator cowl scrubbing
e) Gas generator boattail drag
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f) Plug scrubbing

g) Plug separation (pressure drag)

h) Pylon scrubbing

Items (a) through (h) are directly chargeable to the engine/
nacelle and should be included as installation losses, when
applicable, in the computation of installed engine performance.
Two drag items which are directly related to the installation
of the nacelle on a wing or fuselage, but which are handled
as components of airplane drag are:

i) Pylon friction and form drag
J) Interference drag

10.3.1.1 Additive Drag

Additive drag, the term used to account for the effects of the
divergence or turning of the streamlines around an engine air
inlet, is discussed thoroughly in Section 4.0. For high bypass
engine installations, additive drag considerations in inlet

design become more important owing to the emphasis on both

cruise and loiter performance requirements and the high thrust
lapse with speed of the high bypass turbofan engine.

10.3.1.2 Fan Cowl Friction

Fan cowl friction, that is the friction drag on that part of

the nacelle which is unaffected by engine flows, can be
handled conventionally by external aerodynamics methods.

10.3.1.3 Boattail Drag

Fan cowl boattail drag, afterbody boattail drag and plug flow
separation drag can be minimized or eliminated by careful

selection of the contours. Some test data from Reference 5,

presented in Figure 10-16, shows that for taper radius to
diameter ratios less than 4, a sharp increase in drag occurs
due to separation. Separation and afterbody shaping criteria
are detailed in Section 9.

Equations for the theoretical determination of boattail and
separation drag are reasonably straightforward. As in all
equations of this type, the deteziination of the coefficient
values is of prime concern. In general, the coefficients
used are empirically derived.

Fan cowl boattail pressure drag can be computed by the equation
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DOF = CD OFqoAp

RFC

CD 8F m ax , p)

Ap = projected area

Nomenclature for this and thn following equations is shown
on a nacelle sketch in Figure 10-17.

Gas generator cowl boattail pressure drag is computed
similarly

DMG CDaGG qF Ap

CDO = fPTF ' RGGc' DGG , h)

Note that the cowling designated gas generator in Figure
10-17 includes the cowling over the fan turbine.

Pylon boattail pressure drag, including the effect of flow
separation, for the portion of the pylon immersed in the fan
stream, is calculated similarly:

DOpY • CD0 py qF A

CD~py - • (MeF, pylon section characteristics, Ap)

Plug boattail pressure drag including separation effects,
can be expressed by the following equation:

DgP CDBp qF A
2

CDbp - • (Mepm, plug geometry)

Numerous published sources exist for aid in estimation of
boattail coefficients, including data published by the NACA,
etc. See references for Sections 8 and 9.
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10.3.1.4 Scrubbing and Interference Drag

Scrubbing drag is the term used to differentiate between the
friction drag of surfaces washed by free stream air and those
surfaces exposed to fan exhaust or gas generator exhaust.
Gas generator cowl scrubbing drag is determined by the cowl
friction coefficient and fan exhaust flow conditions. Plug
scrubbing drag, if the installation includes a plug nozzle,
is based upon the gas generator exhaust flow conditions. For
an engine configuration like the Garrett ATF-3, with both
flows within the fan nozzle,a proportional quantity of fan
and gas generator flow is assumed acting on the plug.

Gas generator cowl and pylon scrubbing drag can be expressed
by

DscrubGG 0 CfAwqFRCKC

where:

Cf - skin friction coefficient

The preferred basis for Cf is test data obtained from similar
configurations. In current practice, coefficients based upon
flat plate theory and pipe flow theory are used as well and
are considered to give satisfactory results. One engine
manufacturer recommends a refinement over the use of an average
coefficient whereby the growth of the boundary layer along the
cowl, including the initial boundary layer growth upstream of
the fan nozzle exit, is taken into account. Cf is then varied
along the length of the cowl. This method is inherently more
accurate. At cruise conditions, the difference in scrubbing
drag for one particular installation computed by this method
and that computed using an average coefficient is on the order
of 3 percent. For either the average or varying coefficient
method of solutioa, skin friction coefficients may be obtained
empirically or from Prandtl-Schlicting and Frankl-Voishel
equations.

For preliminary design effort, including the trade-offs inher-
ent in configuration development, skin friction coefficients
derived from Prandtl-Schlicting and Frankl-Voishel equations
are considered satisfactory in the absence of empirically
derived Cf values. The Prandtl-Schlicting skin friction drag
coefficient based on surface wetted area is presented in
Figure 10-18. Reynolds number, the abscissa of Figure 10-18,
may be obtained from Figure 10-19. To correct the coefficient
thus obtained to account for compressible flow, the Frankl-
Voishel equation is employed, which is shown graphically in
Figure 10-20. Local skin friction drag coefficients, plotted
as a function of Reynolds nunber and showing the variation
with Mach number, are presented in Figure 10-21.

Aw - area wetted , m afflux
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Fan flow relative to the pylon is shown in Figure 10-17.
Although the straightback representation of the fan flow
is considered satisfactory for preliminary estimation
purposes, a more accurate assumption is considered to be
the assumption of a constant flow area from the fan nozzle
exit to the end of the gas generator cowl.

qF - y- P MeF 22 Pe

RC - skin friction roughness coefficient
= 1.05 (Reference 6), - 1.06 (Reference 7)

KC - compressibility correction (discussed above)

Mep - average fan nozzle exit Mach number

Plug scrubbing drag can be expressed by essentially the same
equation:

Dscrubp = CfAwqpRcKC

qp - _ MeGG2
2 PG

MeGG - Gas generator (+ fan turbine) nozzle exit
Mach number

Aw - area wetted by gas generator efflux

Typical scrubbing drag for an actual high bypass turbofan
engine installation is presented in Figures 10-22 and 10-23.
These data are for cruise conditions ac 36,089 feet and are
presented in terms of uninstalled thrust. These data show
scrubbing drag increasing-with Mach number and thrust
although at higher thrust levels, the scrubbing drag is seen
to be a smaller percentage of the thrust.

Pylon friction and form drag, for that portion of the pylon
that is not scrubbed by fan exhaust air can be handled
conventionally, as stated above, as components of airplane
drag.

Interference drag, a function of the nacelle position
relative to tne wing or fuselage is best obtained empiri-
cally. Some typical data from Reference 5, using long fan
cowl nacelles, which indicates the incremental airplane
drag change with nacelle position, are shown in Figure 10-24.
Nacelle pressure coefficients which reflect the fuselage
and wing proximity effects, are shown in Figure 10-25. These
data were obtained with a shirt fan cowl configured powered
simulator. Owing to the individuality of each configuration,
testing is recommended to sort out interference drag.
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10.3.1.5 Testing Methods

Three basic model schemes have been used to simulate turbo-
fan propulsion systems:

a) Flow-through nacelles
b) Blowing simulators
c) Powered fan simulators

Flow-through nacelles are a conventional tool for evaluating
the external drag of the engine nacelle as installed on the
airplane. Typical flow-through nacelles are presented in
Figure 10-26. Flow-through nacelles are used extensively,
primarily because of their low cost owing to the simple
cunstruction, and also because of the ease with which they
can be moved around on the model so as to test a large matrix
of nacelle positions. A flow-throtigh nacelle is usually
designed so as to simulate cruise airflow conditions, i.e.,
match the cruise inlet mass flow ratio. Lower mass flow
ratios can be achieved by the use of annular restrictors or
screens in the exhaust passages. In designing the basic
"flow-through nacelle to simulate cruise inlet mass flow ratio,
other nacelle criteria are compromised. Among these are
nozzle area and nacelle blockage, which are larger than the
actual engine, and afterbody boattailing, which is less.
The latter could result in an optimistic picture of the inter-
ference drag, particularly in the testing of nacelle positions
in close proximity to adjacent surfaces. In Figure 10-27,
wind tunnel test data obtained from flow-through and powered
fan simulator tests of geometrically similar nacelles is
presented. These data, for two nacelle positions, were
obtained during a series of tests in the same wind tunnel.
As the nacelle is moved aft, more undor the wing, the data
indicate a significant difference between the unpowered and
powered results.

Blowing simulators provide the capability of simulating the
proper afterbody shape and the effect of fan air on the nacelle
drag. A sketch of one is shown in Figure 10-28. Afterbody,
i.e.. gas generator cowl scrubbing drag obtained using isolated
blowing nacelles, compared with predicted drag based on
boundary-layer theory used with velocity decay measurements,
is presented in Figure 10-29. These data, presented by
Lawrence in Reference 8, show that in the lower fan exit
pressure ratio region, typical of high bypass ratio single
stage fans, theoretical prediction methods are verified.

Inlet mass flow conditions, and the effect of flow over the
forward cowl on the aft portions of the nacelle are not
simulated with the blown nacelle. In testing nacelle positions
where these items are considered of minor importance, the
blowing simulator provides the capability of testing a variety
of afterbody geometries over a wide spectrum of fan pressure
ratios and flows, for a modest model investment.
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- To overcome the limitations of the flow-through and blowing
nacelles, and as a part of the continual striving to obtain
simulation of the characteristics of an actual installed
engine nacelle, powered fan simulators were developed.
These simulators provide the capability to simultaneously
simulate aerodynamic and geometric properties. A sketch
of such a simulator is presented in Figure 10-30.

High pressure air or nitrogen is used to drive a turbine
which runs the fan at the front of the simulator. The
turbine and the fan are designed to provide the simulation
of the desired pressure ratios. A typical tull scale engine
characteristic for static operation is compared with data
obtained from a calibration of a powered fan simulator in
Figure 10-31. Static calibration of powered simulators,
important in the delineation of the pressure drag breakdown
can be accomplished in facilities similar to that sketched
in simplified form in Figure 10-32. In current design
simulators, all of the flow which enters the inlet exhausts
through the fan, therefore if the proper pressure ratios and
nozzle geometries are simulated, the inlet mass flow ratio
is somewhat less than desired, e.g., for a 5 to 1 bypass
ratio fan the resulting mass floti would be 5/6 of that
required to simulate exactly the full scale engine. This
cha.-acteristic does not detract seriously from the simulator's
effectiveness.

Scrubbing drag of an isolated nacelle can be obtained from a
static calibration of a powered fan simulator. Net thrust
including scrubbing and boattail drag, as presented in Figure
10-33, is obtained from the balaoce riading in testing with
a setup such as that shown in Figure 10-32. Gross thrust and
boattail pressure drag is computed from model nozzle and
surface pressures respectively, and subtracted to obtain the
isolated scrubbing drag.

Development of thi3 type simulator was initiated for the C-5A
program. A complete description and results of early tests
are presented in Reference 9.

No simulator ha& yet been developed which would combine the
aerodynamic and jeometric properties of the powered fan
simulator with ftil scale engine jet temperature simulation.
This would be in effect a small scale engine. The potential
advantage of easior flow simulation might well be outweighed
by model design difficulties, cost and facilities limitations
as well as limited flexibility. Temperature simulation in
a powered simulator intended for higher speea applications
is discussed in Reference 23.

Simulation of various eupfne nacelle chai--t iLstics is
summarized in the following LGIu _ from ',• trence 10.
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ENGINE NACELLE SIMULATION

SUMMARY

Simulation of Simulated by

Inlet Geometry Flow-through nacrlles
(Inlet mass flow ratio) Powered nacelles

Fan aft cowl and gas generator Blowing nacelles
cowl geometry

(Nozzle pressure ratios) Powered nacellesi

Nacelle-pylon-wing interaction Powered nacelles2

Thrust Reverser Operation Blowing nacelles
Powered nacelles

Jet wakes and scrubbing 3  Blowing nacelles
Powered nacelles

isome compromise on inlet and nozzle areas
2 includes interaction between nacelle surfaces
3 simulation of temperature effects possible by

heating air supply to blc.wing nacelle

10.3.2 Internal Losses

Inlet recovery, compressor airbleed, shaft power extraction,
long fan cowl duct losses, cooling drag and nozzle efficiency
variation, must be accounted for, when applicable, in the
computation of installed engine performance.

Inlet recovery for subsonic cruise vehicles is maintained
close to 100 percent at cruise conditions so that the only
portion of the flight regime significantly affected by inlet
recovery losses is the take-off mode, where inlets designed
for high speed cruise operate less efficiently. This char-
acteristic has prompted the use of auxiliary inlets on many
installations. A sketch of a typical auxiliary inlet is
shown in Figure 10-34. Static performance of an inlet with
a highlight to throat ratio of 1.18 with and without auxiliary
inlets is presented in Figure 10-35, based on Reference 11
data. Note, however, that an inlet with a ratio of 1.26
matches the performance of the 1.18 ratio inlet with
auxiliary inlets. Thus, as with any subsonic aircraft inlet
system, the trade-off between inlet recovery and inlet drag
must be considered.Subsonic inlet design is delineated in
Section 2.

Compressor airbleed has a significant effect on the high
bypass engine, owing to the considerably higher cycle pressures
of the high bypass turbofan compared to the conventional
turbojet. Intewi.diate' stage bleed ports alleviate this
problem somewhat. In performance optimization, the use of
compressor bleed in auxiliary systems must be traded against
systems utilizing direct power extraction. Preliminary data
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indicate that for a given incremental change in SFC,
between 3 mnd 10 horsepower, depending on flight condition,
can be extracted from the engine per 1 lb/min compressor
bleed.

Long fan cowl duct losses can be computed by conventional
methods such as Reference 22. These losses'are usually
included in the internal losses accounted for by the engine
manufacturer is his determination of uninstalled engine
performance, however, and thus do not show up as a separately
stated loss in performance evaluation. When considering the
trade-off between long and short fan cowl configurations,
computation of fan duct losses is required. Pressure losses
for a typical long duct configuration are on the order of
1-1/2 percent.

Nozzle efficiency is affected by length and area variation,
by pylons and protuberances, and nozzle offset, i.e., flow
turning to exhaust through a larger annulus. Typical data
showing the effect of offset is presented in Figure 10-36.
The gross thrust of each stream is computed separately,
taking into account any differences in nozzle performance
compared to the performance of the referee nozzles upon
which the engine specificatioa is based. Conventional
nozzle performance is discussed in Section 8. The effects
of pylon and local fairing blockage are best estimated from
tests of similar configurations. Limited data obtained with
a-faired protuberance with a frontal area equal to 7 percent
of fan efflux area indicated a 1-1/2 percent gross thrust
penalty. As the gas ganerator cowl is the plug for the fan
nozzle, gap6, steps and surface waviness must be minimized
to maintain high nozzle efficiency.

10.4 Performance Summary

For a typical high-bypass ratio turbofan, the net propulsive
effort, that is the thrust available after taking into account
all propulslon s,'.tem losses, is computed by correcting engine
specification data for:

a) Inlet duct losses
b) Low pressure (interstage) compressor bleed
c) Righ pressure (last stage) compressor bleed
d) Power extraction
e) Fan and gas generator nozzle area deviations from

referee area
f) Fan and gas generator nozzle velocity and flow

coefficient deviations from referee value
g) Fan and gas generator nozzle duct pressure loss

deviations from specification nozzle levels
h) Inlet additive drag
i) Miscellaneous airflow drag (environmental control

system heat exchangers, air-oil coolers, generator
cooling systems, etc.)
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1) Nacelle drag

k) Amoient temperature effects

In equation form

Fn Fn Fnambý 4 AFn) - D' add - D' misc - Dnac
Fnstd

Fie - net propulsive effort

Fn - specification net thrust

Fnamb/Fnstd - Ratio of thrust aL desired ambient
temperature to thrust at standard
ambient temperature

AFn - Thrust kzorrections for duct loss, compressor air
bleed and power extraction, and nozzle deviations
from reference nacelle

D'add - Corrercted inlet additive Crag (theoretical
additive drag corrected for cowl lip shape
variation and changes in external nacelle
pressures)

D'misc - Net ram drag of miscellaneous airflow (full ram
drag of miscellaneous airflows adjusted for
thrust of exiting momentum)

D'nac - Scrubbing and form drag of nacelle and pylon,
including effects of flow separation. Friction
drag of the fan cowl and that part of the pylon
unwashed by fan ef flux are generally considered
part of nacelle drag but may optionally be con-
sidered portions of aircraft drag. As noted in
Figure W0-27 and Reference 12, wing interference
effects must be considered in the evaluation of
nacelle afterbody drag and overall installed
per f cr-mance.

Corrections for ambient temperature variations, inlet duct
loss, compressor bleed, power extractions, and deviations
from the reference nozzles are obtained from the applicable
specification for a particular engine configuration. A
typical nacelle drag breakdown at aircraft cruise conditions
is presented In Figure 10-37, which shows that total nacelle
drag represents approximately 8 percent of the engine net
thrust loss due to installation. The effect of installation
drag pluj bleed and power extraction on cruise SFC is pre-
sented in Figure 10-38. Cruise SFC may be directly related
to range, so that the curve shows the relative contribution
of Internal losses and external losses on range. For a
typical high bypass turbofan installation, the total installa-
tion loss, as a percentage of uninstalled cruise thriist at
'6,089 feet, is presented in Figure 10-39.
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10.5 Thrust Reverser Installation

For high bypass installations, it is frequently necessary
to reverse only the fan thrust to achieve sufficient reversal
effectiveness. This is because the high bypass fan produces
approximately 3/4 of the jet thrust. A comparison of reverser
effectiveness is presented in Figure 10-40 for three reversing
schemes:

a) fan only
b) fan stream reversed and primazy stream spoiled
c) fan and primary streams reversed

Complexity and weight increase must be traded against landing
requirements in reverser scheme selection. Only modest
reversal of the primary stream is assumed in the scheme with
both flows reversed in consideration of fan flow interaction
and high temperature constraints on the primary stream reverser
design. A sample of the cascade type fan thrust reverser is
presented in Figure 10-41. This is the system used on the C-5A.

Sketches of a target-type reverser such as currently in use on
the 727, and a proposed plug spoiler type reverser are also
presented in Figure 10-41. CF6 engine thrust reverser and
spoiler features are detailed in Reference 24.

Important criteria in the thrust reverser design, as discussed
in Section 8, are minimum drag (stowed) and minimum performance
penalty, landing distance, and engine ingestion of exhaust gases.
A sketch showing attached flow reingestion with a cascade reverser
is shown in Figure 10-42. The effects of such reingestion are
shown in the graphs following Figure 10-42. The data for Figures
10-43 through 10-45 were obtained with powered fan simulators
which are discussed in paragraph 10.3.1.5. The inlet distortion
shown in Figure 10-44 is defined as

PTmax - PTmin
PTav

The deleterious effects of reingestion on reverse thrust are
summarized in Figure 10-46. Note that at 60 knots, the reverse
thrust achieved is only 50Z of that desired. This is reflected
in increased stopping distance. Recommended improvement methods
include aerodynamic surfaces, vane placement so as to cancel
undesirable flow vectors, and spoiler systems, e.g., mechanica]
and compressor air bleed driven systems.
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FIGURE 10Q-1. Turbof an Gas Flow Paths
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